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prosecution, wr
of Arthur B.
today in the.
IBurch, who tfV1 aed of murder-ledDr. Orbi- ing J. BcltoSf
which began
son's exam
f ed, more
than nine
yesterday,
ntalned throughout
hours. J
i sane.
that Bm-- l this time was taken
VirtrQ,
m
examination at the
up wi
ul W. Schenck, chief of
hand'
dofe.nsel. Sehenck asked the
a yame hypothtlcal ques
wit'
,.
tion
,,h had elicited from five
witnesses called by the defense an
assertion that Burch was insane.
that the
Dr. Orbison replied
change iv Burch's behavior out"did not
lined in trie question
necessarily, taken in connection
'own
with my
observation, mean
that this was the case."
when Schenck
Dr.
Orbison,
sought to elicit admissions that
acts might be
Burch's
certain of
jlaUen as evidence of Insanity, In g
variably replied no nan iounu noui-inof "mental derangement in any
form in these.
The alienist repeated fragments
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PROGRAM FOR I.1TERNATIGKAL
ECONOMIC

CONFERENCE

TOPIC FOR SUPREKI

CHIEF

COUNCIL

Agenda Likely To

Laid Down in Advance;
Details Still Undecided: Belgians Oppose
Any Modification in Schedule of Reparation
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(BY TOE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
Cannes, Jan. 5. The program the private talks between Premier
for the forthcoming International Briand,
of France, and Mr. Lloyd
was uppereconomic conference
George. M. Briand had a lengthy
most) in today's conversations be- conversation
today with the Martween premiers and chief delegates
Delia Torreta, Italian minister
to the supreme council which meets quis
of
and also saw
foreign
affairs,
tomorrow.
Theunys, of Belgium and
Tho French view has been that Premier
Baron
Hayashi. of Japan. Today's
the agenda should be laid down in developments
seem to confirm the
It is understood that Impression
advance.
are
Premier Lloyd George, of Great agreed on thethat the ofallies
an ecoprinciple
Britain, agreed to this, and that nomic conference,
though still dethe question would be first dis- bating details.
cussed by the council.
by
In addition to a continuation of theReparations werethe discussed opexperts today,
Belgians
modification
in
the
posing any
schedule of payments that likely
would compromise their priority on
tho 2,500,00,0,000 golds marks due
by Germany.
I
The French delegation is backing
the Belgians, but it is inclined to
TORECAST.
make
to the British
concessions
Denver, Colo.AJan. 5. New Mex- viewpoint to the extent of reducing
ico and Arizona:
fair
Generally
cash
to 500,000,000 gold
Friday and Saturday; no import- markspayments
annually and the rest of the
ant change in temperature.
In
The British go
kind.
reparations
farther and desire to reduce the deIjOCAiTrEPORT.
liveries in kind so that the total
Conditions for th. twenty-fou- r
both in cash und in kind can be rehours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, duced about 25 per cent from tho
recorded by the university:
Paris agreement, or 1,500,000,000
40
Highest temperature
gold marks.
19
Lowest temperature
in the
Participation by Germany confer-onc21 eventual
e
Range
Internal economic
30
Mean
is now taken for granted, but
U7 there
is
Humidity
discussion as to what
still
40 would be the consequences of the
.
Humidity at 6 p. m.
None presence of Russian soviet delegates
Precipitation
18 which it is held In French circles
Maximum wind velocity
Iilrectbiii of wind
North would be tantamount to recognition
Character of day
Clear of the bolshevik! regime.

WEATHER

otia.ni. .......
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MAJOR ASSERTS

BOIES PENROSE

TESTIFYING

I

AniiiTPn!

in

ABSENT MINDED

the making
the funeral
the body of
was lowered
political
into the brick lined grave in South
Laurel Hill cemetery. No InformaWellington Koo Admits Con tion
whether
was forthcoming
cession Is Valuable But there were any religious services fit
Wants All Foreign Con- the house or at thewen cemetery.
not ad
Newspaper reporters
trol on Tariff Abolished, milted to the burial ground.
The immediate family of Senator
who was a bachelor,
Penrose,
'Tlr The Afserlnted rrp.
of three brothers. No infor
Washington, Jan. 5 (by the As-- ! consists was
uc-mation
given lit regarding the
i
soclated Press). The powers
ceded in part today to China's re- funeral beyond the brief obituary
be
quest that foreign restrictions on! notice that the funeral woud
her tariff system bo removed nnd! "strictly private."
the
that,
wilh-1
regarded
Newspapers
that steps be taken toward
drawing foreign troops from her burial of a Unitedso Slates senate.'
who had figured
largely in the
soil.
Under an agreement adopted. In political history of the country a
the Far Eastern committee of the an Important piece of news set
arms conference, an increase esti-- ! a watch on practically the same
mated at $46,000,000 in Chinese! plan as death watches are set on
customs receipts is to he granted prominent persons who are
to be dying.
Immediately through modification
About 7:30 n. m. today the
of existing treaties, and machinery
Charles 1!., Rlch-arIs to be set. in motion for further threo brothers,
and Spencer, arrived at the
Increases when they are warranted
admin-street
home, where the senj Spruce
by reforms in Chineso tariff
ator's body lay and when he was
istration.
By another resolution adopted, born. Four automobiles parked a
from the house
at Peking short
foreign ambassadors
will confer with Chinese officials,) about the same time. A little later
whenever China so requests, rela-- j Charles Penrose, who is a physitlvo to execution of the declared. cian and had attended his brother,
purpose of the powers to withdraw came out on the front, step nnd
in cases where conditions make it waved his arm nd seemingly from
nowhero a hearse approached the
practicable.
Regarding the troop declaration house.
A few minutes later the body of
the Chinese delegates did not exbut tho senator was brought out and
press themselves nt length,
t
,1 un
on!
thev
tho hearse, followed 1 ., the four
the tfjrtff BoHlnment Vinrl no! flvo.l automobiles, supnoscdly containing
a definite date on which foreign the families of the three brothers,
started for the cemetery. Reportsupervision of the Chinese, customs
ers who were on watcli at the
would be withdrawn altogethe- The meetings of thn committee, cemetery yesterday were not adthe first since December 14, was mitted today and the newspaper
devoted to consideration of the men who fo'lowed the funeral partariff and foreign troop proposals, ty through a steady rain to the last
the Chinese finding no opportunity resting place of the dead senator,
to press their request that the were warned that If they entered
"twenty-on- e
demands" controversy the cemetery it would be at their
be brought into the conference for own pi HI. Guards were stationed
review.
all around the place. The funeral
As a supplement to tho tariff party was In the cemetery about
subcommitfifteen minutes nnd left before 9
resolution, the special
tee headed by Senator Underwood, a. m.
recommended adoption of a decla
Thus was enacted the final scene
ration advimng China to take "Im- of the career of a man who could
mediate and effective steps" to re- have had one of the largest funerduce her military forces. Main- als In the history of the city. Potenance of "excessive" land arma- litical leaders from every county
ment, the subcommittee held, had In the state came to Philadelphia
seriously Impaired Chinese domes- within the last few days to do
tic economy and bad become a honor to the late chieftain and not
difficult
barrier to tho nation's one was invited to the bachelor
restoration to financial (lability. homo if the senator where many
The suggestion w;as referred to a political conferences
have been
draft committee for revision, but held.
indications tonight seemed to point
Questions had been asked why
to its later adoption.
the family desired secrecy In th"
In presenting tho tariff revision burial of the senator nnd the anplan, untie, which China imme swer of close political friends was
would have an "effective" that Penrose hated pomp and
diately
5 per cent tariff rate instead of the
ceremony nnd that It probably was
virtual 3
his wish that he be burled as simply
per cent In force,
Underwood declared, that the and with as little commotion
as
'new arrangement not only would possible.
benefit
would
China, but
greatly
be a long step toward promotion
CASTANEDA MANAGER
of general trade and international
peace In the Far East.
GOES TO EL T0VAR
Dr. Koo, replying for the Chinese,
conceded that the agreement was
AT GRAND CANYON
l"valuable," but added that China
could only regard any continuation
(By The ABm lnted Trend.)
jof tho present foreign control of
I.as Vegas, N. M., Jan. 5. S. L.
(her tariff as "an infringement of Benedito, manager of the Castane-dHo argued also
iher sovereignty."
hotel here, has been promote!
that maintenance of tho foreign to the management
of El Tovar,
tariff control system meant a con- the big Harvey hotel at the Oram
tinued handicap to the opening of Canyon. He will leave about JanChina to foreign trade, contributed uary 10, Mr. Beneditu's successor
to low social and political morale has not been named.
among the Chinese, and worked
many injustices through placing the
interests of the several powers
'above those of the Chineso repubII VE CENT
lic. It was added that in acceding
Cincinnati. C, Jan. 5. Beito the present plan, China especiatomorrow bread will
ginning
lly reserved the right to continue
bo sold here at the pre-wher effort for complete tariff auprice of five cents for a ftonomy.
lounce loaf, it was announced
Senator Underwood then Infrrm-je- d
today by the manager of a
the Chinese that until they had
chain of grocery stores.
cleaned house nnd until further
of the tariff powers they
4 $ Q $ $
had surrendered in formal treaties
would, In the view of the other nations, "work to China's detriment
land to the Injury of the world."
When China had established a
jparllamentary government In all
her provinces and has dispensed
jwlth "the military control that now
exists," In many parts of the republic, he declared, she might hope to
realize the ideals of sovereignty to
Is aspiring.
jwhich she
crecy that surrounded
of arrangements for
FIVE PER CENT TARIFF
maintained until
RATE IS SETTLED UPON was
leader
tho

Pr.)
Ralph

New York, Jan.
ver Bennett, president of the
ropolitan College of Law at Dover,
Del., qualified as a full fledged absent minded professor when he wag
arraigned in Washington Heights
police court today on a charge of
assault preferred by Prof. W. II.
Carpenter of Columbia university.
Admitting he had struck Professor Carpenter In the eye on the
morning of December 19 Bennett
explained It was all the result of
his being nbsorbed in thought.
He said he had gone to Professor Carpenter's home, mistaking it
for his own New York residence,
and rang tho bell. Profewtor
he said, and
appeared,
'struck his hand from the bell.
which he had neglected to stop
ringing. Suddenly aroused, he said,
he struck the professor.
held Dr.
Sweetser
Magistrate
Bennett in $100 hall for a hearing
of
on
a
charge
disorderly
Thursday
conduct.
5.
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Most recent photo of Senator and Mrs. Truman II. Newberry.
Senator Truman H. Newberry of Michigan Is still awaiting final
di cislon by the senate on his case, w hich was taken under advisement by the body after Henry Ford, Newberry's defeated opponent,
protested his election and Newberry was indicted for corruption,
and conspiracy in connection with the election.

fraud

AMERICAN SHIPS TO
SENATOR PENROSE
CARRY SUFPLIES TO
LEFT ALL PROPERTY
RUSSIANS AT COST
TO THREE BROTHERS
(By Tho Awoclnted Tresa.)
Jan. 0. GovernAVashington,

ment merchant ships will transport
grain for famine relief In soviet
Russia at cost as a result of a request for thirty vessels made to tho
shipping board today by the American relief administration.
The request was announced' by Secretary
Hoover, who declared that the rates
sought by private American operators were "not justified."
The shipping board, according to
J. B. Hmull, vice president of the
Fleet
corporation,
Kmergency
stands ready to allocate tho thirty
ships as needed to Its operators to
carry grain to Russia nt cost.
Request for the government ships
was made, Mr. Hoover explained,
because of Increases of from $2 to
$2.50 a ton In rates to Baltic ports
demanded in New York yesterday
by private operators which he added, was about three dollars a ton in
advance of the rate quoted by foreign ship concerns.

(IIt The AsKncliitcd l'rcm.)

Philadelphia, Jan. 5. The will
rmroso leaving his
of Senator
was
estate to his threo brothers,
tho simplest of documents. It was
filed late today. The estate Is valued at 200,000 and upwards," hut
friends said it was worth many
times that sum. There were no
public or Individual bequests.
The will was written on a single
sheet of paper and dated Juno 10,
1905.
It states that his entiro
estate Is bequeathed to his throe
brothers, who were also named as
executory. The brothers, howover,
have waived their rights as executors In favor of a financial Institution. The executors were Instructed to file "no inventory or
account of any kind of my estate."
BAXIMTS

CF.T AWAY.

Olympia, Wash.. Jan. 5. Five
masked men entered the pool hall
WAS MF.RR1MAC Si m iVOIt.
at MeCleary, a lumbering town
Shrfveport, La.. Jan. 5. Benja- about ten miles west (f here late
min Holseman. "S, last surviving last night and lined forty men up
member of the crew of the confed- against the wall, robbing them of
erate ironclad Mcrrlmae. which about $1,000, according to a telefought the Monitor In the ctvll war, phone report reaching here today.
is dead.
The robbers escaped.

OVR TENTH ANNIVERSARY
It

Today Is
is difficult

the tenth nnnlversnry of statehood for New Mexico,
to tell whether or not her citizens arc subjects for

congratulations.
Tho territorial status was unsatisfactory.
"Carpet baggers"
were made governors and judges, all too frequently.
Worn out
and discarded pollticaiis frequently were given these berths ns
In
Hie
In
to
ami
of
home
out
order
them
their
get
way
"pap"
states.
Yet several local men made excellent territorial governors,
hi New Mexico mill several judges have ninile excellent
residents of the stale. Things were not satisfactory mid the
people clamored to try their hands at running their own affairs.
The federal government heard mid gran till their prayers.
No otic will contend that we should have remained a territory.
It would have been a confession of our incapacity for

d
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Sen-jat-

Shell Shocked Victim of the
War Claims Accused Man
Killed a Soldier in a Dug-Oin France,
ut

(lt.T

Tht, Ansni'inled

Pre.)

Washington. Jan. 5. Sweeping
denial of charaes that he had shot
two of his men while hi command,
division,
part of the Twenty-eight- of
the Argonno
was in the thick
fighting, was made before a senate
investigating committee today by
MaJ. H. I,. Opie of Staunton. Va.,
and nearly a dozen men serving
with him overseas.
Only one voice was lifted against
Major lipie unlay that of a shell
shocked victim of the war, now a
patient in a Virginia hospital for
the insane. The witn'.s, Lemuel
C. Smith, declared tha' while in a
dugout with thre." comrades Rmi
four German prisorei'::. Malic Opto
fired, shot and kilk'1 a mMier, and
then ordered the (i 'ly removed,
without uttering a ,v n'd.
Comrades Enter lienlul.
Tn rapid succesion
the comrades mentioned by Smith sworn
they saw no killing, that they were
not in tho dugout, and that they
knew of no evidence to support
the charges. And then after half
a dozen of Major Ople's men had
testified that they never heard ot
his shooting the soldier, the major
spoke In his own defense, declaring there was no truth in the accusations and that he "never shot
a man In his life."
Breaking down while witnesses
were telling the committee that
for his services in the Argonne.
ending In a hospital, wounded, he
was awarded
the distinguished
service cross, the legion of honor
and the crnix de guerre, with two
palms, Major Opie quickly recovered and calmly, but with emphasis, asserted that he never fired a
revolver while in the army.
Never Fired a l'lstol.
"Did you shoot a runner with a
revolver, as charged?" he was
asked.
"I never fired a pistol the whole
ttme I was In the army," ho declared wittrtTrtptmais.
Chairman Brandegee wanted to
know If the major had any theory
as to how the reports read about
him had started.
"None, sir," ho said. "It may
lie that one circumstance led to It.
It happened that Bleut. Floyd W.
killed
Cunningham
accidentally
himself with a rifle and I was the
first to reach him. I bent down,
opened his blouse, and while there
alone In that position some stragI
glers may have been around.
some times think this scene may
have started rumors of which I
was the victim."
Senator
democrat,
Watson,
Georgia, whose charges in the senate that American soldiers had
been hanged without
trial In
France, took no part in today's examination.
But announcing that
ho was not proposing any case, he
a
list
of witnesses to bu
presented
summoned to give testimony relating to the Opie charge.
Iicttcrs Are Presented.
The committee
indicated
that
they would be called when the
hearing is resumed Tuesday.
Eight letters from former men
In the major's command, and from
citizens who know him were presented.
A volunteer witness from San
Francisco, coming at h(s own expense, enlivened tho proceeding
with a description of what he saw
In prison camps. When it was sug
gested that the committee put him
on the witness f,ay roll, he wart
called and stated he bad been
known as a famous tramp.
h

Yet the experiment has not proven successful to nny outthe capacity is here, hut It
standing degree.
I'nqucstloiiahly,
has been dormant in n large measure. The expenses of government have mounted until it tsts the people several times tho
amount to run the state which was required in territorial days.
It Is true that improved schools nnd
highways have
been n large anil necessary factor of expense.
It Is true nlso,
that the sacred iinnin of schools has boon used to raise money
which has been unwisely, extravagantly and sometimes, corruptly,
expended. As a state we have lived far beyond our means.
Alluring promises were held nut of the wonderful things
statehood would accomplish.
Vastly increased assessed valuations
were the result. This, to sonic degree, has been true. But the
Increase has been inequitable.
Polltlcans, In alliance with big
Interests, seized, upon the control of tho tax raising machinery.
At the top the "big hoys" escaped a proper assessment.
At the
bottom, tho ward heeler was favored. The rank nnd file were
Koine
anil
Is
between
stones.
the
nether
upper
progress
ground
being made but It conies with painful slowness anil every improveg
ment meets with
resistance.
A vast Influx of population was promised, yet ten years finds
that we have not kept up with the normal Increase from the
birthrate in other states. The polltlcans who seized upon the
control of affairs, forgot their duty as servants of the people.
They were without vision of the possibilities of development of the
vast resources of this untouched state.
They quarrelled over
tho distribution
of the "pie" and kept the attention of the
A few
people upon etty party quarrels and personal feuds.
SEWER PIPE MAKERS
beneficial things of a minor character have been done In response
to the demand of groups of people who became interested.
The
CHARGED WITH TRUST
health department, the child welfare department nml a few other
TO RESTRAIN TRADE
worthy things have been enacted Into law.
An Australian ballot law is the product of recent years.
After lagging behind other states for years, this
hill
(Hy The Amocliited Prfn
was enacted.
It is so full of opportunities for fraud as to he
New York. Jan. 5. Charges that
well nigh useless.
eleven corporations nnd ten indi
Today tho state Is wlttimit a primary Taw which will put the viduals In eastern states had
d
power to nominate In the people, where It belong. The politicompetition and maintained
(SPECIAL DISPATCH TO MORNING JOl'UNAI.)
cians will permit no corrupt practices net which will punish elecexcessive prices for three years in
Dos Angeles, Calif., Jan. 5. "I Walker for over a week when they
tion corrnptlonlsts.
sewer pipe and plumbing fixtures am
Individual profit or personal aggrandizement
is the thing manufactured by them were dis New willing to go back to Gallup, made the arrest Wednes layonnight.
the
Mexico, and face all charge
They were first placed
No sentiment of service permeates
closed today when the government
sought among most politicians.
of
those who have combined to usurp the power. Real Integrity nnd unsealed Indictments returned last against me. I have been involve! man's trail by Miss lihea Tice, bo
in no murders or
other crimes 1138 Colton street, known In
week. The Indictments
efficiency Is almost unknown In state offices.
charged and have nothinganyto fear from the wanted man's sweetheart. OffiNo great, movement for state Improvement has been deemed
antl-- :
violation of the Sherman
anyone. I don't know why the po- cers who had been trailing the
trust act.
necessary by the coterie In control. The people have not demanded
It.
All defendants, who will be cnll- -' lice of Callup should have 1 picked young woman, only 17 years of age,
The vast' area of land given ns hy the federal government has ed next week for pleading, were me out as a murderer, but guess located the man's living quarters
lieen mismanaged and rendered comparatively unproductive for our members of the Eastern
Sewer It can all be explained after I get last week.
According to the arresting offiInstitutions.
I'lpe Manufacturers' association, there."
This Is what Olin C. Walker. Jr.. cers and a statement made by the
the clearing house through which
Tilings have not gone well for New Mexico In these ten years.
girl nnd Walker himself, he came
to have ex- of Farmlngton, New Mexico, held
The fuult is with tho people. They will receive from the politicians
they were alleged
in the city jail for Investigation In to this city about six weeks ago,
changed bids, price nnd sale In- connection
exactly what they ileniiiuil and nothing more.
with the murder of Mr. about a week following the murder
It is not strange that the state of I leers have allowed this day formation and other data.
Miss
and Mrs. W. J. Blackwell several of Blackwell and his wife.
to pass without official notice. To have called the attention of
in front of their home Tice, according to her statement,
months
ago
the people to it would he to emphasise tho little progress we have
HANKER IS STRICKEN.
In Gallup, said tonight. After makarrived one week before Walker.
made. To nsk them to celebrate accomplishments would be to
Omaha, Neb.. Jan. 5. ltobcrt
ing the statement young Walker, Tho police learned yesterday that
ask them to ninke merry over having $.V3,0()0 of their money In
Forgan, assistant vice president of who
'22
is
of
waived
the girl was about to become a
age,
only
years
a defunct hank; to rejoice over a scandal at the Insane asylum:
the National City bank ot New extradition
papers and declared mother and held Walker responsito congratulate n state treasurer who has been guilty of a felony,
York, underwent an operation .for that he would
return without n ble for her condition.
that ho still holds his office. It Is a good time to keep still.
appendicitis at a local hospital here
ns soon as officers arrived
When the police first learned of
Let us desist. Their is anotner side. Our pcoplo possess the today. Hla condltiin Is reported fight,
hi m.
for
Walker's address, the young womfavorable.
stnto
all
this.
reOur
to
correct
has enormous Intent
capacity
Walker was taken into custody an was taken 111 on the street and
sources awaiting the hiind of man. The next ten years con lie
at 342
South Hill street nt a was rushed to a hospital. The man
MURDER Ell GIVES VI
years of growth and development beyond tho fondest dream.
late hour Wednesday .night by Po- was sent for but the child wasi
Will we decide, on this anniversary dny. that the state must
Honolulu, Jan. 5. Frank II. lice Detectives Roy Shy.
Cllne and dead when horn. The body was
lie cleaned up and faced about? Will we demand ability, integOatherell surrendered today to th. Detective James E. Foese, a Burns burled In itosedalo cemetery
on
who
confessed
he
and
the
solicit
udo
for
a
say that
from our public (police,
public welfare,
rity
agent. The police when they went December 24.
ito the murder of his wife in New to
officials?
make the arrest were armed
Walker and the young woman
York City in July, 1919.
Public sentiment Is the remedy the only solution. The people
with a warrant from Gallup chargtoday admitted to the police that
must demand tluit politics shall not Interfere with the public serving Walker with murder. He ex- they had fled from Gallup when Miss
ice. They must punish their own party when thut party sins
BAKER IlEAI) DIES.
pressed no fear when arrested and , Tice discoverer, tlint stm was about
X. declared that he woul(i clea. the to become a mother and both deAlbany, N. Y Jan.
against the public Interest.
Will wo so resolve today? If ivc do, the next ten years will
Nosehang, general president ot matter up.
clared that the murder of the twu
the journeymen
tell another story.
bakers internaBurns agents and the loctl police
tional union died today.
detectives had been searching iot
(Continued on Page Two.)
1

;

'READY TO FACE ALL CHARGES

heart-breakin-

AGAINST

ME,' CLAIMS YOUTH

ARRESTED IN BLACKWELL CA

'

2

i

G. O. P. CONFERENCE.
Washington, Jan. 5. President
Harding called Into conference
late today a group of senate republican leaders for a discussion
in conof legislative
prospects
gress.
It was said conclusions
had not been reached, and that
another similar meeting would be

urranged,

l

ONLY 0NEW)ICE IS
LIFTED AGAINST HIM

elim-jlnate-

Itv The A"irlnlpil

Wi

Agrees to Return to Gallup Without Extradition Papers; Located Through Girl Who
Fled From Gallup When About to Become
a Mother; Walker There Night cf Murder.

p$QpSS0R HAS

rtrm rilir IIP

I

ENDS CAREER OF

Pennsylvania Leader Laid
BEHALF
To Rest in Laurel Hill
Burial
Brief
Cemetery;
Increase of $46,000,000
Service Held For Senator Sweeping Denial Made By
In Chinese Custom ReVirginia Officer That He
(llv Tile AssnWalpil Trend.)
Shot Two Men of His
ceipts to be Made PossPhiladelphia. Jan. - 5. The funPenrose was
ible By Changes in Duties eral of Senator Bole- The
Command in the Argonne
seheld this morning.
great

i

h

Of

CHARGES FALSE,

HAHILT bKANI tUj

(BY THE ASSOCIATED fRESS.)
Washington, Jan. 5 (by the
sociatcd Press.) The five greatest
nnval powers of the world decreed
today as between themselves abolwarfare
ishment
of submarine
against merchant ships. To purse
seas
of
this hidden
forever
tho
DEADLOCKED
menace tn peaceful folk and ships,
the world is asked to subscribe
to the decree ns a new principle
of International law.
As adopted by the naval committee of the arms conference the resolution proposed by Klihu Root,
and amended by Arthur J. Balfour,
to become immediately
effective Outlook For Solution Aqain!c'-wh"d
between the five signatory powers,
AnnPfirs HflriPPSS' l.hlna dicutlons the defense used "sound
runs as follows:
"The signatory powers recogWants to Buy Railroad judgment."
On one occasion he said, Burch
of
nize the practical
possibility
told him he would prefer to spend
using submarines as commerce deor
Line
Quit.
to being
in
ten
asylum
years
stroyers without violating, as they
Another
time, he said,
banged.
were violated In the war of
Associated
TrcsO
Tho
Hy
Burch seemed to dislike the insanirequirements universally ac(by the As- ty plea, and said he had a "good
Washington. Jan.
cepted by civilized nations for the sociated
The
Press i.
Shantung
in court and thought he would
protection of the lives of neutrals controversy again appeared 1 ope- - day"
be acquitted without such a de- und
and to the less liL Muuuim i.if
""'
ie, session"MYnSe
end that the prohibition of the use after n. two and a half hour
deT,lp rtooor W!)S asked whether ho
of submarines as commerce
and Chinese
the
between
Japanese
n()t tnlnk m,rcr, showed "less
acstroyers shall be universally
contiidora-to
devoted
j,,(itrm,,nt than wcnld be shown hy
cepted as part of the law of na- delegations
of "the return of the Kan the low.est form of animal life In
tion
tions they now accept that prohi- Ohow-T- s inanfu
the latter tll(, nil,ttor of
bition ns henceforth binding as be announced that railway,
unless the Japan- - w)on np made such statements to
tween
th
PS(
',n for vo
knowing you represented the
tVur
Chi!lw"
an o
pnyment of tnp ron(1 in cash nr
(isn.lf,t nttorney?" Mr. Rchenck
to."
tomorrow the "con added that by the "lowest form" he
Action of tho committee Is final stallments by
would be ended. Only meant an "amoeba, the slime of
so far as the conferenca and the versations"
a renewal of the "good offices" of the ea."
Dr. Orbison replied:
five powers are concerned.
The
and Secretary
"No, T do not think so."
conference merely will give formal Arthur J. it Balfour
was paid, could then
Hughes,
Todav was tho first of the trial
ratification to the
about a meeting of the two when there was no evidence relatpact when tho
treaty in bring
ing to Mrs. Madalynne Obenchaln,
which It will be incorporated comes governments.
The Chinese delegation definite- in the case. The only
up In open session.
tho Japanese jme her name was mentioned was
The navaJ committee also adopt- ly refused forto accept
rail-jj- n
of
the
payment
a question by the district nttor-wa- y
ed tho first Koot proposal to de- proposal a
Japanese loan, Welling-- 1 ney. to which objection was made
by
clare in simplest terms to the rules ton Koo,
a Chinese delegate, said !nnd sustained.
of international law applying to
the Chinese made a concession
The district attorney said after
merchant vessels, their full appli- but
immediate
deposit of Udlournment that he would call at
cation to submarines and the invi- regarding
.12,000,000 Chinese dollars as a cash vast one more witness, an alienist,
tation of the five povers to nil oth- pnyment.
i rebuttal.
Tho defense announced
er nations to Join in tho declara"Unless the Japanese accept (f would call one more witness who
tion.
or our alternative would be asked about a matter
offer
this
either
When the naval committee ad- offer to
pav In Installments at to- - r;(her than Burch's mental
journed, the third Root proposal to
meeting that will be theiUon.
declare violations of tha rules laid last
meeting," Dr. TCoo said.
down by submarines acts of piracy
When
the' conversations were LAS VEGANS NABBED
for which submarine commanders
two weeks ago, after a
could be held to account personally, abandoned
deadlock had been reached on the
FOR VIOLATIONS OF
regardless of orders they may have mode of payment and management
received from their governments, of the
the
LIQUOR LEGISLATION
Japanese
disputed road,
was still to be taken up. It was Inan Immediate caph
dicated that it also would bo adopt- ihad demanded
deposit of the purchase price, if (Spcelnl rnrrospomleiir to "Pie Jouinnl.!
ed.
cash for re
Bas Vegas, X. M., Jan. 5. Bob
In Its final form, the resolution :they decided to accept
turn of the road at the end of nine Evans, who bears the same name
submarine
warfare months
declaring
ns they tentatively agreed as a former admiral of the Ameriagainst merchant ships abolished
could b can fleet, but who does not appear
so far as the five powers are con ito do, if other details
out.
This the Chinese said nautical, has been arrested here
worked
cerned showed a direct relation to
they were unable to do bu agreed on a charge of connection with the,
ake ,t',rep Pnvmonts over the ownership and operatloi of a still
included in the original draft. The!1"
Period, the last to be captured New Year's morning by
7lin!
clause, "as thev were violated In the on
Inp "? PI culi"
rmng over prohibition officers. Deslderio C.
war of 1 91
S." was Inserted on
of
road.
the
de Baca, a member of the board of
motion of the French delegation
The Chinese today agreed to trustees of the town of Las Vegas,
Some significance may attach to
deposit in full who Is the owner of the farm on
the fact that it was the French make the immediate
nt the disposal of the which the still was found and who
group which made this amendment by placing resources
of
the Chinese was arresled there with Jack
in view of tho "misunderstanding''
Japanese
declared that ho had leased
of the French attitude on subma- bankers' consortium.
The alternative Chinese
plan the place to F.vans and did not
rine warfare which brought the
a
over
for
payment
period know a still was being operated
committee deliberations
to tense provided
moments when the question of of twelve years with an option to there. He said further that he had
notes
afterl on6 't0 tno farm to collect hisrent
the
take
remaining
up
limitation of submarine
tonnage
was under discussion. In that con- three years. This offer still held ind. discovering the still, had glv
announced.
Dr.
Koo
en McBrido orders to move.
nection, Iyord Bee, for the British good,
No Intimation could be obtained
Evans is being held In Jail tfl
group, expressed his appreciation of
their await
the prompt, official repudiation by from the Japanese concerning
a hearing before United
unwas
It
M. Sarraut of the French group, of attitude tomorrow, but
States Commissioner W. G. Ogle.
on
firm
stood
that
derstood
they
the writings of Captain Cnstex of
Mr. de Baca gave a statement for
tho French nnval staff, sustaining their Insistence on lending, the publication today, In which he asto serted McBrlde. Is
the
with
which
Chinese
money
willing to state
'Continued oo I'ago Two.)
buy the road back.
that de Baca had no knowledge of
the existence of tho still. McBrlde
has no attorney, and the county
sheriff will not let him make a
statement for publication without
first consulting counsel.
A man giving the name of .Taen
Jones was arrested today hy United States Marshal Seeundino Romero, on complaint of federal officers, who say they have evidence
Jones'
that he sold moonshine.
ball was set at $2,000 which he
was unable to furnish, and he Is in
Be
the county Jail awaiting the artion
of the federal grand jury in Santa
Fe In March.
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FOREIGN TROOPS
n

y.

Treaty and Comes Up

ated Into
In Open Session.

!

!

(Bv The Ansoelnted FrrM.)
Dos Angeles, Jan. 5. Dr. Thomas
J. Oi bison, an nl' 'st, called by the

Pact When It is Incorpor-

ne

y " V.V

Hours Heavy Grilling
Fail to Weaken Prosecu-- .
tion Witness; Cites Conversations With Accused

Conference Will Give Formal Ratification to
Anti-Submari-

FOR REMOVAL OF

Nine

AMENDED

ES

BY BALFOUR,

CLAIM THAT

am

COMMITTEE RESOLUTION,
PROPOSED

NEWBERRY CASE STILL AWAITING IGHINA'S REQUEST SEGRET FUNERAL
FINAL ACT OF SENATORIAL BODY

ALIENIST STICKS

AGREE TO

EDJTION

Dally by Carrier or Mall. HTic a MoutS
s;nKtf t opto fi

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Friday, January 6, 1922.

YEAR

FOUTY-SKCON-

YOIi. CT.XII. No. 6.

CITY

L

DECORATING BANKS TREATY BATTLE
.
IS A NEW LINE OF
WORK FOR WOMEN
OE IRISH JEMS

DETROIT TROLLEY
SYSTEM BIGGEST

AGREEMENT OF CONFERENCE ON
CHINESE TARIFF IS REPORTED

6 :i&
CITY-OWE-

LI

D

FINAL OECISIQ
Announcement of Existence
of Peace Committee Features Session; Reporter
Kidnapped and Returned.

of Peace Between
D. U. R. Brings
and
City

Treaty

Year
to Twenty
War: Mayor Was Leader
End

ly TIib Amorlntm! rrms.)
Detroit, Mich., Jan. 5. A "treaty
of peace" between the city of De- Hroit and the Detroit United Railway, agreed to recently hy plenipotentiaries of each, shortly will B'e
Detroit the distinction of having
the most extensive munlcipally- i owned street car system in the
' World.
1.. Under the "treaty," signing of
"which marks the end of a twenty-xyea- r
war. the city proposes to take
over soon the entire holdings of the
: company
on a rental basis. At
Uome time during 1922 the electors
called upon at
'of the city will be vote
on a queia special election ofto the
property hy
stion of purchase
have
the
people here street
"he city. As
approved every municipalIn recent
railway project advanced
mu"years, city officials expect thestreet
nicipality will have the entire
car field here to itfiolf before the
beginning of 923.
' When the city Assumes control
Its municipal street railway systern will consist of 476 miles of
or
trackage, putting it far ahead
.San Francisco, its nearest rival In
street railway operation
'municipal
'
The West Coast city's municipal
track
"Bystem has bnj sixty miles of
' Settlement of the street car coneletroversy, the overshadowingelection
ment in every municipal
here within the last two decades
came suddenly, the Detroit United
agreeing to the rental proposition
and proposed purchase after it was
i faced with eviction from two of the
more Important lines in the city.
. After years of litigation, some of
which found its way to the United
States supreme court with resultant victories for the my. the municipality was authorized by the
voters at a recent election to order
"the Detroit United Railway from
parts of the "Woodward avenue and
Fort street lines upon which franchises had expired. This step followed refusal of the company to sell
the lines to the city at a orice the
latter was willing to pay. The company was going ahead with plans
to tear up Its tracks on these lines
when an agreement was reached
whereby city and Detroit United
Ttallwav cars might use Jointly cer- -'
ain pieces of tracks owned hy one
or the other. The rental agreement
and purchase plan was made a part
of this pact.
Plnce the agreement was signed
Petroiters have been afforded the
beunusual sight of
tween the two rival street railway
run-'
are
Municipal cars
companies. "Detroit
United Hallway
nlng over
tracks, while Detroit XTnlted cars
fnre being operated over parts of
ihe municipal lines.
Detroit's municipal lines came
into being In 1920, when the voters
approved a plan of Mayor ofJames
10"
Oouzenn for construction
miles of track. Work on the new
line was started as soon as possimiles of the muble. Fortv-fiv- e
nicipal system orglnally authorized
now is tinder operation and many
other miles of track is in process of
"huilding.

(Hy The Associated rrcss.)
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FfcPn SI AYFR IS
RELEASED UNDER BOND

A!
;
'

I

ripseiAl

TO

OtmPhVH

MONIN

JOUSNAL

Joe
Tucumcarl, N. M., Jan. 5. conMorgan, who In said to hambrother-in-fessed to the shooting of his
on
law.
Clarence
Myers,
the
January 1, was given bond inGraysum of $5,000 in Judce John
son's court ami bound over to
await the action of the grand Jury.
The shooting occurred after a
threat by Myers to dynamite the
residence of Morgan's mother unless Mrs. Myers, who had left her
husband, returned to him. Bond
was ouickly furnished by MorThe Myers formerly lived in
ganl)cnver and Chicago.
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POLICE STATION

(By The Associated Prwu.J

New York, Jan. 6. Fifty person
within two hundred feet of a police
station tonight saw a negro prisoner shoot and kill Acting Detective
Milter and mortalSergeant W.
Detective Francis J.
ly wound
Buckley, after they had arrested
the negro for a felonious assault.
In the confusion which followol
the negro escaped.
Miller died a few minutes after
being taken to a hospital.
.

AIDS BRASS INDUSTRY.

Ml

Mrs. Frederick Countlss.
Mrs. Frederick Countiss of Chicago has just completed plans for
the inauguration of a new line of
endeavor for women.
She has
opened up a company composed entirely of women who will specialize
in bank decorations.
This work
will include not only the paper on
the wall and the general layout of
the bank, but will also take in the
furniture and every part of the
bank.

SEARCH FOR OIL
PALESTINE IS
TO

BEL

BED

Agreement Between British
Government and Zionist
Organization for Exploitation of Lands.
(n? The

AMHK'Inted

Press.)

Jerusalem, Jan. 5. Client
est has been aroused here

interby a

that
announcement
an agreement has been reached between the British government and
a group of men representing the
Zionist organization for the exploitation of lands lying beyond
the River Jordan and the Dead sea.
It has always been known that
proper development would reveal
the presence of oils and other minerals in groat quantity In that section of the country.
From reliable sources. It is understood that the agreement Involves a trad of land extending
from the Syrian coast on the north
to the valley of Mojeb on the south
and from the town of Kltuba on
the east to the River Jordan and
the Dead sea on the west.
The company has been given a
period of five years in which '
work.
carry on the preliminary
Should oil or any other minerals
of time
be. found, an extension
would be given provided the company pnvs to the British govern
fent fl.ono as a royalty fee. Besides, a strnleht tax of one shilling
l
demanded on ench nod everv ton
of oil or o'her minerals taken from
the rround.
What such a venture will mean
to the life of Palestine is not hard
to guess. Closely con"crtpd with
the search for oil would be the
need for Generating
electricity
from the waters of the River Jordan with which to carry on the
work. Railroad lines would also
have to be constructed in all diin order to facilitate
rections,
transportation -- of the mineral
products found. With oil, electricity and rnll'onds ralestlnn
would be bound to receive a great
progImpetus toward industrial
ress.
The striking feature of the
whole affair, is that It points to
a departure on the part of the government from its waiting nollcy nt
regards new enterpriser. The government of Palestine is poor and
lacks funds with which to develon
the hidden resources of the land.
Only by private initiative and private capital could the country be
built up. Tt is asserted here that
thus far the government which
takes its orders from T,ondon. lias
not only failed to lend moral support, but has gone so far as to discourage, and even stop new
semi-offici-

Waterbury, Conn., Jan. 5. lohn
I). Ryan, chairman of the board MARINE MAIL GUARD
of the Anaconda Copper Mining
company, and Cornelius F. Kelley,
WHO SHOT LOITERER
president, declared in an address
here tonight that the- proposed
EXONERATED BY DENBY
merger of American Brass company with Anaconda will stabilize
Oly The Assnrlnlrd Press.)
G.
the brass industry. Both assertJan.
Private
Washington.
ed that there will be no change Marcus M. Ilenson, a mailne mall
of
the
brass
in the policies
guard, who recently shot and

CALOMEL GOOD
BUTTREACHEROOS

wounded H. Taml)ert. while he was
in the vicinity of a mall car at
Green Bay Junction Wis., was exonerated today by Secretary Denby.
The secretary approved the report of the naval hoard of Investiafter the regation, authorized
quest of the governor of Wisconsin
a
was
denied. The
for
civil trial
board's report said "that Private
TTcnson was justified in using his
shot gun in keeping unauthorized
persons from the vicinity of the
United States mail car."

Next Dose may Salivate, Shock
Liver or Attack Your
HOI
Bones

D TUOUMCARI MEN
ON ROBBERY CHARGE

rr MntNiM JOUWMAL
.Toti know what calomel ts. It's
'PKCIAt Ott"i--mercury; quicksilver. Calomel Is Tucumcarl, N. M., Jan. 5. A
sour
crashes
It
into
dangerous.
youth named Brown, 20, Is said to
bile like dynamite, cramping and have confessed to robbing Kensickening you. Calomel attacks the dall's bakery of $272. Brown imbones and should never be put Into plicated Bob Bradford, 30. as Invour system.
stigator of the crime. After two
If you feel bilious, headachy, hours sweating by Marshall Groves.
constipated and all knocked out, Brown revealed the hiding place
Jut go to your druggist and get of the money. The currency was
a bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone for hidden in the bed post at his room
a few cents which is a harmless In the Oklahoma hotel. One hunvegetable substitute for dangerous dred and eighty-fiv- e
dollars in silcalomel.
Take a spoonful and if ver was buried In the outskirts of
it doesn't start your liver and tho city. Failing to furnish $1,000
straighten you up better and and $2,000 bond, respectively, the
quicker than nasty calomel and men are hold in the county Jail to
without making you sick, you just await action of the grand Jury.
go back and get your money.
:f)on't take calomel! It makes
KCIKXTIKT D1F.S.
you s)ck the next day; it loses you
Ann Arbor. Mich., Jan. 5. Dr.
Dodson's
Liver
Tone
a daty'si work.
Van Zwaluwenberg, 47 years old
straightens you right up and you a leading Roentgenology expert,
feel great. No safts necessary, died today after a short illness. He
(live it to the children because It was director of tho Roentgen lablti perfectly harmless aiid can not oratory nt the University of Mlchi-a.,
saltyate,

Dublin, Jan. 5 (by the Associated
rrcss. ) The dail elreann which
met this morning, with disruption
threatened, adjourned tonight in
the hope that a basis of agreement
might be reached between treaty
The
opponents.
supporters and
Is trying
peace committee which accommoan
valiantly to patch up
dation between tho two factions,
met again tonight and will report
at a private session of me uau tomorrow.
Announcement of the existence or
a peace committee was the chief
fntnro nf the rlav nnd a thrill was
given to the general situation by
the revelation that armed men, assumed to be Irish republican army
kidopponents of the treaty, hadof the
napped the correspondent
London Times and carried him to
Cork. Word has been recetveu, Howwas
ever, that the correspondent Colrescued by agents of Michael
lins and is returning here.
inNo member of the cabinet is
cluded in the peace committee,
which Is made up almost exclusiveand
ly of able members of the rank for
file of the dail who have spokenmost
The
,nd against the treaty.
notable of these are Owen O Dutry,
who Is a
llason officer of Ulster, and
Llam
supporter of the treaty,
reMellowes, an uncompromising
to
publican, who will have nothing
de
or
do either with the treaty
Vulera's alternative proposals. who
member
Influential
n
Joined the committee at its request
Is John T. CVKelly, sinn feln representative in Paris, in whom Mr. de
Valera and his colleagues opposing
the treaty have great confidence.are
Kfforts of the peace makers
believed to be directed toward an
arrangement which would allow
while
the treaty to go through,
safeguarding the republican posiexO'Duffy
Mr.
tion In the future.
of the
plained that the purpose was
the
meeting of the committee
of nn agreement,
formulation
leadership
whereby de Valern's
would be retained. The committej a
found it impossible to reach
compromise, last evening,a however
proposal
It got so far as placing
before Mr. do Valera but did not
obtain his approval.
The committee resumed conversation today and It was regarded
that it was Mr
as
dail
O'Kelly who anpeaUd to the
to nd'onfn in the mornltiir, and enmade
be
to
able a further attempt
The committee had not got mqch
further after lunch today, and this
time Mr. O'Duffy moved adjournment until tomorrow. His motion,
was supported by Richard Mulca-hychief of staff, in a speech sugso imgesting that tho matter was
disportant that it woulu be worth
at which
cussing In private session,were
not
even if an agreement
reached, they might learn how far
thev had progressed.
Notwithstanding the many resolutions sent to tho members of the
dail from their constituents urging
them either to support the treaty
or rcsiirn, only two of the 120 deputies have yielded.
Most of the public session today
was occupied in a discussion regarding the attitude of the press
toward the dail. Many members
were eager to take action against
tho Freeman's Journal by expelling Its representative from the
chamber as punishment for its editorial attack on Mr. dc Valera and
Krskine Childers. Action was postponed.
Mr. Griffith and others pointed
out that the supporters of the treaty had been abused in the republican report supporting Mr. de Valera, but they preferred to ignore
it. This discussion gave Demond
Fitzgerald, minister of propaganda,
the opportunity to call attention to
the kidnaping of the Times correspondent, which he described as an
act of some criminals.

BANDITS GET $12,000
PAYROLL FROM POLICE
CHIEF AND MESSENGER
(By The Amtorliltrd

(BY THE ASSOC "IATED PItFSS.)
Washington, Jan. 5 (by the As- of the tariff every seven years for
sociated Press). The agreement of the same purpose.
the conference on tho Chinese tar"3 That to prevent delay such
iff was reported by a subcommittee periodical revisions shall be efKast-ern
and adopted by the full Far
fected in accordance with rules to
committee today as follows:
be settled by the special conferPowers attending this conference ence provided in paragraph I.
agree:
"V That In all matters relating
"I That Immediate
steps be to customs duties tnere shall be
taken through a special conference effective equality of treatment and
representing China and the powers of opportunity for all nations parwhich accept this agreement to ties to this agreement.
prepare tho way for the speedy
"VI Thnt the principle of Unabolition of Likln and the fulfill- iformity in the ratesjf customs dument of the other conditions laid ties levied on all the frontiers land
e
down in Article VIII of the
be
China
and maritime of
commercial treaty of Sep- resigned as that it be referred
tember 5, 1902, and the corre- to the speciat conference
mensponding articles of the United tioned In paragraph I to make ar- States and Japanese treaties, with rangements to give practical effect
a view to levying the sur taxes as to this principle, with power to
provided In those articles.
authorize any adjustments which
"II That the present tariff on may appear
equitable in cases In
and
revised
shall
be
importation
which the customs privilege to be
raised to a basis of 5 per cent ef- abolished was granted
in return
fective.
some local economic favor.
"That this revision shall be car- for"In the meantime any increase
ried out forthwith by a revision In
rates of customs duties or
committee at Shanghai on the gen- 'surthe
tax Imposed In pursuance of
eral lines of the last revision. The the present
shall be
revision shall proceed as rapidly as levied with a agreement
uniform rate ad va- to
a
its
with
view
complepossible
on all frontiers land and
tion within four months and that lorem
revised tariff shall become effective maritime.
"VII That the charges of trantwo months after publication.
passes shall be at two and one
"Ill That the interim provi- sit
cent ad valorem, except
half
sions to bo applied until the articles wnen per
tno arrangements contemreferred to in paragraph I come
in
paragraph I are in force.
into operation be considered by tho plated
That the treaty powers
aforesaid special conference, which not"VIII
here
represented Bhall bs inshall authorize the levying of a
to accept the agreement.
surtax on dutiable Imports as from vited
"IX That this agreement shall
such date, for BUch purposes, and override
all
of the treasubject to such conditions as they ties between provisions
China and the powThe surtax shall ers
may determine.
which accept It which are inbe at a uniform rate of 2 Vi per cent consistent
with its terms."
ad valorem except In the case of
Tho
for China subcertain articles of luxury which In mitted delegation
communicatho
the opinion of the conference can tion which following
it was unanimously
bear a greater Increase without unshould
form a part of the
agreed
duly Impeding trade, and upon
as an appendix:
which the total' surtax shall not agreement
of intention not to
"Declaration
exceed 5 per cent.
t
the
administration
"IV (1.) That there shall be a disturb
of the Chinese maritime customs.
further revision of the tariff to
"The
Chinese
has the
take effect at the expiration of honor to inform delegation
four years following the completion the far eastern the committee on
questions that tho
of the immediate revision herein Chinese
government bave no inauthorized in order to insure that tention
to
effect
any change which
the rates shall correspond to the
may disturb the present adminisad valorem rate fixed.
2That following this revision tration ot the Chinese maritime
there shall be periodical revisions customs."

TreM.)

'

1

m ii.nixo.
kf.t.Tj
Washington, Jan. 5. The house
bill authorizing tho secretory of
the treasury to sell the old
property at San FrancUco
was passed today by the senate
and sent to the president.
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FIVE POWERS AGREE TO
END OF SUBMARINE WA3
ON MERCHANT SHIPPING

LI BRARIES FDR

TEACHERS TO BE

iDESllRQ

','WB
IKw
Ify
--

-

l

zv

frHEimeowtpllne
Aheiltnoflbcgirlmost
when she '
carefully
woman-m-

c
M entering young
Much deoends

hnnd.
upon
theproperlunctioniniiotthe
organs of elimination. LM no
false modeity Interfere with it.

jiyouueieciuieBiiKiursiu-nu-V-

ncjf to constipation, by. signsv:,:
k...l..'k. ru,
lessness check it with teaspoonful
ot Or. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.

DR. CALDWELL'S

SYRUP PEPSIN
THE FAMILY LAXATIVE
a
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
compound of Egyptian Senna snd
other simple laxative herbs with pepsin. It works gently, is free from
and contains no narcotics,
Srlplng,can
be had at any drug store,
and the cost is only about a cent a
dose. Just try it!
HALF-OUNBOTTLE FREE
Fetu escape constipation, so cum if you do
not rrquire a laxative at thu moment let me
Trial Ihttlt of my
lend you a
Syrup Pepsin KKEE OF CHAMjE io that
needed. Simblj
when
will
it
havt
handy
you
tend your name ana address to Dr. W. B,
CaluWl, 514 Waihingion St., MtmticiUo,
III. Write mcwday.

Comfort Your Skin

WithCuticuraSoap

and Fragrant Talcum

Runnlei
Ointment, Teum, tS. everywhere.
Sop,
free of Outlet! LebereUrlee, Dtfl I, HaUcd, eW
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National Educational Association Applies Measuring
Stick to Training School
Libraries.
(By The Aaaoctuted Press.)
Tlmnnrin.
Ksins..
Jan. 5.
carrying out its assignment io

In

tiiy
normal

to
stick"
"a measuring
school teachers'
college libraries,
on
school
normal
he committee
bv the Na
nnnointed
lihrnrlf.
association,
Educational
tional
las completed its first draft ot
re
essential
all
itandards covering
quirements.
The committee finds ardent need
e n "mniiiaiirinfr wtifk " How laruo
should be the staff of librarians in
a normal school of 750 students?
How
How large a library fund?
in ine n- many books are nceoea
hrarv rtf a tonebers' POlleCA of 1.500
students? How much floor space?
What library instruction snouia oo
iven

.'

ArM
bnfirds f f re
gents, f iculty committees and libra
'
rians ot normal scnoois aim
are
questions
asUing
colleges
tVinca ' tho ronnrt SMVS. "There
an
ought to be an authoritative
g
swer. For until tho
institutions have adequate, satisfactory library service, resulting
trained to know the
in teachers
true value and use ot libraries In
all
types cf education
education,
nllI ho rfnflclent nnd nil tVDeS Of
libraries will fall in their highest

'

A

rlrvdniofrnt

ir.n.-u-ers-

ML--a

teaclier-train-ln-

report divides
The committee's
into two general
the Institutions
SCllOOlS,
twrt
nfimiftl
nladwa
and four year teachers' colleges,
tf rrnaa intn rintnU rs tn standards
of equipment, floor space, staff per
or oooks unun
sonnel, number
various classifications, funds, academic status of librarians and staff
members, etc. Some of tho find
ings follow:
,
ortVinrd tuith a
course (with an initial enrollment
of 300 students) should have a li
i.uuu
brary of 20,000 volumes; witnenroll-inn
more for each additional
should
Thn librarian
have academic status of full professor with vote; assistants to rank
as instructors; staff should consist
of librarian and three assistants,
salary on par with professor of
with better
English;
in English.
paid instructors
ianoYttT
colleges with
vnll,.u..f
enrollment of BOO should have a
iv
reading room to accommooato and
feet,
readers 2,500 square
nine, other rooms; reference, perichildren's (2) Ubarary class
ro'T.n with sixty seats, cataloguing,
work rooms (2) fland ftoffice.
VOlumCS.
for
TlnrA, atrtrtb 2 0 ft
ach Additional 500 students, 3,000.
Library fund: At disposal ot
librarian, not Including salaries and
building maintenance, $6,000: for
500
students,
addition
each
staff-on-p-

ar

$3,000.

Personnel: Librarian, ranking as
full professor head of a department, with vote and staff of live.
Librarian
Library Instruction:
to be instructor, nt least twelve lessons required of freshmen in use of
library; three semester hours credit
in children's literature required;
elective courses in library organization, Bibliography and reference
work.
IN SANTA
FE BANK MAY RECEIVE
MONEY BACK IN TIME

DEPOSITORS

JSeCClAL

.

.'Continued from Page One.)
the German theory of submarine
Lord Lee had read ex
warfare.
tracts from these writings to the
committee to explain British apprehensions as to France's desire for
increased submarine tonnage.
M. Sarraut replied to Lord Lee
today, Indicating that the Incident
had served to clear the air between
the French and British groups o'
any possibility of misunderstandin
as to France's attitude. A momer
later, on motion of the Frene'
the repudiation of the whole Cler
man theory and practice as to sub
marines was Incornorated In tht
resolution.
With its chief remaining
favor
declaration
ably disposed of, the naval commit
tee was moving swiftly toward culmination of Its work In the final
naval
drafting of tho
treaty. Naval experts worked today at details of the technical questions still to bo settled nnd as fast
as a clause was completed It was
hurried to the legal experts, for
overhauling.
There nro several points still to
be fixed In policy by the naval comOne Is the proposal to
mittee.
limit the size of nnxillary warshlns
other than airnlane carriers to
tons. This Is expected to be
agreed to tomorrow.
Another point to be developed Is
a, provision for future conferences
for change of the
pact
or political
"scientific
should
changes" come which seemed to
any slunnto"' power to Justify such
a course. This provision contemplates the possibility that
of naval warfare may be
developed, rendering pew airrec- mnnta itflCMMrV Tt nlsn nrOVtdeS
airalnst tho possibility that some
power or group or powers outsice
the pact, should arise equipped
with such naval strength as might
make the limitations Imposed upon
the signatory powers dangerous to
one or more of them.
Aside from thin provision, It was
said, there Is nothing-- In contemplation which would ave the way
for elaboration of the limitation

"READY TO FACE ALL
CHARGES AGAINST ME."
SAYS YOUTH ARRESTED
CASE
IN BLACKWELL

DISPATCH

TO MOSNINO

JOUSNAL1

The greatest
willingness to be patient and reasonable was displayed by tho largo
number present at the meeting of
the' depositors of tho Bnta Ke
bank, which suspended on December 12. The meeting was held in
the county court house and pledges
were circulated for signature. These
pledges whlc?. are now being signed
bind the depositors to a scale of
gradual' withdrawal.
Since the meeting of directors
and stockholders held Tuesday, the
prevailing feeling Is that the institution is practically certain to
resume business and thnt the depositors will sustain, no loss.

Santa Fe, Jan.

6.

FARM INFORMATION SERVICE
Issued by the Extension Service, New Mexico Agricultural
State College, Now Mexico.

Collfge,

i

(Hy The Associated Tress.)
Total earning assets, $1,470,921.
Jan. 5. Combined
Washington
Bank premises, $35,203.
resources and liabilities
Five per cent redemption fund
of the
twelve federal reserve banks at the against F. It. bank notes, $7,926,
Uncollected
items, $038,462.
close of business January 4, was
All other resources, $14,103.
rethe
federal
reported tonight by
Total resources, $5,176,417,
serve board in thousands of dollars
Liabilities:
as follows:
Capital paid in, $103,203.
$215,523.
Surplus,
Besources.
Reserved for government franGold and gold certificates, $377,-07- chise
tax, $416.
Government, $68,307.
Deposits:
Gold settlement fund F. R. board,
Member
bank, reserve account,
$507,836.
Gold with foreign agencies, blnnk. $1,731,374.
All other. $29,457.
Total gold held by banks, $885,-51Total deposits, $1,829,138.
F. Tt. notes In actual circulation,
Gold with F. It. agents, $1,902,-91$2,405,316.
In circulation,
Gold redemption fund, $86,875. netF. R. bank notes
liabilities, $83,880.
Total gold reserves, $2,875,298.
Deferred availability items, $523,-29Legal tender notes, silver, etc.,
$134,504.
All other Hahllitles, $15,648.
Total reserves, $3,009,802.
Total liabilities, $5,176,417.
Bills discounted:
of. total reserves to deposit
Secured by U. S. government ob- andRatio
F. R. note liabilities combined.
$477,456.
ligations,
71.1 per cent.
All other, $635,111.
Ratio of gold reserves to F. R.
Bills bought in open marketi notes
In circulation after setting
$126,865.
aside
35 per cent against deposit
Total bills on hand, $1,239,432. liabilities,
98.5 per cent.
IT, S. bonds and notes, $48,675.
IT. S. certificates
of indebtedness;
Clifton Bingham, the writer of
One year certificates, (Plttman
"In Old Madrid" and other popular
act), $113,000.
All other, $59,435
songs, offer writes as many as fifty
verses without rising from his desk.
Municipal warrants, $379.
5.

1.

,

0
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MAN DROPS DEAD.
Tucumcarl, N. M., Jan. 5. Harvey New, section foreman for the
past several years at Medio, a station on the Dawson branch of the
E. P. and S. W., fell dead today
while at work.

to 14 Days.
money if
to cure Itching.
or Protruding
relieves Itching
8

P"0

bowels completely by morning and
you will feel splendid. "They work
while you sleep." Cascarets never
stir you up or gripe like Salts,
Pills, Calomel, or Oil and they
cost only ten cents a box. Children
love Cascarets too.

Gallup Sieve
Coal $11.59

GLASS
CEMENT

Aztec Fuel Co.
L.

Liver

Bilious

For Constipated Bowels

Piles Canrt In
Druggists refund
OINTMENT falls
Pllnd, Bleeding
Piles. Instantly
Piles. 60c.

PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque

Imhr

JOE MILLER, Pres.
Phone 251

Co.

423 North First Street

Journal Want Ads bring results

SPECIAL VALUE!
For Friday's Selling

five-pow-

10.-00- 0

five-pow-

Wind Shield
A.

C.

Glass-Lumb-

GINGHAM DRESSES and
ROMPERS IN A SALE

BAI.DKinGK

OFF

Bathrobes in Light
and Dark Colors
$5.50. Friday Special. . .$4.13
$6.75. Friday Special. . .$5.00
$10.00. Friday Special. .$7.50
$12.50. Friday Special. .$9.38
$15.00. Friday Special. .$11.23

Ladies'

- to
sizes, Rompers and Dresses
Regmade of good quality gingham.
ular 65c to $3.00 values.

Sale Price, 49c to $1.89

Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular

SHIRTING MADRAS AT 49c

CRIB COMFORTS AT $1.98
Crib Comforts, size 45x54 inches; white
cotton filling, and best quality
covering.
Regular $2.50 values.
$1.98
Friday Special
silk-oli-

V4

ne

Fine quality Shirting Madras in a good
assortment of patterns. Regular 60c.

Friday Special, yard

,...49c

LINEN CRASH AT 25c
All Linen Crash Toweling.
This is a
remarkable value. Friday only, yard 25c

The Growing Store

Phone 283

LUMBKH

Mi South First Street.

Ladies' BATHROBES

2-

er

I'hone

CO.
402

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
Boilermaker

nnd Welders.
Tel. 1947--

SATURDAY MORNING EXTENSION COURSES

8100 South Second St.

CLASSES RESUME SATURDAY, J'AN '.7, 1922

WESTERN
SCHOOL
the most successful
business tralntnj school In the Southwest.
Prepares for end obtains excellent Secretarial positions.

THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF

Ml

iEXICO

OPEN TO ADULTS ONLY
C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
Plione 1057-107 S. Fourth.

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL OFFICE

ENGLISH LITERATURE. George S. Hubbell, A. B A. M., Ph. D (Princeton University). Eight Lectures and Readings.
9 a. m.
at Hich
School. Lecture and Registration Saturday, Jan. 7, 1922. Saturday
MENTAL AND EDUCATIONAL TESTS. Benjamin F. Haurht A B A
(Columbia University), Ph. D., (George Peabodv). Eio-h- Lectures and
Demonstrations. 9 a. m. Saturdays at Hi-School. Registration
Lecture
and Demonstration, Saturday, Jan. 7, 1922.
HOME ECONOMICS FOR HOUSEWIVF.S at the splendidly equipped Sara
Ravnolds Hall, State University. Mrs. Walter Simmon (Ypsilanti) in charp-9 a. m. on Saturday at thn UnivWsitv
Eight Lectures and Demonstrations.
Registration, Lecture and Demonstration, Saturday, Jan. 7, 1922.
EDUCATIONAL HYGIENE AND PHYCAL TRAINING OF CHILDREN
Katharine McCormick. A. B M. A.. (Columbia University). Eitrht Lecture
9 a. m. Saturdays at Hio-School. Lecture. Saturday. Jan. 7 1922
NOTICE: The Recistration Fee for any one of these courses is Tw
Dollars, not returnable.
M

t

e

Q9
Skill and Learning are In demand
Awkwardness and Ignorance command nothing In tho way of
earning power.
PKILLFUI
has
School
This
SPECIALIZED
KXPERIENCED,
courses
are
The
TEACHERS.
thorough, modern and complete
Our students are In demand and
are being placed as fast as they
complete our courses.
ARRANGE TOR A COURSE IN
OUR WINTER TERM. It doesn't
cost much,

,

3.

(Continued from pate One.)
Blackwells had nothing to do with
their fllKht. Walker stated that he
and his wife
knew Blackwell
slightly and was in Gallup tile
night of the double murder. Black-wel- l,
Blackwell was the son of
the famous tobacco king, and
Mrs. Blackwell was noted In the
east for her beauty. They both had
been In Gallup for some time beBlackwell, refore they killed.
ports declare, lost the large fortune that he inherited when his
father died and with his wife
moved to Gallup for his health.
Walker is the son of Olin C. Walker, Sr., the owner of the light and
power company of Farmington,
New Mexico, and said to be wealthy. Letters found In the possession of young Walker by the police
Indicate that his father expected
him to return to Farmington within a short time.
Blackwell and his wife were shot
down at the doorstep of their home
to
The nicest cathartic-laxativ- e
In Gallup by a mysterious assassin
almost two months ago. When physic your bowels when you have
Headache
Indigestion
the bodies were found young
Sour Stomach
Colds
Blackwell still held the keys of
Biliousness
Dizziness
the house In his right hand. No
Cascarets. One or
trace of the murderer could be Is candy-lik- e
will
empty your
found by the Gallup police and two tonight
the case was turned over tho Burns
detectives.

tWO-Vet- lr

,,.-.-

dl-al-

W3Na

five-pow- er

Anglo-Chines-

usefulness.'

Chlcnoro. Jan S. Posses tonlirht
were searching for rtve bandits, who
today shut and killed John Bortei,
president of the Maywood State
bank, wounded Iouls Sweeney,
chief rtf the Movwond noliee and
Arthur Benson, a bank messenger,
2.000 payroll.
and escaped with a
The robbery took place while the
bank president, the police chief and
tho messenger were taking the payroll to tho Maywood plant of the
American Can company.

pact Into an agreement to confer
in case of threatened outside aggressions against ono. of the five
signatory powers. The future conferences to be provided for will be
limited to the subject matter of the
treaty it was stated,
The treaty also will contain a
of
definition
a ship of war, it was
Indicated.
There will be no attempt, however, to define a merchant ship beyond the extensive
legal and international literature
on the subject already existing.
During tho discussion of the submarine issue Admiral Baron Kato
of Japan, is understood to have
raised a question as to whether
submarines could be employed for
blockade. The British view, as expressed, was said to he that this
would be contrary to the spirit or
Baron Kato withthe agreement.
drew his question in the Interest of
harmony.

A Rich Opportunity for Adults to Enjoy Privileges of the State
University for
Register Promptly.
SECOND SEMESTER OF REGULAR SESSION BEGINS JAN. 30th, 1922.

r

January

6, 1922.
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DEPOSED KAISER

Largest Number of Persons
Ever Present at Funeral
Service in Phoenix Church
Honors Her Memory.
(By Till" Associated Prtds.)

Waukegan, 111.. Jan. 5 (by the
Associated Press). The state's bill
of particulars in the conspiracy
case against Governor Len Small
and Vernon Curtis, Grant
Park
hanker, filed late today, recites that
the state will attempt to show that
during the term of Fred K. Sterling
as treasurer of Illinois the defendants, together with Mr. Sterling
and the late Kdward C. Curtis used
2 !), 4 S.500 for
profit.
personal
The bill also says that the state will
show that Governor Small and the
other defendants profited to the
extent of $535,000 by the use of
state funds.
The state alleges that It Is unable to present all the evidence It
desires to present because Governor Small and others have taken
the books away and they are not
obtainable.
The bill names amounts said to
have been listed In the state books
as n "safe fund' and which were
really turned over to a "pretended
and fictitious bank, the Grant Park
bank." These funds, the state alleges, were used to gain personal
profit for Fred E. Sterling and
Governor Small, who held adjoin
Ing terms of office as state treas
nrer, and Edward C. and Vernon
S. Curtis.
The state further alleges that the
money so transferred earned from
B
to 114 per cent by Investment
with Armour & Co., Swift K-- Co.,
Morris & Co. and the Cudahy Pack-In- s
company, all large pneking cor
The amount turned
porations.
over to the state as interest on
these funds was said to have been
2 per cent.

W
l

Phoenix, Ariz., Jan. 5. The Rev.
Mother Mary Paul, mother superior
of the Order of Sisters of Mercy In
Arizona and New Mexico, who died
here last Sunday night, was buried
here today following services in St.
Catholic
church, which
Mary's
were attended by what was said to
have lieen the largest number of
persons ever present at a funeral
service in that church.
Solemn pontifical renutcm mass
was celebrated hy the Right Rev.
Cranjnn of Tucson, bishop of the
morose or Arizona, who was ns.
sifted by two Franciscan fathers of
Phoenix n deacon and
At the cemetery, where hundreds
of persons were
assembled, the
Orccori.in music of the office for
the dead was chanted. Tt was estimated that 3.000 persons attended
the services in the church.
of
Six
prominent physician
Phnenlx who had long been associated with Mother Mary Paul, who
had been head of St. Joseph's hosyears,
pital here for twenty-sevewore pall bearers. St. Joseph's hospital here, Mercy hospital in Preis-coand other hosnltals and schools
in Arizona and New Mexico were
established by thi Sisters of Mercy
under the direction of Mother Mary
Paul.
A large numher of city, county
and state officials attended
the
funeral as did also about 100 mem BANDITS OPERATING
bers of the Sj.sters of Mercy from
WITH GOOD SUCCESS
southern California and points in
The
Arizona and New Mexico.
BELOW AGUA PRIETA
funeral eulogy was preached hy
the Rev. Father Novadus Benzine.
(Ur The Anniwlnted Fmw.)
O. P. M., pastor
of St. Mary's
Jan. 5.
Arizona,
Douglas,
church and head of the Franciscan
are operating with conBandits
order in Phoenix.
siderable success 45 miles below
to an
Agua Prleta, according
STEAT; LAW HOOKS.
American prospector who arrived
Globe, Ariz., Jan. 5 Burglars here today and reported that they
forced an entrance to the federal had taken three horses from him.
d
building here early today and
He' also believes the same bandits
away a number of law hooks later killed two
Chinese merfrom the chambers of Judge W. H. chants at Cucaurl
and robbed
Sawtelle of the United States disand
stores
of supplies
trict court. A largo quantity of their
confiscated liquors in the office of money.
Before taking his horses the
the United States marshal was
Mexicans were discussing the hour
at which they would execute him.
the prospector said. They later
decided to let him continue to
No Old Women Nowadays Agua Prleta after taking his pack
and everything of value
animals
Modern
dress, hair dressers,
facial experts and cosmetics all he possessed.
combine to keep women of all ages
young and attractive in appear- PROHIBITION AGENTS
ance. Not until the telltale wrinkles
become bo deep, the figure stoops,
ARE BOUND OVER TO
or some ailment or weakness deAUSTIN GRAND JURY
velops to drag a woman down does
she really look her age.
'
rty The Afwoclnted Trrsa.)
Every woman owes it to herself
and her family to keeD herself
Austin, Texas. Jan. 5. Bassctt
young in appearance, and happy. Miles, federal prohibition enforce- When headaches, backache or "the ment agent and three other Aus
blues' develop or when a woman tin officers charged with murder
reaches the trying ago from forty-fiv- e In connection with the shooting
to fifty, Lydla E. Pinkham's on December 15 of Peeler Clayton,
Vegetable Compound may be de- chauffeur, in an alley near the
pended upon to keep her in health "Ku Klux Klan Hall" here waivas it has so many other women ed examining trials today and
whose letters we are continually were bound over to the
February
publishing in this paper.
grand Jury.

Message of Birthday Greetings to "Martvr
of Doom" on January 27;
iuu.uuu win sign.
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(Ity The An lali d l'i,'S.)
Journal Want Ads bring results.
5.
The full
Washington. Jan.
naval committee of the arms conference adopt fa! today the first two
proposals ns to submarine warfare
restrict ions offered by Elihu Itnot,
but
the provisions Into
three clause. The first clause
for
of ex
provides
The
isting laws of naval warfare.
second applies thes, rules of warfare specifically to submarine!'. The
Boot proposal
o. :s, to initiate a
new precept of International law
banning submarine
against
mtTcnn.nr vesoi
heroines clause
three nnd also was accepted by the fk:A
committee.
The effect of the Boot nronosals.
as adopted, is to fori. I, submarine
action ngalnsT merchant craft
far as the live surnntory powers
are concerned. The !:. ll'onr amendment, making the provision of this "ft!
clause immediately effective as beSale
tween the five powers also was va Our
The committee did not
success because of its
adopted.
reach the Boot proposal tn bold
submarine commanders personally F3
MOMY-SAVI- M
liable under penalty for violations.
This clause will bo taken up
and

4V
Berlin, Jan. 5 (by the Associated
f
i
The nionarchis Is have e.
,,..2
gun circulating a petition
ing birthday
irreetings to
martyr of Doom," which are to be
teleeraphed to former Emperor
William January 27. One hundred
1'
thousand signatures were secured
for a similar message last year.
v
y9
d
"It Is the duty of all
Germans," says the nationalist
x
press, which publishes the petition,
n
t
i t, v
"to convince our kaiser that thev
(f
i
remain loving and loyal and conii i!
siderate of him."
The message says:
"Again the thoughts, prayers nnd
hopes of millions of German men
and women go out to your majesty
in most reverent devotion. The
twenty-seventof January this
year, as in the preceding year. Is
Your
clouded with sorrow.
.
consort, Germany's noblest
the
queen
woman,
unforgettable
of Prussia's throne, has gone from
PACKED HOUSE AT
the darkness and the storm nnd
strife which hangs over the fatherCRYSTAL WHEN JiGGS
land to her peaceful home.
? 'if iV
i AND MAGGIE PERFORM
the knowledge
"She suffered
that she would leave you In Inconfv .V
mathe
solable loneliness.
But
An nudience which filled every
servjorities of the German people burial
part of the Crystal theater last
ed at the home coming and
night greeted the return of .Thrgs
of their beloved kalserin, an event
Maboney. better known a.s "FathInto
which burnt itself
every soul,
er" of the always we'eome Ceorge
p.
will he partial consolation to your
i
MoManus comedy, "llringlng Fn
5
majesty even while It revives the
Father." Jlggs was, as usual, the
4,
sorrow of that day. The day will
hero
of a diverting comedy, only
come when the source of Prussian-Germathis time his lines were fused into
recbe
will
strength again
musical setting In a production
Many prominent persons were present at the recent opening of the: ? ntllleil
ognized the source reralned, aug
"Jlrtnging Fii Father In
DHvuiui acbsiuu in mo uritisn pariiumcni, caned to pass upon the Irish Wall Street."
mented and strengthened.
comthose
witnessed
who
the
peace
for
the
ceremonial
"We look and hope
treaty. Among
Tbe plav told the storv of a be
opening by
ing of this day, not as the success King George were the Marchioness of Quecnsberry (above at left), Mrs loved Irishman (Jk'grt, of course)
of tyrannlzation
and abominable Murgot Asiuith anil Col. Gnrjro Harvey, the American ambassador! who comes into bis own after a
restitution and oppression, hut as Pheto wag taken as tbe roop left the parliament Luilding.
series of merry escapades and in
the fruit of a renewed and healththe final net emerges as a millionier German people, who must go
aire. Clarence Jlggs Is a lawyer,
through the acid test to reach ATTORNEYS FOR MRS.
fresh from
college. Lucille, a
purer refinment.
widow, engages .lings Mapretty
Mav God arm von with strengtn
STILLMAN
INDICATE
boney nnd her supposed lover hires
from on high and bless you on this,
Clarence for a lirn battle. Tbe
REFUSAL OF, $7,500
your birthday; and may your majresult is plenty of good comedy.
esty have the pleasure and joy of
The company was capable and
"1'.'' Theater
An Allan Dwan
finallv witnessing the placing of
Tbe
ABKiclnted
(Hy
were
rroxs.)
acceptable, alproduction, entitled "The .Sin of the songs
New Vori;, Jan. i,. Announceguilt for the world war, of which
.Martha yi a," is the main at- though the chief meritof in the piece
the Germans have been unjustly ment by counsel for Janus A. Ktill- - traction
is
work
the
Jiggs and
comedy
cast;
today, with an
shoulders of man toilov
accused, upon the
'
tllllt
r- l- also .Monlv R'nks, stalling in the his foils.
those whom truth decrees should kuest
for $,,C0U expcii.su money picture, 'In and uut."
bcar Jt
would bo refused, threatened (lis
I.yric Tlieuicr Louis 15. Mayer JUDGE A. B. ANDERSON
aster to her plan for a Canadian presents the picture, "The Child
IN
LOANS
REFUSES TO RELEASE
$2,671,0 00
commission to hear evidence refut- Thou Gavest Ji"," a First National
cast;
the bunker's claim in his di- .attraction, wilh an
FOR LIVESTOCK USES ing
OPERATORS FROM BAN
"Torchy's LSlg
presenting
vorce action that t:he h.ul been in also
l
Torcliy comedy.
APPROVED BY BOARD terms of Intimacy with Fred Licau-vai- Lead," a
Pastime Tlicntcr Harold Lloyd
(Hy The Assm lilted Press.)
this Indian guide;.
Indianapolis. I ml., Jan. D. FedAs a result of today's action, it and Klaino Hammer: lein, the for5.
Jan.
Washington,
Approval
in "Xcver Weaken," eral Judge A. li. Anderson declined
mer si.
of 107 advances for agricultural was said, the commission appointed and thenaiii:,'
latur in "l'emorseles.s today during argument over the
to begin taking evidence in Canada
and livestock purposes aggregating on
two
Love,"
rattling good pictures, recasting of his temporary injuncJanuary 11 will cease to exist are
$2,6 1,000 was announced today by
being repeated today at the tion in the llorderlnnd Coal comthe' war finance cornoration.
The and thr.ro will be no hearings for t'astime.
pany case to release operators In
months more not mil il the
advflncM tnclnie' r'nlifni-nl!!.. several
the centra! competitive, field from
formalities of appointing another
rvioi-nrinantin nan. T,inim commission
the ban of certain activities also
can be gone through.
run IVMAN W l'l IIOI T IWITII
$112,000; Iowa, $547,000: Montana
imposed on officials of the l.'nited
Counsel for Mrs. Slillman ob'IDLY I'OIM'll YI I IV
J1 41.000; Nebraska,
$2.15,000, and
-Mino Workers of America In their
tained from Supreme Court Justice
is"
i i:k
South Dakota, $414,000.
efforts to unionize the Williamton
Morsehauser today an order culling
conl
field in WeHt Virginia.
on the banker's lawyers to con- The "I!" theater will present
TANKS LEAVE RHINE.
0 0 for the expense
However, ho declared thnt In
$7
of day and tomorrow, the Allan liwan-th- e
5.
Coblenz, Jan.
Twenty officcommission.
This .Mai flower production, "The Sin of modifying his order to mako tt
ers and 1,050 men of the Ameri- order Canadian
that If Mr. Still- - Martha Quced." said to be the sea- conform with an opinion of the
can forces on the Rhine, left to- man's stipulated refused
to pay all son's most potent pholodrama. Mr. circuit court of appeals that proday for Antwerp, where they will hearingslawyers
would be suspended auto- - Dwan himself Wrote the story visions would be made permitting
sail for home tomorrow.
matically n tit an appeal could be around the dominating personality the collection nnd payment of the
taken and decided.
of a man who hadn't an ounce of union's check oft by the operators.
Vnder the Law, C. J. Sullivan, faith in a single human on earth, Final deeisi. n on the provisions of
chief counsel f r Mr. Slllnian. to- - He, was Hje district attorney, In the the new order was deferred until
morrow must announce his decision eyes of the community fitted for the tomorrow.
In recasting tbe order, the court
to pay or not pay. Ho indicated to- - position because to him everyone
irieht that he would appeal to the was a crook. I te had t be reputation of appeals decided that the temown
division
of
his
of
not
the
even
family. porary Injun. tion apply to specific
appellate
supreme
trusting
"The Sin of Martha
Queed" trespass against property, while,
jCo'rt.
The significance of this, It was shows how this man's suspicious the original order of Judge Ander- is that Mr. f'ulliian fol- - mind affected the members of his son had prohibited the cheek off
f'p'a''nod.
ALBUQUERQUE, N.MEX.
this ourse, refusing his assent own family, and particularly his and directed a cessation of all ac- to :he monetary ouihy, the ('.ana- - (laughter. Martha, who, thouah In tivities intended to
the
WITH A
dian c mnihsion will never come noeent of mind, is convicted by the Williamson field.
into being. Once more Mrs. Still- - sin in her father's mind. The story
mnn must apply for a commission, is Interpreted hy Mary Thurman,
tlvro must be f hearing on the ap- - Xiles Welch, Joseph J. Dowling, WOMEN'S FEDERATION
niication and a new court, order. .Frank Campcau and others.
TO HEADQUARTER
AT
If the a ppellate division susta ins t lie
winner appeal nis wiie wi nave Tup T"N(JT.!S!T ST K WAS
NATIONAL CAPITAL
;to appeal in turn or pay her own
M.lt WAR:
Nl'HSh: IX
expenses, it was said.
NOW AT I.MHC THEATF.lt
(By The Alsoi laird rn )
Chicago, Jan. 5. Authority to
a
has
promiMarv Forbes, who
TO PMFCKMATE
establish permanent headquarters
nent, role in John M. Stahl's "The in Washington
for the (ioncral
ACTIVITIES
AU
Child Thou ttavest Me." a First Na- - Federation of Women's clubs was
of directors
the
board
granted
by
OF MARRIAGE MILL shown at the Lyric theater today
today. The rosidoncojbullt by Genland tomorrow, Is one of England's eral
inMiles will be
(Hy The Appelated rrc.
stars who pave up fame and cluding furnishings, plirchased,
nt an approxiAn stage
ns
a
war
Wilmington, Del.. J.an.
a career to enter the world
cost of S 150,000, officers said.
mate
,, .
effort to stop the alleged anivities,
Sf,lviees of three years
legislative, pub
....... ... covered 1rpi.
i ,nn
i, .in,,
ar tne uoiii ami in lishing and international
iu,
work
work will
e
of Fai ls and London, ho conducted from the new
eently exposed by statements
hospitals
headby
at the front she was made quarters when the
porting to establish .malpracticeIn an
while
Is
purchase
three ministers, will be made
Germans'
of
one
the
in
a
captive
officers said.
amendment to the Maryland
,v:,, fortunate in getting made,
menial statutes, Dr. I?nbert Watt, , m
list. Upon her
rary exchange
FII1E IH'ltXS AI TO.
was (ior.orated for
PRE-INVENTOsuperintendent of the Wilmington f,j,1(,jlar(,0
Fire early this morning burned
district of the Methodist Episcopal oyni nnd valiant service,
a garage at 415 West Marimette
conference, announced today.
'I'rior to
the war, Miss
destroying also a car which
Sensational exposures alleeing al- - Forbes had entering
her own company at avenue,
was
Inside. The fire department
and jthe Ambassador theater in London,
Hanccs between a
was
to the scene and stoprushed
a Methodist minister with
lWj10re Fllp r0mbined the role of star ped the blaze without
damage to
tnxicsib drivers, whereby coup,es
nnd
Uh
duties nf
were solicited nt tbo station by the! stage manager.
her surrounding property.
She
makes
The Biggest Special Offer of the Season.
taxicah men and transported t the Arneroan film' dci,lIt in "T)!0 chile!
ministers for tnn performance oi.Thou Gavest Me.'
50 Blouses and Over-BlousBought
ins ceremonies, tne drivers receiving a part of the clergyman' foe, FLATXF HAMMF.HSTFIV
This
Sale
have been the subject of much disSpecial for
AT JIEIt IIFST IN l'LAV,
cussion In Maryland and Delaware
"J! E.UOI1SI LESS JLOVK"
church circles.
Pllei, Plmplet, Onrbunclpn, etc.,
When Elnlno Ilammersteln apquickly relieved by
Here is a wonderful assortment of georgette blouses, in
peared at the Pastime theater yesin her latest Selznick picture,
B
N
terday
beautiful and harmonizing color combinations such as
"Remorseless Love," local admir- or your
hnck. fOc nt Dnigslsu or;
mojiey
ers
Mohawk and navy embroidery trimmed
of this charming performer's
tiy mat! pestpahl.
screen work had the opportunity of THE nOII.KNE
CO., Alliuipif rqu, N, M.
Scarlet and navy embroidery trimmed
In a photoplay far
her
witnessing
Yellow-ston- e
and navy embroidery trimmed
different from any in which she
YOUR
had before appeared,
"Remorse
Navy with bead trimming
less Love" Is from Mary Lanier Ma
Niggar brown, embroidery trimming
same
the
of
name,
story
In the. husksof rrahm nnil (he ivvls,J .
while It is not devoid of the
Black with embroidery and bead trimming
mill skins of fruits and vegetables
this
in
which
nut modern methods of cookery polished surroundings
throw all these things away hence star scintillates so brilliantly, the
the alarming increase in anaemia
story treats with the more hardy
iron starvation of the blood, with its side
of human nature and provides
never ending trend of svmntoms of a
background of rustic settings.
Smart creations that defy description in their originnervous irritability, general weakAs
Ruth
Balrd, a lass of the
ness, fatigue, disturbed digestion,
ality of color combinations and trimming, included are
headaches, pains across the back, mountainous region of Kentucky,
(
ser.'?V!.
Miss
etc.
Canton
Hammersteln has a part that
Seal,
crepe, bead and embroidery trimmed
'P
Either ro hack to nature or take
provides her with many new opporBuff and navy georgette pleated
to
Iron
Nuxated
Iron
organic.
It has been quite the cusheln enrich vour blood and revital- tunities.
Elaborate cape model, of navy georgette, bead trimmed
of
ize your wornout exhausted nerves. tom to find this star in the role of
a
are
Buff and navy, satin and georgette, petal trimmed
society miss set In the midst
Over 4.000.000 neople annually
using it. Nuxated Iron is suld by luxury and ease and the manner In
Navy and scarlet and Canton crepe, embroidery
n'l druggists.
which she walks, literally, from the
trimmed.
higher status In Ufa to that of a
maid, speaks
simple
Navy and mohawk, Canton crepe yarn,
volumes ror ncr versuuuiy a a uf- Red
nd
Blood.Stronrtth
Endurancaj
trimmed
ftr
f
ofU
embroidery
of
Tho picture wns directed ny
Jade and white Canton crepe, fringe and
Ralph Ince, whose splendid work
embroidery
FOLEV'S HAS NEVEU TAILED of the past has wen him a position
January is a had month for in among the screen's greatest
of the wide variety of cakes and
fluenza, la ffrippe and bronchial
pastry that we bake fresh every
troubles.
is
to
It
unwiso
neglect
Our cakes and pastry repNavy Canton, steel trimmed"
day.
the slightest cough or cold. Foley's
RESCirE SEVEN MEN.
resent the acme of the baking
Tar
6.
Rescue
and
relief.
Honey
Jan.
Boston,
prompt
Mass.,
gives
Sheer rose georgette, bead trimmed
art because we employ expert
n
gets right at the trouble, covers of seven men from the
raw Inflamed surfaces with a heal Nova Scotia schooner Ruby L. bakers and use only the purest
For special occaCunnard georgete, bead trimmed
Ingredients.
ing coating, clears the air passages, I'enz, ,'hllo their vessel was afire sions
wo will supply you with
eases stuffy breathing nnd uermits at sea, was reported today In a
cakes to order at reasonable
sound, refreshlns,
radiogram believed to have been
sleep. Mrs. V. A, Gibson, 1 4 7 Col sent from the tank steamer Musjo-ge- prices.
The ship was destroyed, the
lege Ave, Racine. Wise, writes:
Foley's has never failed in giving rnessago Indicated.
The
Immediate relief and I am never1 given was in the vicinity position
of
Sold everywhere,
Tvltljout
207 South First Street
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'FEAR STEAMER LOST
WITH 25JVIEN ABOARD

-

(Hy The Anaorlntpfl

Hundreds

I'rem.)

Chrlstianla, Norway, Jan. 5, (R
the Associated Press.
message from Ilangesunrl today says
It is feared the German steamer
Signal, of Kiel, with a cargo of
iron ore nnd carrying a crew of
25 men foundered in the North
7.
.Sea December
The Pign.al
was an iron screw steamer of l,.
270 tons.
1

'

m

MORE

TODAY and

1

DAYS

TOMiiROW

ofSigVuas

to Pick From

0'

has been a wonderful

REAL

s

Clothes Pins, doz
School Handkerchiefs,
2 for
Children's Hose, pnlr.
lien's Hose, pair

!

PRICES

Tomorrow You Can Still Get
Goods at These Prices

Today

5c
5C

...5c
Uc

Men's Shirts
Leather I'alm Cloves
Ufal Leather Cloves.
Bungalow Aprons
Ladies' Hose, pair

flDc

... 25c
..

.Olle
Site

c

ONE CENT TO ONE DOLLAR STORES CO.
PHONE 299
321 W. CENTRAL AVE.

n

Our

Semi-Annu- al

Theaters Today

car-lle-

Golden.

1

TWO

nan-far-

mal-esty- 's

CASKS.

Globe. Ariz., Jan. 5. Hearing of
the case of c, rah am and Gila counties traffic (iKsnriation
against
twertty-cigrailroads for a reduction of freight rates to points on
the Arizona & Eastern railroad
from Howie to Miami, Ariz., set
for January IS before the Inter
state Commerce. Commission at
Tucson, has been transferred to
Globe, according to word received
h ere today from Washington.
Tlie'
date of the hearing Is unchanged.
ht

site!

Will Send

set freight

NAVAL GROUP OF

Hit

M.

d

(By The AmmriHted Truii.)

Page Three

uil-.-t-

Jir

IS NOW ON EVERYTHING

GREATLY

all-st-

IN THE HOUSE

REDUCED

tuo-ivr-

Mens Union Suits
$1.75
$2.25
$2.75
$4.00
$4.50
$5.50

n

no

at

tiiuateu

'

$2.00
$2.25
$2.50
$3.00
$2.50

i

NEW

SPIRIT

5

'.o-.-

.

$1.39
$1.79
$2.19
$2.89
$3.29
$4.19

Flannel Pajamas

fj

Sor

values, now..
Coopers, now
Coopers, now
Coopers, now
Coopers, now
Coopers, now
values,
values,
values,
values,

now..
now..
now..
now..

$1.39
$1.59
$1.89
$2.29
now. . .$1.79

c,

Men's Shirts
$1.50
$2.50
$3.50
$4.00
$5.00
$6.50

values,
values,
values,
values,
values,
values,

now..
now..
now..
now..
now..
now..

$1.09
$1.79
$2.59
$2.89
$3.79
$4.89

Suits and
Overcoats
now. .$19.39
now. .$23.39
now. .$26.39
now. .$29.39
now.. $34.39
now. .$38.39
now. .$42.39

$25
$30
$35
$10
$45
$50

values,
values,
values,
values,
values,
values,
$55 values,

25 Per Cent Off
On AH Macklnaws,
Pants and Boys
Clothing

TT

j

;o

SEK

FO

M,

Hell Clothiers, Inc.

116 WEST CENTRAL

PHONE 153

...,,

--

pur-jlb-

nrttrl-trf)juS-

ht

SALE OF

srAr
E3

m
$45 BIG DOUBLE

BLOUSES

BOI

es

$7,95 VALVES FOR $3.95

FOR

E

m

double bed, $23.50.

These are regular $45 beds.
An
El Paso firm introducing them here
obtained from the New York
this special concession well factory
that every owner would be knowing
a salesman and booster.

$12.50 VALVES FOR $5.95

SPRINGS
90

i

roll edge, air cotton
tutted mattress for above

mentioned

..

bed

$680

STAR
FlJhNSTljRE
AMuqMMKM,

133-to-

Pioneer Bakery

MATTRESSES

coil

50-l- b.

Take , Your Choice

e.

AND

(double cone) grey
enameled spring to fit above
mentioned bed...
$3.90

back-woo-

g

The finest looking brass bed vou
ever saw. Finished in nnlpf af,ria
the soft, velvety finish you've always
admired.
Very heavily made with
posts
and large heavy knobs. large
Full size

BLOOD

health-buildin-

BED

$23.50

ILt IE?

O I L E

NATuRtPUTIRON

BRASS

''if

IIJVf.OOlOAVt,

m'

PHONE.

CO.
409 W

m

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Page Four.
WEAR A PARROT IF
YOU'D IiE STYLISH

CERTAIN TAXES ARE REPEALED,
EFFECTIVE JAN. 1, BY NEW LAW
Tho following statement Is Is- cess of $1.00 each. These taxes
sued by the collector of internal are included in the manufacturers'
excise taxes, and are payable by
revenue, B. C. Hernandez, district tho manufacturer,
producer or imof New Mexico:
and not by tho purchaser,
porter,
In response to' numerous In- as required by the revenue act
of 101S. The manufacturer may
quiries, taxpayers are advised tliat
the reimburse himself, by agreement
certain taxes, among them "luxwith the purchaser, by quoting
and
"nuisance"
effectivo the selling price and tax in sepury" taxes, are repealed,
and exact amounts, or by
January , 1922, by tho revenue arate
stating to the purchaser in adact of 1921.
of the sale, what portion
vance
Patrons of soda water fountains,
represents the
ice cream parlors and "similar of the quoted price
and
longer are price charged for tho article,
places of business"' no
1
cent what portion represents the tax.
required to pay the taxor of fraction
on
tax
The
goods,
sporting
cents
for each
(tennis rackets, fishing rods, basethereof on the amount expended
"or similar ball and football uniforms, fishsundaes,
for sodas,
The ing rods, etc.) are repealed, also
articles of food or drink." fact
the taxes on chewing gum, portsmall bov may rejoice in the
doesn't able electric fans, thermostatic
that an ice cream cone Tho
tax containers, articles made of fur,
cost an extra penny.
act ot and toilet articles and musical
imposed by the revenue and
the inst rttments.
1921 is on "beverages
tax on sales of Jewelry, real
constituent parts thereof" and is or The
imitation, is 5 per cent, and
paid bv the manufacturer.
Tho
is
of
payable by the vendor.
The tax on the transportation
tax on the sale of works of art
freight and passengers is1. repeal19.2, (paintings, statuary, art porcelains
effective" January
ed,
bronzes) is reduced from 10
also the tax paid by the pur- and
This tax, payable
to 5 per cent.
mens
chaser on amounts paid for
by the vendor1, applies except in
and women's wearing apparel the
original sale by the artist, or
caps, neckwear,
hats,
(shoes,
a to an educational institution or
excess
nf
in
etc.)
hose,
shirts,
public art museum, or a sale by
specified price.
dealer in such artiTaxes imposed under section aclesrecognized
to another such dealer for
904 (which under the revenue act
on
1913 included the taxes
OR
When payable by the manufac-'turc- r
are now conwearins apparel)
or vendor, taxes must be ill
fined to a r per cent, tax on the 'the hands
of tho collector of
following articles: carpets, a on the
revenue on or before the
amount in excess of $4.50 square
in ex- hast day of tho month following
yard; rims, on thea amount
square yard; the month in which the sale was
cess of $0.n0
trunks on th amount in excess made.
Following are forms for making
of $35,011 each: valises, traveling returns
and regulations relating to
boxes used
bass, suit cases,andhat fitted
toilet taxes, which may lie had mi appli
by travelers amount in excess cation to olfieca of collector ot incases, on Hie
revenue:
manufactures'
ot $25.(HI each; purses, pocket ternal
excise tax, form 728 revised; regbooks, shopping and handof bans,
47, revised; tax on works
$5.1111 ulations
on the amount, in excess
of art and Jewelry, form 72S-each: portable lighting fixtures,
on revised; regulations 4S, revised;
including lamps of all kindsJIU.ou
tax on beverages, form 72S, reof
the amount in excess
vised: regulations 52. revised.
each; fans, on the amount in ex
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BOXERS ALL SET

0

E

Kill

ARMORY

T

TOIIII

has worked harder for the bout
than than for any other one lie h.as
ever had and last night looked his
best. It is believed that the beys
will weigli aout the same this afDean's only advantage
ternoon.
over the local boy will be more experience. Dear came through thirty-two
fights last year at I'ueblo
and other nearby Colorado towns.
The
bout between
Young Ilerrera and Pete Aguilar
Hooks like a double of the ''lynn- mean bout. Herrera has hopolcss- jly outclassed cverv lad lie has gone
d

mXtXV'X

Three Bouts Scheduled
31 Rounds to Start at'rr",nr1"s irist ,,rn,t "as stopped
.
ji'1 "'e rarlv rounds when his
n
became sbk from heavy
0 ClOCk;
liardi Mill Heads Program
.

0

is
Belen,
to be mem in Herrera's class than
any of the boys who have so far
faced him.
Is

t

colored llghtweigm
Kid T,ee,
champion, and iiony Casliardi, the
Fighting Italian from Trinidad,
finished training lasl night for their
fifteen-roun- d
bout which will he
the main event on the boxing card
at the armory this evening, lioih
boys appear to be in the pink of
condition and the bout promises to
be the fastest heavier than featherweight match seen in Albuquerque
s
boxsince the revival of
ing here last spring.
TJie card tonight will Include the
d
go
bout; a
between Jim Flynn, of Albuquerof
Pueblo,
Krankio
Dean,
que, and
bout between
and a
Young Herrera, of Albuquerque,
Pete Aguilar, of Helen. All of the
boys will he given physical3 examinations this afternoon at o'clock
under the direction of the city boxing commission,,
of the
lion PmltllH
promoter
bout, was not certain yesterday who
In
the ring,
would be the third man
but whoever is chosen, he will
commisas
the
act
referee,
imply
sion giving the verdict on all three
of the bouts.
Although the main event between
Gagliardi and Kid Lee looked ona
d
several days ago,
little
account of the difference in weight,
Ed West, Lee's manager, declared at
that time that there was not
enough difference to put Gagliardi
out of Lee's class. Since that time,
however, Gagliardi has cut down
from 156 to around 143 pounds and
Lee has come up from 135 to about
142.
It is believed that the boys
will step into tho ring tonight with
not more than three pounds difference in their weights.
In Frankie Dean, Jim Flynn,
local boxer, will probably find his
hardest match since he started boxing here. Flynn has been delivering K. O's right along in the second or third round until Pony Gagliardi stopped him the other night
p
of the
In the third round
of
the Penny Cordova-Fran- k
Herrera card.
Realizing the importance of his
match with the Pueblo boy, Flynn
first-clus-

dl

lop-side-

seml-windn-

"VwUlTni
from Doming, and
said

SCHOOL

ORCHESTRA
TO PLAY AT SOCIAL

A

newly organized school orches-

tra will appear on the program at
the pie swlal which will be held at
North Fourth street school bouse
this evening. Tho entertainment is
s
being given by the
Parent-teacher-

-

4

'

i-

--

-i

rasas!

--

Each cup of strong coffee
contains about as large a dose of
caffeine as your doctor would
ordinarily give to a very sick
person.
You can readily see that the
effect of giving this stimulant
regularly to a well person might
finally have a tendency to make
him sick.

Postum for Health

Manuel Chayas, Navajo Indian,
was shot November 13, was
killed 250 yards this side of the
Bernalillo county line, according to
a survey made by the county surIt was believed
veyor yesterday.
that Chayas had been killed In Va-- :
lencia county, and Narciso Parssa,
another Navajo, has been held In
the Valencia county Jail at Los
f.ttnas, charged with the killing. alNow that the location of the
leged crime has been officially decided, having been in dispute for
more than a month, Paissa will be
brought to Bernalillo county and
given a preliminary hearing.
It Is alleged that Palsna shot
Chayas when he found him in his
hogan visiting his wife. The hogan
Is located fourteen miles this sido
of Suwanee. Chayas is said to
have bled to death several hours
fitter the shooting.

The third educational meeting ot
a series being given by the St.
Johns' Women's auxiliary will be
presented at the Guild ball tbls
he subject
evening at 8 o'clock,
of the meeting Is "The Man Who
Was Brought here Against His
Will." The program will be
follows:
Social,
"The Negro Problem,
Economic and Religious." a paper,
by Mrs. Lynn B. Mitchell.
Tableau, "Slavery."
"The Church Points the Way,"
Katherine
a short talk by Mrs.
Farrell.
Two negro spirituals, sung
by
John Lukken, baritone.
"The Gift of Melchlon," a reading by Mrs. Georpe E. Valllant.
"The African Exodus," the work
of the Episcopal church In Liberia,
by Mr. James T. Newhall.
"Freedom
Tableau,
Through
Christian Education."
The Rev. Worthlngton, temporary rector, will open the program
with brief devotional exercises.
Tho programs are arranged by Mrs.
E. A. Bradford, educational secretary, and Mrs. Katherine Farrell,
The
president of the auxiliary,
public is cordially Invited to atThere Is no
tend the meeting.
charge of admission, and no offering taken.

LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICE.

In the District Court of the United

States for the District of New

Mexico.

In Bankruptcy. No. 375.
In the Matter of Walter A. Dowell,

Bankrupt.

a nlca

Lognn wearing
green parrot.
"Wearing" a parrot is the newest
development in the fad for unusual
pots and animal companions. To be
ultra fashionable the color of the
match tho wearer's
Farrot orshould
hat. When Miss Jacqueline
actress,
IjOjran, a motion picture
"wore" the first parrot down Los
she
nearly
Angeles' Broadway
blocked tranic.
Jacqueline

SieB
(IT KANSAS
fUy Thp AsMieinted

GUI

rrefw.)

Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 5. One
man was killed and two others
wounded, one seriously, in a shooting the lobby of the Livestock
building hero today. The
slain man is Harry Pruencr, horse
buyer of Pes Moines, la.
Tho wounded men .are Adolph
Prahos of Cedar Rapids, la., and
W. li. Alall, bystanders, who were
struck by bullets when Tiruener
was shot by Frank Thompson of
Olathe, Kans., a livestock raiser.
Hall was seriously wounded.
The shooting occurred when the
lobby was fairly well crowded. According to witnesses Pruener and
the building
Thompson entered
Thompson, they eald,
quarreling.
drew a revolver and began firing,
llruener fled toward the rear lobby
with Thompson in pursuit, firing.
Six shots were fired, tho first two
striking Drahns and Hall. Anotherof
shot passed through tho clothing
another bvstander.
As Kruoner reached a door dividing the front and rear lobbies one
shot struck him and he fell. Witnesses said that the last shot was
over
stood
fired as Thompson
P.ruener's body. .Thompson then
went to the second floor where he
surrendered to a policeman.

Many ambitious men and women live
only half a life and don't know it

B5J.M.M

1

association.
The orchestra, which Is organized by Miss Cecelia Murphy, Is
composed of Miss Irma Cnffman,
piano; Miss Georgia Jones, violin;
Clifford George, cornet;
Phillip
Martinez, drums. The program for
WOOL MARKET SHOWS
tho evening follows;
"Peggy O'Neil" Orchestra.
SALE
IMPROVEMENT;
Polo Miss Oarein.
PRICES UP FOURTH
Reading, "Scbnider's Tomatoes"
Zulla May Greenhood.
"Love Phlp" Orchestra.
tn.v The AiMirlftted FrcM.)
Solo Miss Grace Winfrey.
Boston, Jan. 5. Bidding was
Kong Primary grade.
tho governthroughout
"Alice Blue Gown" Orchestra. spirited
ment wool auction today, when the
8.000,000
offeree.
government
BALLOTS FOR C. OF C.
pounds, mostly of low grado wools,
Kvory pound offered was sold. The
ELECTION DUE MONDAY wools went largely to dealers alInthough 'some manufacturers,
Ballots for the final election of cluding the American Woolen comdirectors of the chamber of com- pany, were buyers.
merce which have been mailed to
Prices showed an advance of 20
the members must bo rr turned by to 2," per cent on the average as
Jan6:30 o'clock Monday evening.
compared with the previous sale
uary 9, it vas announced yester-dn- y in early November. The strength
by the acting secretary. Kaon of. tho sale indicates the growing
ballot contains the namefl of the scarcity of available wool. The
the government lias left between ten
thirty nominees who received baland cloven million pounds of wool.
highest votes In the previous
loting. Kach member will vote for
fifteen of the thirty directors and
shop roKc i; ri:di ced.
ten of the twenty proposed proSalt Iiko City, Utah, Jan. 5. Reof forces by Slid men by
chamber
for
tho
duction
rejuvenated
jects
of commerce to put through. The the Denver and Rio Grande Western
votes will bo counted by the
railroad at Its snops Here was ancommittee.
nounced today. The wholesale
is said to follow an order
The average woman wastes ten issued by W. W. Lemon, superinin
a
dressing, tendent of tho motive power and
long life
years of
say Dean Inge, the noted Englisji car department and made necessary
churchman.
by a general recession in business.

No person whosa nerves are
continually irritated, whose appetite and digestion are disturbed, or who doesn't sleep well
has more than half his normal
chance for success in life. For
weakness, debility, anemia and
general lack of tone are a serious
handicap to anybody.
Those who drink tea or coffee
are often sufferers from these
conditions. Tea and coffee contain caffeine, a substance which
has a decided stimulant action
on the nerves.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
TO BE GIVEN TONIGHT
BY EPISCOPAL WOMEN

who

If you want to avoid a very

common cause of irritation and
enjoy restful sleep, good digestion, and the feeling of vigor and
robust endurance that comes
to healthy, normal people, quit
tea and coffee.and drink Postum,
instead. It is a rich, coffeelike cereal beverage perfectly
delicious I
Order Postum from your grocer today. Drink this fragrant,
aromatic beverage and see how
much better youll feel able
to do more without becoming
as thousands have
fatigued
discovered for themselves.
Poitameomeslntwofonni! Insunt
Postum (In tins) made instantly in the'
cup by the addition of boiling witir.
Postum Cereal (in packages of larger
bulk, for those who prefer to make
the drink while the meal la baing
prepared) made by boiling for 20 minutes. Sold everywhere I

"There's a. Reason"

Made by Postum Cereal Company, Inc., Battle Creek, Michigan

COUNTY AGENTS TO
ATTEND CONFERENCE
AT STATE COLLEGE

PRESIDENT HARDING
OPPOSED TO FARMER
ON RESERVE BOARD

SURVEY SHOWS THAT
NAVAJO INDIAN WAS
KILLED IN COUNTY

--

a--

Notice is hereby given tbat the
first meeting of creditors of said
bankrupt will be held In the office Y. W. C. A. CAMPAIGN
of the undersigned, Rooms
RESULTS IN $2128.00
Cromwell Building, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, January 12, 1922. at
AFTER SECOND DAY
10 a. m., at which time creditors
may attend, prove their claims,
The results of the first two days
examine the bankrupt, elect a
of the annual finance campaign of
'rustee and transact such other the
the
Young Woman's Christian ascome
before
business as may
sociation are t2.128.50, the gecond
meeting.
G FORGE C. TAYLOR,
day's returns being slightly in excess of the first day of the camReferee in Bankruptcy.
Dated this 31st day of December, paign. Tho Intense campaign will
conclude today with the final
1921.
up of the thirty women
IlAXKItl 1TS PETITION FOR checking
workers at 4:30 o'clock tea at the
PISCUAUGU.
association
headquarters.
Vn 3C3 tn Rankruotcv.
Mrs. A. B. Stroup, chairman of
In the Matter of Louis 1'aulos and the finance committee
of the assoLeon I'aulos. a
is In charge of the
To the Honorable Colin Neblett, ciation, ever called
has been
for,
Judge of the District Court or
A quota of $5,000, the
the United States for the District paign.
set as the goal of the 1922 camof New Mexico.
The sum needed from the
Filed December 81, 1921. Wyly paign.
financial support of Albuquer-queaParsons, Clerk.
been reduced to a miniLouis rallies, of Albuquerque. In mum hascareful
by
management and
the county of Hernalillo and state reduction
of
expenses at every
of New Mexico.' in said district,
possible
point.
renresents that, ort the
27th dav of July, last past, he was
OF TIIAVKS.
me
unuer
tlulv adjurtgea nannrupi
Mrs.
Nelson and children
acts of congress relating to bank-nm- i. wish to Clara
thank
their friends who
thnt h has dulv surren rendered
during the illness
dered all bis property and rights of and deathservices
of their
and
propertv, and has ruuy compnou sister, Beatrice; also daughter
the donors of
with all the requirements of said flowers.
,.to nrA nt thp orders of the court
touching his bankruptcy.
Whererore ne prays rnni ne may
be decreed by the court to have a
full Uarlinrtro from nil debts t)TOV- able against his estate under said
as
bankrupt acts, except sucn aemsuch
are excepted by law from
discharge.
So Easy to Drop Cigarette,
Dated tbls 2nd day or Movemoer,

(Ily The Ainnclutcd

rrrJ.)

l

Jan. 5. President
Washington,
Harding was said tonight by members of the senate agricultural bloc
to have Indicated to bloc leaders
at a conference today his disapproval of block sponsored legislation providing ror farmrr representation on the federal reserve
board.
Views of the president on the
legislation, which is vto be taken
up In the senate for final consideration January 17, were outlined
to Senators Kenyon of Iowa and
Capper of Kansas, both republicans and bloc leaders, who called
at the White House, accompanied
by Senator Kellogg of Minnesota,
republican.
None of the three senators would
discuss tho visit but other mem-- '
hers of the agricultural bloc said It
was their understanding that the
president indicated his disapproval of the legislation.
Some of the bloe members said
that the president went so far as
to indicate he might veto the bill
If passed, but other members said
this was not their understanding.
The president. It was said by
bloc members, stated he desired in
every way to promote the interests
of the farmers, but that the pending legislation would tie the hands
of the executive with respect to
appointments.

County Agent Lee Reynolds and OONT let it get a start, Dr. Klng'i
will get right
Discovery
Home Demonstration Agent Maude
Doty wdll leave Sunday to attend down to work, relieving the tight feeling
tho conference of county agents to In the chest, quieting the racking
oe nolo at the slate college next cough, gently stimulating the bowels,
week. Mrs. Doty is on the program thus eliminating the cold poisons.
for an address on "Hot lunches for Always reliable. Just good medicine
school children." Mrs. Doty has made to ease colds and coughs.
been active in starting the hot
For fifty years a standard remedy.
lunches which have proved so successful in a number of Bernalillo All the family can take it with helpful
results. Eases the children's croup.
county schools this year.
Mr. Reynolds Is a member of the No harmful drugs. Convincing, heal-in- g
taste that the kiddies like. Atall
county agents' program committee
and will assist In arranging the druggists, 60c.
outline for the work of the various
county agents in the state this year.

'

Br. King's

98 BUD New Discovery
For Colds and Coughs
mm,

Feel Badly? Bowels Sluggish?
Haven't any "pep" in work or play.
You're constipatedl The stimulating
r.- hm Bl.u.iliila Tirnnf that tu- - action of Dr. King's Pills brings back
berculoala enn b healed In all climates eld time energy. All druggists, 25c.
by THE INHALANT METHOD. Keaults
PROMPT! WON'T GRIPS
arm nation-widFor further particular
I

address THE INHALANT METHOD CO.,
Suite 09 Union Lenuus Bldg., Key No.
Calif.
32, Loa Angeles,

.
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BANKER'S MOTHKTt WES.
Dos Moines, la., Jan, 6. Mrs. O.
B. Harding, mother
of former
Governor W. L. Harding, died at
her home in Sibley, la., yesterday,
following an attack of Indigestion.
She was 74 years old.

I
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1

STOMACH UPSET!

Heavy Cold? Chest
All Clogged Up?

Announces

1

A Sale of

NEW SPRING

st

ns

cnr

OUITTOBAGCO

A. D. 1921.

Cigar, or Chewing Habit

LOUIS PAULOS.

Bankrupt.

United Slates of America, District
of New Mexico, es:
I, Wvly Parsons, Clerk ot the
Unitod'Ptntes District Court for the
district of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that the above and foregoing Is a true and correct copy of
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge,
filed In cause No. 363. Bankruptcy.
In thf matter of Louis Paulos and
DeLeon Paulos. a
cember 23. 1321.
hereIn Witness WhPreof I have
unto set my band and the seal of
said court, at Santa Fe. In said district this 23rd day of December,

has helped thousands
g
the costly,
tobacco habit. Whenever you
have a longing for a smoke or a

to break

chew, Just place a harmless
tablet in your mouth Instead.
All desire stops. Shortly the habit
is completely broken, and you are
better off mentally, physically, financially. It's so easy, so slmplo
Get a box of
and If it
doesn't release you from all cravIn
tobacco
ing for
any form, your
rlrueglst will refund your money
without question.

GnSJQIuESIIj
Stomach acidity causes Indigestion!
Food souring, gas, distress! "Winder what bpaet your stomach?
The moment
Well, don't bother!
you eat a tablet or two of Rape's
Dlapepsln all the lumps of Indigestion pain, the sourness, heartburn and belching of gases, due to
acidity, vanish truly wonderful!
Millions of people know that It 13
needless to be bothered with Indigestion, dyspepsia or a disordered Btomach. A few tablets of
Rape's Dlapepsln neutralizee acidity and give relief at once no
case of
waiting! Buy a sixty-ceRape's Dlapepsln now! Don't stay
miserable. Regulate your stomach
so you can eat favorite foods without causing regret.

I'M

n

All Sizes.

All Colors.

Just Received.
ON SALE SATURDAY
n

Tins OIT IT IS WOItTn
MONEY
Cut out this slip, enclose with Be
and mall it to Foley & Co., 2835
Sheffield Ave., Chicago, 111., writing your name and address clearly.
You will receive in return a trial
package containing Foley's Honey
for coughs,
and Tar Compound
colds and croup;
Foley Kidney
In
sides and back;
Rills for pains
rheumatism, backache, kidney and
bladder ailments; and Foley
Tablets, a wholesome and
thoroughly cleansing cathartic for
headbiliousness.
constipation,
aches, and sluggish bowels. Sold
everywhere.

CTT

r
la ;

Bankrupt.

and that all known creditors and
other persons In Interest may appear at the said time and place and
show cailse, if any thev have, why
the prayer of tho said petitioner
should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the
court, that the referee shall liend
creditors,
by ma'l to rill known
copies of said petition and this
to
at their
them
order, addressed
places of residence, as stated.
COLIN NEBLETT,
(Seal)
T. S. District Judge.
A true copv:
WYLY PARSONS, Clerk.
By Wm. Rose. Deputy.
GEORGE C. TAYLOR.
Referee In Bankruptcy.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Sealed proposals for constructing
the
Sections
National Forest Road Project,
located In tho Apache National
Forest, Greenlee County, Arizona,
will be received by the District Engineer, Ilureau of Public Roads, IT.
S. Department of Agriculture,
at
Albuquerque, New Mexico, until
two o'clock p. m.. on the 9th day
of February, 1922, at which time
and place they will be publicly
opened and read. The right is reserved to reject any and all bids,
and none will be considered except
those from contractors ascertained
to be experienced and responsible.
The length of the project to be con44.31
structed Is approximately
miles, and the principal Items of
work are approximately as follows:
Necessary clearing and grubbing;
154,312 cubic yards of excavation;
6,302 lineal feet of culverts; 1.271
cubic yard of concrete: one 120-fspan steel truss bridge; 63,500
pounds steel In I beam bridges; 21
MFBM wooden decking; and Incidental Items. The Bureau of Public Roads will furnish to the successful bidder for use In constructing this project available equipment and TNT explosives at the
price and on the terms set forth In
the proposal form. The work embraced In this contract shall be
within 400 weather
completed
working days following the execution of the contract by the Secretary of Agriculture. The contract
form and the maps, plane, specifications and estimates of quantities
may be examined by responsible
contractor at Room 218,
Building, Albuquerque,
New Mexico. All proposals must
be made on forms and In accordance with Instructions, forming a
part of the specifications above referred to, and must be accompanied by a proposal guarantee In
an amount at least equal to five
(6) per cent of the total amount of
the proposal. K. S. WHEELER,
District Engineer,

ff'IH''"

ale Tha
s a Sa le

Unbelievable Buys

CASH
RAISING
SALE

ln
MEN

NEVER HAVE WE MADE SUCH DRASTIC REDUCTIONS
AGAIN WILL WE MAKE THEM
TUNITY

S SUITS
AND NEVER

THIS IS YOUR ONE BIG OPPOR-

TO PURCHASE A SUIT AT

3

THE PRICE

YOU

H"

HAVE BEEN

WAITING FOR
4
0

$50.00,

How
$42.5Q,

$38.75

$45.00, $47.50 values

(low
$32.50,

$57.50 values

$52.50, $55.00,

$31.75

$35.00, $37.50,

low

$40.00 values

$24.75

$25.00, $27.50, $30.00 values

How

$19.75

t,

Luna-Strlckl-

a

"( w ai

WYLY PARSONS.
Clerk.
By Wm. ROSR, Deputy.
(Seal)

On this 23rd day of December.
1921, on reading the petition for
discharge of Loul. Paulos, bankrupt, it is ordered by the court that
a hearing be had upon the same on
tho 2nd day of February, 1922, before George C. Taylor, a Beferee In
Bankruptcy of sntd court, at Albuquerque, In said district at 10
o'clock In .the forenoon: and tnax
notice thereof be published In the
Albunueroue Morning Journal, a
newspaper printed In said district.

A

See Window Display

A. D. 1921.

In the United States District Court,
District of New Mexico.
No. 3fi3. la Bankruptcy.
In the Matter of Louis Paulos,

i

ALL WOOL HEATHER

On

Lot Young

Men's

Suits

$13.50

MS IP
"Albuquerque'

V

Exclusive Clothiers."
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January 6, 1922.
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Woman s Daily Magazine Page

BEAUTY CHATS
By Edna Kent Forbes.
I'

THE HEW GENERATION
By JANE PHELPS

"Don't Imagine things,"

MARGARET TTAXS TO MEET
JOAN.
CHAPTER 68.
That while man proposes and
hesitates the gods take a hand in
human affairs was exemplified in
the next few days.
Margaret had decided to let
Joan know she was in New York;
to ask her to live with her In the
apartment. Yet she hesitated, not
knowing Just how to approach, the
subject.
Craig Forrester called her on
the telephone.
''Dine with me tonight?" he
asked.
"Thank you, I shall be delighted.
I was feeling rather blue," Margaret replied.
"Where shall we go?"
"The Purple Fup, If you don't
mind."
"Not a hit!
me see, that Is
down In Greenwich Village, isn't

It

it?"

"Yes, Joan goes there."
You hope you may see

"I sec!
her?"
"Yes."

"I'll call for you at 6:30. I have
a hazy idea that on dines early
in those places."
"I shall be rend:."
In the taxi Margaret leaned back
comfortably. They talked little yet
frequently laughed together.
"Aren't you afraid you'll meet
your daughter if you dine in places
she mentions in her letters?" Forrester asked.
"I expect to. If not tonight,

some other time.
She says she
mokes now," Margaret added
apropos of nothing in particular.
"Most young women do. The
younger they are the more they
smoke."
"I'd better commence then. I
long to be young, you know, and If
nmoking is an indication of youth,
I shall talte to the cigarette at
once."
f
Forrester shook with laughter.
"You are delicious!'' he fa id. "It
Is perfectly incredible to mo that
either your daughter or yourself
can think you such a fossil." Then:
"Anyone lacking my perspicacity
would never imagine that all this
nonsenso lead up to Joan that
you are dying to see your youns
lady daughter."

Marga-

ret said reprovingly.
"Well, aren't you anxious to see

her?"

A chiropodist once told me that
the feet are the most neglected
and least understood part of one's
Friday.
Women buy any shoes
The Woman's club will meet at person.
3 p. m.
that are fashionable at the moDinner of Railway Mall clerks ment and never consider the health
and auxiliary at Y. M. C. A. or the comfort of the feet. Nor
while they are wearing unhygienic
at 6:30 p. m.
Pont Neuf club will meet with shoes do they ever bother o give
Mr. and Mrs. Kyle Crlchton at S the feet the extra care needed to
overcome the constant harm thoy
p. m.
doing.
Alpha Chi Omega dance at areShort-vamp
shoes crowd the toes
chapter house at 8 p. m.
and make them curl under. If the
shoes
have
high heels the weight
205 SICK SOLDIERS
of the body Is thrown almoHt
upon the toes while they are
ARE HELPED BY RED
Pointed
in this helpless position.
CROSS IN DECEMBER toe shoes usually have a
crowd the toes together to
Over 200 disabled service men
were given aid by the home service
department of the Red Cross during the month of December, according to the report of Miss Edith
ble
Five
Childers,
secretary.
bodied and 205 disabled soldiers
and sailors were assisted.
Loans to the amount of J5 wtr
made during the month on which a
reimbursement of (76 was made.
Money for meals for needy soldiers
was given to the extent of $18.70,
adjustments resulting In increase
of compensation were obtained for
several
men, apartments were
found for one tuberculous
man, and bonuses, hospital
care, loans and other accommodations were arranged for many
others.
The monthly report follows:
2,032
Resident cases on file
Total active cases in December 210
Total resident cases
VZ'i
Total transient cases
8
Compensation claims filed.
Compensation cases handled
25
Kew cases
203
... ... . .
Total interviews
162
Letters written
13
Telegrams ... .
'Meals

"Of course I want to see her.
We have never been separated before, not even for a day. But I
haven't been ready until now.
lieally I have been quite shame-so
I have
less about it, Craig.
wanted to impress her with the
idea that I too had some personality; that I was not quite derelict
even if I were old." Then after a
moment she added: "And I want
her to be interested In me as I am
in her.
Not love me only as a
mother, but like me as a woman."
"You are splendid, Margaret."
Arrived at the Purple Pup, Margaret scanned the faces about the
room. No sign of Joan. Then the
door opened and, to the sound of
gay lilting voices and much laughter, Joan and two others, a girl
and a man, entered.
Margaret caught sight of her almost at once, and Joan perceived
her mother at almost the Identical
moment.
She was attracting attention, Joan was, as she stood
there in the doorway round-eyeunbelieving. She almost ran to the
table where Margaret and Forrester were sitting.
"MumBle
mother what T"
People coming in, and those already seated stopped everything to
look and listen. Greenwich Village
e
is always on the
fpr
something out of the ordinary.
"Yes, Joan. Won't you sit with
us? You remember Mr. Forrester
of course."
"Of course!" Joan answered in her old impudent fashion vouchsafing him a nod.
"I havo been Intending to call
you up but I have been so busy," 'Loans
60
Margaret said guiltily realizing the Visits
60
advantage she had over Joan. She
At
time thirty former
had come down to the Village pur- serviceChristmas
some
men now suffering
posely to meet Joan, hoping she disability were visited by a comwould be there. Joan thought her mittee from the home service ofliving quietly in the little country fice. Packages containing a sweattown where for years they had er, a
pair of socks, cigarettes and
made their home. It was no won- red carnations
were distributed to
was
der she
almost Incapable of the men some of whom are in sanspeech.
itariums and some In private
" B u t when
why
homes.
"Never mind now, Joan. Introduce us to your young friends."
Margaret smiled Indulgently upon MARY FIRST PRINCESS
her daughter.
TO MARRY BRITISHER
qul-viv-

(By Th Asiorlntrd

By LAURA A. KIRKMAN.

fa

side-cur-

hand-mad-

But IP
Fortify the system
against Colds, Grip
and Influenza by
taking

Laxalivm

vjjJ

BFontfa

Quinine

ls

sts,-tur-

tablets
which destroy germs, act as a
tonic laxative, and keep the system in condition to throw off
attacks of Colds, Grip and Influenza.

Be sure you get

The genuine bears this signature

n.

Pitcher Campbell of the
Southwestern league
team pitched 86 games last sea
son and won 18 of them.

Price 30c.

INTIMATE

about the sweet characters of the
long-agpeople . whose photographs we find there.
Shaded tie silks can be bought
In various colors
brown and
green, navy and green, for instance, or simply one color shaded.
Again, a plain dark color may be
preferred by the man for whom
you are making the tie, such as a
blue or a green.
When you have chosen one spool
of the color you like best, proceed
as follows:
Start with 80 chain sts.
First row: 4 d c into the fourth
st,
skip 3 sts, 1 s c into the next
st, S oh sts, 4 d c into next st. repeat , 4 times, 1 s c Into last st,
3 ch sts, turn.
Second row:
skip the 4 d c, 1
s c over ch, 3 ch sts, 4 'd c over
same ch, repeat , 5 times, 3 ch
sts, turn, continue for 17 Inches,
to narrow, skip 4 d c at the third
group, make 4 rows, then decrease
again, continue until you have but
3 groups.
Next row: 1 a e into each st, repeat , for 16 inches.
3 ch sts, 2 d c into
Next row:
first st, 2 d e into next st, skip i
1
s
e, repeat , twice, 3 ch sts,
st,
turn, repeat for the next 1 rows.
Next row: 1 s c over ch, 8 ch
sts, 4 d c over same ch, 1 s c into
next d c, 3 ch sts, 4 d c, 1 a o over
next ch, 3 ch sts, 4 d o over first
d c of next group, 1 s c over next
ch, S ch sts, 4d c all over same
ch, 8 ch sts, turn, this has added
one group, continue for the next
3 rows, then add another group,
continue until you have 6 groups,
make the short end 9 Inches long.
This ends the tie.
Here Is another t!a: 1 spool of
shaded brown. Start with 23 ch
sts.
First row: 1 d c into the fourth
st, 1 d c, 1 ch st, i d c, all Into the
same st,
skip 3 sts, S d c, 1 ch
st, 2 d c, all Into the next st, form
1 fan, repeat , 8 times, 1 d c into
last st, 3 ch
Second row:
fan over center
st of fan of previous row, repeat
, 4 times, 1 d o Into last st, 3 ch
sts, turn, repeat until your tie
measures 15 inches.
Next row: To decrease, make 4
fans and 2 d e over next fan, 3 ch
sts, turn, repeat for the next row,
making the half fan at the opposite side, decrease In this way until
you have only 3 fans to the row.
Next row: 12 d c, repeat for 18
inches.
Next row: 8 fans, then increase
as you decreased until you have 5
fans to the row, continue making
the short end 10 inches long.
o

In grandmother's day crocheted
neckties were in style, and prim,
sweet little Tadies with quaint
would sit and work beside
the hearth fire on a necktie for
their "suitor," brother or father.
e
neckties have
Today
tome back into fashion and I
hould think everybody who crocheted one would see the ghost of
their own demure
as they worked! There is a good
deal of sentiment about doing
something that a past generation
enjoyed doing. It makes one want
to open the old family album and
recall the stories that were told us

TALKS

OH

MILK

No. 6. Impure Milk.
t
Not every kind of meat is good for the stomach.
Neither is every kind of milk. Probably more infections come from impure water and impure milk
than from any other sources. Those people who
like any old kind of milk simply furnish lodgings
for any old kind of germs that cares o stay.
People who object to purity will probably not be
attracted by
Milk. We know the
rest will never have any other if they once try it.

Pre..)

London, Jan. 5. Princes Mary,
whose engagement to Viscount
Lascciles has been announced, Is
of the royal
the first princess
blood to marry an Englishman
since the reign of Henry VIII,
some four centuries ago. Since that
time only two English princesses
have mated outsldo the circle of
royalty.
Princess Mary's bridal veil will
be the one worn by Queen Victoria
and Queen Alexandra. It Is of a
very hnndsome
design, though
many modern brides would look
as
somewhat
upon it
being
After the wedding, the bride will
be known as her Koyal Highness
1'rlneen Mary, Viscountess
and her home will be at
Goldsborough hall in Yorkshire,
which the Earl and Countess of
Harewood. Viscount Ijascelles' parents, are giving as a wedding present to their son.
Except at state events, there will
he no court etiquette in the bride's
future home life, and there will be
no
people connected with the court say.
Las-celle- s,

ladies-in-waitin-

R ACING AT NEW ORIEANS.
New Orleans, Ia., Jan. 6. Racat the fair
ing will continue
grounds track, officials of the Business Men's Racing association announced today, denying reports
that because of the technical arrest
booklast night of forty-seve- n
makers and four cashiers, the
winter racing meet would be

more nrvonon ftnds.

Poughkeepsie, N. T., Jan. 5.
Supreme Court Justice Morschaus-e- r
today allowed Mrs. Anne V.
Stillman $7, B00 more to conduct
the defense in the divorce action
brought against her by James A.
Stillman Mrs. Stillman asked for
314,000.

HEAD ACHT.D AND BODY
ACIIED
There are various symptoms of
Kianey trouble rheumatic pains.
backache, sore muscle stiff joints.
ana always urea" reeling. Mrs.
Geo. Morgan,
E. Fairfield, Vt.,
writes: "My head ached and mv
whole body ached so I could not
sleep. Foley Kidney Pills gave me
relief." They heal and strengthen
weak, disordered kidneys and bladder and help them in their work of
filtering the blood and casting out
of the system the impurities that
cause pain and disease. Prompt In
action. Sold everywhere.

Journal Want Ada bring results.

'TO
THE LAST

CO-OPERAT-

ZANE

GREY'S

North Second.

ar

brush it out thoroughly. This will
make it dry ami Unify.
A Render; Send ni" a letter with
a
.stnnipe,! envelope
for tho formula of my hair tonic.

Mother's
1

i

Joy

WOMAN'S CLUB HOLDS
ITS ELECTION TODAY

A lusty healthful

The yearly election of officers of
the Albu'iuei'ine
Woman's club
will ho held today nt the club
buildlnff. The meet in:; will bc"ln
at 8 o'clock. AH members In
for more than one year arc
not eligible to vote. It was announced. A hoard meeting at 1:15
o'clock will precede t!i,i regular
Itefn meji'.i will be
meeting.
served at the close
tha after- noon.

proper,
through
food.

baby- - hept so

Recognized
Since 185.

Piles Cnrr-r-f In 0 to 11 Days.
Druggists refund money if IV "O
OINTMENT fails to cure Itching,
or Protruding
lilind,
Bleeding
Piles. Instantly
relieves Itching
Piles. 60c.

EAGLE BRAND
Condensed Milk

sixth-grader- s,

ON SALE AT

ON

206 W. Centra!
S51.

Our schools are overcrowded, undermanned.
Children are getting half-tim- e
education.
Teachers are overworked and underpaid. We
are a nation of
with 25,000,000
illiterates to our discredit.
Who is to blame?
Not the teachers; not the school superintendents.
The responsibility is in the public in you!
What are you going to do about it? The schools
need more money for buildings, for teachers,
for equipment will you give it? The teachers
need the parents' support will you give it?
Charles A. Selden has written for THE LADIES'
HOME JOURNAL a series that clearly outlines
the trouble with our schools and points the
remedy. Every man or woman in America who
is interested in the education of our children
should read the first article. It is one of nearly
40 features in the new January issue of
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LATEST NOVEL
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The latest
Fiction.
Phone
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"No Milk is Cheap But the Best
And the Best is

ALBUQUERQUE

short-vamp-

Helen F. : The agar-aga- r
wafers
are Just as effective as the agar-agin flake form and probably
easier to tnke.
Thelma A.: You can dlscourag?
the growth of hair on the face by
rubbii.g the skin occasionally will)
peroxide of hydrogen.
Helen: I nm glad that the pilocarpine hair tonic has done your
hair so much good.
If you will
keep up the treatment it will make
it grow and bring It In thicker. It
takes a long time lo improve the
health of the hair and you must
be patient.
I do not think that
adding bayrum or alcohol to the
tonic will dry the hair. If your
scalp is quite oily, you can shampoo it every three weeks and even
every two weeks, if It gets too oily.
But I would suggest that you brush
a little powdered orris through the

hair when it gets oiiy nml then

-,

EFFICIENT KGSSEKEEPIRG

DIRECTIONS FOR CROCHETING
A MAN'S NECKTIE.

long-vam- p,

ward the tip of the shoe, so they
are less able to take the weight of
the foot. They also throw out the
Joint of the big toe, making a bunion Inevitable later in life.
For many years we have been
wearing pointed toe shoes and for
many years before that shoes with
and as yet very few
people have designed a shoe that
combined common-.sensand good
looks. As a result we have all
been wearing harmful shoes and
few of us havo been exercising our
feet to keep them in good health.
Every day when you are in your
bare feet, you should take the big
toe of each foot and move it up
and down, ns well as sldo ways, so
that the big joint does not stiffen
or grow large. Then all tho toes
should bo moved up and down, so

as to strensthen them. Then the
whole foot should be stretched out
and relaxed and stretched out
again and ngnln, to exercise the
ankle, the Achilles tendon of the
heel, and tho bones of the arch.
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FOOT EXERCISES.
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15c. the Copy
or
From Any Newsdealer!

Boy Agent

Out Today

$1.50 the Year
By Mail Subscription

You can subscribe through'any newsdealer or authorized agent or send
your
order direct to The Ladies' Home Journal, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL:

lent during the war. Now
those $11,000,000,000
Frank A. Vanderlip brings home a scheme for using
the Interest to be paid by Europe as a sort of re- I
AN INDEPENDENT
NEWSPAPER
Published Bv
volving fund that we can lend to Europeans until
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
get on their feet, meanwhile postponing hops
they
CARL C. MAGEE,
D. A. MACPHERRON.
ot collecting the principal. It may not be surprising
President.
Secretary. to learn
simultaneously that some people at home
D. A. MACPHERKON
Business Manager
havo quite other plans for that Interest, if and
Editor-in-ChiCARL C. MAO EE
when it is paid. Senator Watson of Indiana thinks
REPRESENTATIVES
C. J. ANDERSON
Marquette Bldg., Chicago, 111 England's $200,000,000 would be a fine nest egg
RALPH R, MULLIGAN. ,48 E. 42d St.. New York for a bonus bill.
Entered as second-clas- s
matter at the postoffice
It Is somtlmes forgotten In popular discussion
ot Albuquerque, N. M., under act ot Congress of of the European debt to us that if it could be paid
March 17, 1ST!).
today at present exchange rates England would
TERMS OK SUBSCRIPTION
have to pay 25 per cent more, France nearly three
Daily, by carrier or by mail, one month,
Naturtimes and the other debtors proportionally.
yearly. In advance, fll.OO.
the
"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation ally they would welcome postponement until
rating than Is accorded to any other paper In New exchange returns to nearer normal. Another point
Mexico." The American
Newspaper
Directory. sometimes overlooked is that if our European
The only paper In New Mexico Issued every day debtors
paid us in goods, as they presumably must,
In the year.
the effect of too prompt payment on our home InMEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
same as the
The Associated Press Is exclusively entitled to dustries and business might be the
of
of all news credited to allies are experiencing through German payment
the use, for
It or not otherwise credited in this paper and also reparations, German goods displacing allied goods
the local news published herein.
and contributing largely to the existing depression
There Is the further argument
FRIDAY
January 6, :: in allied countries. the
former vice chancellor, that
made by Helfferich,
it should not be so much wonder that Germany can
WHEN THERE IS NO PEACE.
not pay more reparations when the allies can not
pay us what they borrowed, or pay each other.
When two men aro engaged In a
In a
Whatever adjustment is required will have to be
muddy street they are certain to look alike to the determined on a world scale and Include In Us scope
Both are apt to be muddy, bloody and not
In
spectator.
only Europe's debt to us, but Europe's debt
tattered. The onlooker, who does not understand England
and reparations that Germany can pay
the cause, Is likely to be disgusted with both.
without injury to the rest of the world. The finanTet one may have been the aggressor and have cial
readjustment is the greatest problem of all.
forced the other to fight In defense. One may have
been a slanderer of women aril the other the defendTo turn loose the Filipinos might be a means of
er of their honor or their person. When we know ot
the Pacific otherwise.
are
row
making
our sympathies
the causes back of the

Albuquerque Morrikg Journal

January 6, 1922.

HE'LL HAVE TO CUT OUT HIS OLD ASSOCIATIONS FIRST.
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Therefore, In the present rather sorry spectacle
Is witnessing between the Journal and a
largo array of special Interests, crooked politicians
and corrupted newspapers, the onlooker should not
forget what started the row, or what Is at stak
In the outcome.
The present management of this newspaper began about two years ago. Secretary Fall, W. A.
Hawkins and their associates gladly welcomed the
new editor, to whom they had sold the paper, ns an
ally to be desired. All the big interests and big
politicians gave us a cordial reception. Everything
augured well for the future.
We frankly confess that we came with no Intention of starting a row. Life looked rosy and
prosperity and comfort lay ahead. Vouched for by
the "big chiefs'' as all right and one of the "push,"
the First National bank gladly loaned us $ 5,000
of the purchase price of the paper. We bad borrowed largely clsewhrne In making our sudden purchase, expecting to liquidate property and pay our
borrowings later on.
Ninety days sufficed to show us that we must
sell the paper or fight to clean up conditions. N
man could tolerate being a party to
the things we soon discovered to be going on. We
found our political and financial gods in New Mexico to have feet of clay.
Probably, had we then anticipated the financial
depression, we would not have had the courage to
tackle the job of helping to clean up. We wonlJ
have foreseen financial troubles, with our other
property unsalable. Terhaps It Is well that we dl.1
not foresee.
We began to criticize. We questioned the mine-ta- x
Inlaw which Is a fraud on other taxpayers.
stantly we brought the whole bunch of the
group down on our heads. We attacked
political corruption or acquiescence and the fat win
Immediately In the fire. We were compelled to
fight our way through to victory for the people or
'
quit.
We elect to fight now.
We elected to fight.
The discouraging phase ot the matter was the
seeming apathy of good people. In many cases
there was open hostility from those upon whom
we felt that we should be able to rely.
Politics has been the curse of New Mexico,
party politics. With the good and Intelligent people
dividing on party lines, the corrupt and the Ignorant, by the use of money, have been used to maintain control. Was ever a plainer scheme worked
successfully on, 'a patient people? I'arty is but a
name in New Mexico with which to effect this di
vision. There is no more similarity between the
rerepublican party In the nation and the
publican party In New Mexico, as constituted at
present, than there is between a bengal tiger and
a singed cat. It is ridiculous that the party shibboleth can be used to perpetuate bad government.
When the politico-financigroup deserted us
It Included the First National. Then suits followed.
An effort was made to drive the disturber out. it
did not work and the matter quieted down.
Meantime the Journal pounded for the creation
of a wholesome public sentiment which would refuse to tolerate the outrageous conditions prevailing. The old bunch were lying in wait. They had
boasted that they would "get" us later.
Then came indictments for J. M. Raynolds and
Wo had nothGuy Rogers of the First National.
ing to do with these indictments. They knew that.
But an alibi must be established. Public attention
must be diverted. Incidentally, the insolent interloper who had shown that their unconscionable
power could be defied with safety was still a thorn
In the flesh.
So it was decided to strike before he did and to
blame all the troubles they were in on him. Thld
time they would have the newspaper which was
their servant utterly ruin this pretender.
So the fight Is on again. It Is not a fight of our
choosing. It is forced upon us. But we accept it.
The power of big financial and political interests
to crush those who refuse to l.ne up must be
broken. Now is as good a time as any to finish

the public

If Hughes had fixed France's ratio at t.75
would have been easier to remember.

,

mi

If a man Is high enough in the air there
one direction that presents any particular danger.

Is only

It must make sugar refiners discouraged as they
look at today's quotation and recall the "figgers" of
other days.

VERSE OF TODAY,
We ask not. Lord, for wealth or fame
Fur nineteen twenty-twBut strength to play life's little game
A bit more fair, moro true.
We ask Thee, too, for loving friends

in this, the coming year,
to serve their ends
With gladness, kindness, cheer.
We ask Thee, Lord, to make us wise
In serving brotherly love,
That we, the weak, may not despise
Nor envy those above.
Anil readiness

We thank for all that Thou hast done
For us, and helped us do,
And pray Thee guide the course we run
In nineteen twenty-two- .
New York Herald.

CRISP PARAGRAPHS
PERHAPS HE HAD BEEN THERE.
The thief who stole a minister': turkey needs to
go to church and listen to one of the minister's sermons. Detroit Free Press.
?

HEXS ARE A FREE PEOPLE.
Also you may have observed that some men work
to
harder
get the nog than the hen does to lay the
Dallas News.
egg.
fc

tf

m
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LEGISLATIVE DENTISTRY.
The trouble with our legislators Is that the teeth
they put in a law are mostly false and always come
out when the law undertakes to bito anybody. New
Orleans States.
A

l

ISN'T NATIItE PECULIAR?
"Reptiles are not found in the Arctic region."
announces the Indianapolis News. And the scarcity
of polar bears is one of tho idiosyncraclcs of the
tro'iics. Chicago News.
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out to see if the candy
begun to harden.
"It's sticky yet. Uncle Wiggily,"
said the beaver boy, after several
trials. "Maybe It's going to be soft
candy instead of hard candy. Eh.

what?"
THE BOOTLEGGERS.

in

On furtive feet along the street
in darkness they are
going; from

stew and slum they bring the rum
that keeps the boneyard growing.
They make their rye of poisoned
lye, of rough on rat., their brandy,
and ho who drinks is wise,
to keep a coffin handv.
They fill their ats with old dead
cats when they would make sour
mashes; and one small drink will
put a gink In line for dust and
ashes. They make their gin of
rusted tin and upas leaves and
granite, and ho who sips curls up
and skips from this our well
known planet.
They make their
booze from cast-of- f
shoes brought

s,

Bedtime Stone
For Little Ones
By Howard

B. Uarls

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

Copyright, 1921, by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.

SUBMARINES FOR DEFENSE.

UNCLE WIGGILY AND THE
SOFT CANDY,

,

by vampires ghostly, and he
who quaffs finds epitaphs the
goods he's needing mostly. Ah.
when you swig a bumper
big of
bootleg ryo or bourbon, your
works will split, you'll throw a fit
no doc can put a curb on. You'll
bite the chairs and fall down stairs
and start a roughhouse gaudy, and
when you're through the crowner
true will sit upon your body. Few,
few escape the shroud and
who drink the bootleg mixture,crape
and
with a spade men's beds are made
where, headstones are a fixture.
Tho bootleg knaves are peddling
graves,
they're selling bottled
slaughter; oh, then, with me drink
boneset tea, and pop, and milk,
and water!
candy? Can't your mother make
it for you?"
"No, she is too busy," the beaver boy answered.
"Besides, Nurse
Jane promised that if I'd come
over some day this week she would
make me some candy. I want to
take home a little to my brother,
Noodle, also."
"That's very kind of you," said
Uncle Wiggily. "I'm sure Noodle
will like tho candy.
But Nurse
Jane isn't home she has gone
down to the six and seven cent
store to buy a new piano. How
would it do if I made some candy
for you?"
"Can you?" asked Toodle.
"Well, I can try," spoke Uncle
"There's nothing like
Wiggily.
trying, whether it's making candy
or saying your lessons In school.
Come on down to the kitchen,
Toodle, and we'll try our paws at
making some candy. It reeds to
be sweet I know that much."
Uncle Wiggily took some sugar,
molasses and honey, and putting
them in a pan he boiled them on
the stove. Soon a most lovely
odor filled the kitchen of the hollow stump bunsralow.
"It smells just like candy!"
cried. Toodle, clapping his paws.
"Oh, I guess it will be candy all
right," Uncle Wiggily said, as he
poured the sweet, hot stuff out in
a buttered pan, as the beaver boy
said his mother did when she made
candy.
"It looks awful sticky," Toodle
remarked, as he saw how hard It
was for the bunny gentleman to
scrape the candy out of the pan
with a spoon.
"That's because It's warm yet,"
Uncle Wiggily explained.
"We'll
set the candy out on the steps In
the snow to cool, and when it Is
cold it will be hard and not

"Maybe," said the bunny. "Well,
soft candy is as good as hard, I
guess. I'll bring it in and we'll
see about it."
Surely enough tho candy was
very soft, and, oh, so sticky!
It
stuck to the paws of Uncle Wigglly
and Toodle when they touched it.
and as for chewing it why, :'t
stuck their teeth together like
glue!
"I guess I didn't boil the candy
long enough, or else I boiled it too
long." said Uncle Wiggily.
"Never mind:" laughed Toodle.
"It's good and sweet if it is sticky.

OH NO!!!

I S.

It would appear that almost every expert who
eomcs back from Europe has a different theory or
plan for salvaging the Old World. Last week a
Chicago merchant returned urging that w grant

eur European debtors a

moratorium

on
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Great Northern pfd
Inspiration Copper
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
Kennecott Copper
Louisville & Nashville....
Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific
Montana Power
New York Central
Northern Pacific
Pennsylvania
Ray Consolidated Copper.
Heading
Hennblic Iron & Steel
Sinclair Oil & Refining
Southern Pacific
Southern Railway
Studehaker Corporation
Texas Company
Tobacco Products
Union Pacific
United States Steel
Utah Copper
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NEW YORK COTTON.
New York, Jan. 5. Cotton futures closed barely steady. Jan.,
18.45; March, IS. 30; May, 17.86;
July, 17.32; Oct.. 16.48.
LIBERTY BONDS.
5.
New York, Jan.
Liberty
$95.50; first 4a,
bonds closed:
second 4s, $96.40; first
$97.00;
44s, $97.14; second 4V4s, $96.58;

3,

third

4

$97.16;

$97.60;
Victors- $100. .08.
Vis,

ia,

tory

3s,

fourth

$100.06;

4

Vis,

Vic-

NEW YORK MONEY.

New York Jan. 5. Call money
Easy. High and ruling rate, 6 per
cent; low, offered at and last loan,
4 per cent;
closing bid, 3V4 per
cent.
Time loans Easy. Sixty and 90)
days and Bix months, 5 per cent;
prime mercantile paper, 5 to 5 Vi
per cent.
NEW YORK METALS.
New York, Jan. 5. Copper
and
epot
Electrolytic,
Steady.
14c; later, 14c.
nearby, 13
Tin Weak. Spot and nearby,
$32.00; futures, $32.00.
Iron Steady, unchanged.
Lead Steady. Spot. $4.70 4.80.
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis delivery, spot $4.90 4.95.
Antimony Spot, $4.60,
FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
New York, Jan. 8. Foreign exchange heavy. Great Britain de
cables, $4.19.
mand, $4.19V4l
cables,
France demand, 7.96;
7.96V4. Italy demand. 4. 27; cables,
7.61;
4.27V4.
Belgium demand,
Germany demand,
cables, 7.6
cables, .51U. Holland de- -. .
Nor
mand, 36.55; cables, 86.61.
way demand, is.4. eweaen dedemand
24.70.
Denmark
mand,
19.85.
Switzerland aemana, i.su.
Spain demand, 14.87. Greece dedemand,
mand, 4.35. Argentine
33.25. Brazil demand, 12.75, Mont
real demand, 94

1.

.60;

j
N

KANSAS CITY rRODTTOH.

Butter
lower, 40c; packln

Kansas City. Jan.

6.

Creamery So
unchanged, 15c.
Eggs Market e mgner,
37c; seconds, 28e.
Poultry Unchanged,

inrsi. .A

LIVESTOCK MARKETS,

vjT"

V

diicncx Livestock.
Chicago, Jan. 5. Cattle Re
Beef steers active,
ceipta 10,000.
better
mostly steady to etrong;
grades beef steers and fat heifers
Choice yearlings. $10.00:
higher.
choice heavy bulls, $9.50; she.
stock and bulls steady; veal calves
25c to 60c higher; bulk vealers,
choice heifero and
'$8.75(5)9. 00;
feeders steady.
Market
Hogs Receipts 87,000,
active, 15c to 25c higher than yesterday's average, spots up morer
shippers bought liberally, big packers doing nothing. Top, $8.00 for
hogs averaging 165 and down; bulk:
of sales. $7.10f7.60; pigs steady to
25c higher; bulk desirable, $7.90 ;
8.00.

Sheep Receipts 13,000. Killing
classes steady to 25c higher. Fat
lamb top early, $12.00; some held,
higher; choice clippers, $10.60;
yearlings, $11.00;
prime
OF TRADE. fat ewe top early, $6.00; best not
sold; talking firm on feeder lambs.

wheat.
ish influence today
Prices closed firm, Vc to V4c net
higher, with May $1.1174 to $1.12
and July 1.01U to $1.01. Corn
finished V4cto V'?c down, oats atV2c
off to a like advance, and provisions unchanged to 7c up.
that a Chicago
Announcement
mill had bought the entire stock of
choice dark northern spring wheat
here had much to do with the final
strength of wheat, althoughIn the
the
amount of wheat Involved
transaction was relatively email
The effect of the
34,000 bushels.
purchase, however, was enhanced
earlier
reports of a more liberal
by
call for wheat by the millers of St.
Louis, Kansas City and Minneapolis. In addition, the fact was taken
as significant that the Chicago
was at
purchase of dark29northern
cents a bushel
a big premium.
ordion
higher than May -delivery
nary pit contracts.- Bulls put stress
too, on assertions that 25 per cent
of the winter wheat acreage has a
low condition, and that weather
mane the last three days indicated
no appreciable moisture relief in
the worst of the dry area southwere
west. Nevertheless, buyers
cautious and even scattered selling
on

sticky

54c,
38c,

82
60

Chicago. Jan. 5. Enlarged milling demand, together with unfavorable cron prospects, had a bull-

ksry-

'

Erie

....

j

DEBT TO

fleeted by foreign exchanges, again
were reactionary, British and most
other European quotations easing,
with fresh weakness in German
Swiss and Spanish bills
marks.
were lower, as well as Dutch and
Scandinavian exchanges.
With scarcely an exception. Liberty and Victory issues strengthen-60
ed, showing net gains of 10 to
cents ner $100. The general bond
list was dull and uneven, that tone
to internationals.
also applying
Total sales, par value, aggregated
$15,350,000.
Closing prices:
American Beet Sugar. ...... - 44
32
American Can
American Smelting & Ref'g.. iZ
33
American Sumatra, Tobacco..
115
American Tel. & Tel
48
Anaconda Copper
92
Atchison .
S4Vi
Baltimore & Ohio
66
Bethlehem Steel "B"
21
But to & Superior
V4
44
California Petroleum
119
Canadian Pacific
30
Central Leather
55
Chesapeake & Ohio
18V4
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
26
Vi
Chino Copper
24
Colorado Fuel & Iron.
64 V4
Crucible Steel
. 9
Cuba Cane Sugar
.-

FOR '22.

A PRAYER

Once upon a time, when Uncle
(From the Milwaukee Sentinel.)
Great Britain seems to be alone In her aversion Wigglly was sitting in his hollow
conto the submarine.
France and Italy long ago
Rtump
bungalow all alone, for
Hi javw were KaLi tightly
tended that undersea welfare, in principle, is legiti- Nurse Jane had gone out, there
.shut
mate, just like aerial warfare, and that the prin- came a knock on the front door.
by tha
oui&y
such as
ciple Is not invalidated by Inhuman abuses
"Can that be Nurse Jane back
'
occurred during the late war.
I can suck on It If I can't chew It!"
so early?" thought the bunny genThe temptation to overstep the bounds of hu- tleman, as he arose from his easy
Toodle was Just putting another
blob of the soft, sticky candy In
manity In the employment of the suhmarlne may chair. "I hardly think so. And I
ho acknowledged, but It carries with it, as events had better take a look
his
mouth, when through the open
through the
have shown, a terrific penalty In the shape of the side window before I open
door In bounced the Fuzzy Fox.
the door
nation
which
of
the
world
united Indignation
any
as it may be that bad Bob Cat
"What is good and sweet?"
will be slow to risk In the future. But it may bo
howled the Fox. "Ha! I know:
to nibble my ears because
admitted that Lord Lee at the Washington confer- coming
I fooled him at the snow house
you don't need to tell me! Uncle
ence made out some sort of a case against the sub- the other day."
Wlgglly's ears are good and
marine on that score.
sweet!"
Uncle Wigglly looked through
As to his chief argument, the assertion that the
"And so is this candy Uncle Wigthe side window out on the porch
submarine is ineffective and of little value as a de- and
Just made!" quickly said Tooglly
his
heart
fast
stopped
beating
fensive weapon will hardly be accepted as an un- when he saw Toodle
dle, holding a plate full of it out
Flattail, one
biased statement of fact by either naval experts or of
toward the Fox. "Try some soft
the beaver boys. Just about to
the' general public. No doubt England devoutly knock
candy, Mr. Fox, before you nibble
again.
wishes that tho submarine were less effective, but
ears!"
any
"Come
Toodle!
Come
in!"
in,
tho other delegates at the conference, including Sec"All right I will!" howled the
called
Uncle
the
to
not
Wigglly,
all
are
at
take
view.
opening
that
Fox. "I'll eat a lot of this sweet
retary Hughes,
ready
Brland coined the phrase that the submarine Is door. "I'm glad you aren't the
candy and then I'll nibble Uncie
the defense of the weak. The United States, while bad Bob Cat!"
The bad chap stuffei
Wiggily."
not a weak nation, has a special weakness in its
"I'm glad, too!" laughed the
a big blob of candy Into
his mouth.
enormous unprotected coastline, and it Is easy to beaver, flapping his broad, flat
He shut his teeth down on it hard
see that here is a perfectly legitimate field for the tail against the side of the stoop
and then oh, then!
submarine used in defense. Not only legitimate, to knock off the snow. "Is Nurse
Well, that Fox Jumped up in tho
but very likely efficient, for the mere knowledge of Jane home, Uncle Wigglly?"
air, and he tried to howl, but he
ht
W0Uld
(he prf,apnpe
BUnnjarlne,
"Why, no, my muskrat lady
,eriously hamper
couldn't, because his Jaws were
ttnv Httaeklmr fleet
housekeeper Isn't in," said Uncle
held tightly shut by the sticky
We all hope that the further progress of the Wigglly. "Did you want her for
the Job,
candy ho had bitten on. The Fox
took his paws and tried to pry
When this bank learns that it Is Just a bank; Washington conference in laying a basis for dura- anything special, Toodle?"
these
all
will
course
canble
make
to
some
Just
"Well,
make
peace
discussions, in
open his mouth so he could bite
when it learns that its money belongs to the peo- of time,
unnecessary and useless. For the dy," answered the beaver boy.
largely
Toodle or the- bunny, but he
ple, not to it; when It learns that service and not present It Is no sign of any bellicose spirit to point
"Candy!" laughed Uncle Wig- sticky."
couldn't. Tho soft candy held his
coercion is Its mission, we will
The pan of candy was set out to mouth tightly closed.
gladly out. the defensive needs of the United .States, espe- glly. "Ah, yes, I remember, you
when we remember that our sacrifices to the always did have a sweet tooth, cool, but Toodle was so anxious to
"Come on, Uncle Wiggily. Take
with it. As long as it tries to club us we may know cially
cause
are
of
those
Toodle
of
than
did
other
But
boy.
peace
taste
my
greater
it that he kept opening the the broomstick to him and drive
you
why
any
that its attitude is to club every one else who an- nation.
come to have Nurse Jane make door every other minute,
him out!" called Toodle. So the
and
tagonizes it. No individual or small bank which
Is a borrower is safe. It must change this attitude
"REG'LAR FELLERS"
cPyrl"ht 1921 by George ICttthew Adams Trade Mark Registered U. 8. Patent Office)
M&4&f&,C'
and learn that in free America we think and do as
we please. Owing them $100 or $15,000 or $45,000
iti.iir.i Tiv
gives them no right to control the political thinking or acting of the borrower.
If the public must be aroused to realize that
they give this dangerous power by consolidating
J
5 9 fx
Of THE. CrtCKE.v4A
CHHS HAVE
their earnings in the bank's hands; if the peopte
1
VrJlLLSbO HAWC
CHICKEUTo-Wsh- !
must be taught that the way to freedom from fear
of this power Is to vithdraw those earnings, we
will attempt the task. We shirk from it. We ad)
mire this great, strong, stalwart instltulon, capable
of so much for good or ill. A simple change of atWITH UJT5A. STUFFlKS
titude would make it admirable.
When this bank and the politicians catch the
spirit of service to the people; when they at last
realize that all power comes from the people and
must be used for the people, we will live together
In peace. Meanwhile, why cry peace when there is
no peace?
EUROPE'S

rre.)

New York. Jan. 6. Confusing
advances and declines durlnr the
forenoon, fitful rallies at mid-daand a sharp reaction in the afternoon at net losses of one to five
summarized
the erratic
points
course of today's broad and active
stock market.
In general, the movement con
formed to the views of observers
( who
believe that conditions, es- specially in relation to trade and
industry, are still so complex as to
mako for further unsettlement in
all markets.
Passing of the dividend on General Motors common, with that
stock Incidentally falling to a new
low, gave fresh point to the belief
that manufacturing interests findu
It expedient to conserve cash
rces.
Short were aggressive, covering
occasionally as money rates showCommission
ed
greater ease.
houses figured in the selling, however, rumor attributing much of
the liquidation to out of town
sources, especially the middle west.
Efforts to stabilize the market
by bidding up certain speculative
issues, notablv independent steels,
Riienrn. utilities and miscellaneous
stocks were balanced by persistent
offerings of oils, motors and equipments and the utter lack of interest
in rails. Sales, 875,000 shares.
Interior banks added to their re
serves here, that circumstance con
in call
tributing to the 6decline
to 4 per cent
money rates from
Time loans for the
at mid-dashorter periods continued to be
5 per cent but that figure
at
quoted
was shaded on prime collateral.
re

International remittances, as

mm.

The best thing that could happen to some folks
would be to have their credit shut off.

1

politico-financi-

THE MARKETS

found the market sometimes with
out support.
Corn and oats averaged lower as
a result seemingly of pressure from
cash houses hedging against purchases of corn to arrive.
Provisions were firmer In symvalues and owing
pathy with hog the
December into smallness of
crease of western stocks of meats,
more
than fourteen
in
trie smallest
years,
Closing prices:
$1,111
Wheat
May,
July,
$i.oiy4.
Corn May, 53c; July,
Oats May, 38 Vic; July,
Pork Jan. $15.00.
Lard Jan., $S.7; May, $9.07.
Ribs Jan., $T.b0; May, $7.97.

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas .City, Jan. 5. Cattle
Receipts 4,000. She stock steady
to strong. Most cows $3.754.25;
bulk heifers, $4.50(86.00; other
classes around steady; top steers,
$8.00; most cannens, $2.252.50:

bulk cutters, $3.00 tfi 3.50;
good
heavy butchers. $4.00 ifB 4.25; top)
$9.00;
vealers,
practical limit,
medium to good stocker,
$8.50;
$5,250)6.25.
Market
8,000.
Hogs Receipts
opened to shippers 10c to 20c highto
er; closed
packers mostly 15c to
more.
25c higher, spots
Bulk,
140 to
$7.35(3)7.40;
190 to
weights, $6.90(3)
bulk ot sales, $6.757.35;
7.25;
sows 25c higher, bullc
packing
$5.505.75; stock pigs steady to
10c higher.
Sheep Receipts 4,000. Killing
classes etrong to 25c higher, Five
loads fed western lambs. $11.25.
250-pou-

Denver Livestock.
5.
Jan.
Cattle ReDenver,
Beef
ceipts 600. Market steady.
steers, $5.00(ft)7.00; cows and heiff?
ers, $4.25 5.75; calves, $7,000
10.00; bulls, $2.5003.60;
etockers
and feeders, $4.50 6.75.
2,200.
Market
Hogs Receipts
strong, 15c higher.
Top, $7.25;
'
bulk. $6.557.20.
Market
Sheep Receipts 2,400.
Fuzzy Fox, who couldn't bite, was steady to strong. Limbs, $9.50
driven from the bungalow, his Jaws 10.50; ewes. $3.50 4.25;
feeder
glued shut with the soft candy.
9.85.
Uncle Wiggily and Toodle knew lambs, $9.500
enough not to bite on the sticky
Mrs. Margaret Brown, a woman
stuff.
They let it melt in their of 70, has been awarded a gold
bemouths, and, really, except for
brooch and a letter of thanks by
ing sticky the candy was very good. the British National Lifeboat inSo things might have been much stitution.
For nearly 50 years Mrs.
worse, you see, and if the slice of Brown has been
in active service
cake doesn't try to hide in the at a
on the,
bread pudding when the Ice cream Northerumberland station
and In
wants to play tag, I'll tell you next spite of her nge shecoast,
still lends a
about. Uncle Wiggily and the hard ready and helpful hand,
at every
candy.
launch of the
t.
g

life-boa-
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LETS GO!!!
Let's start In right now to make
this the biggest and busiest year
in the history of Albuquerque.
Don't viit any longer about
buying that house. Do it now!
We have some excceptionally
good values in homes: also income properties. We have several rooming houses, apartment
houses and business properties
for sale. Also trackago property, vacant lots, ranches, etc.
MOST EVERYTHING IN THE
WAY OF REAL ESTATE.
Get that lot without further
delay. No safer investment
locally than money invested in
a good lot. We have them for
salo in all parts of the city
Some good ones lrj University
Heights and Terrace Additions.
Some of these can be bought
on very easy terms $10 down
and $10.00 per month.
Let ua show you what we have.
Call us for an appointment.
A

FEW HOUSES FOR RENT
D. T, KINGSBURY,

REALTOR
Loans and Insurance.
210 W. Gold.
rhone 907--

FOK SALE
white stucco bungalow,
built-i- n
hardwood
floors,
features,
Fourth ward, new.
14,000 Double cottage, three rooms, bath,
glassed porch on each aide, completely
80 per month;
furnished, rents for
East Central.
cement block bungalow,
$8,000
bookcase,
modern, fireplace, built-i- n
buffet, furnace; Fourth ward.
$ 4,000

A. nJEnSCEEl, Realtor

In nil its lnriinehes,
Loans,
Surety Romls.
Sonth Fourth Htrcet. Next to T. O,
Phone 674.

Insurance

lit

FOR QUICK SALE
We have a fine new bungalow of
four rooms and sleeping porch,

'

(

Copyright,

R,OE-

-

OUT FOR
W1TH

Xvr

U
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OUR FOUR WISHES
With But

Single Thought.

HAPPINESS

LITERATURE

WISH NO. 1

That all thoge good peo-pof
Albuquerque who have a hobhy
of F.ivlni? rent receipts will
see fit to buy a little love nest
of their own during 1922.

A

WISH NO. J.

That ws

mny have the pleasure
of showing you how you can
own your own home on easy
payments.

A

WISH NO. 8.

FOR RENT

A KEAIj HOME
of five) rooms, bath
sleeping porch and basement. Hot
air heat. Beautifully furnished
with new furniture throughout.
ACKERSOV & GRIFFITH,
Realtors.

CoriBlstlng

120 S.

Fourth.

Phone

414.

SCDDKN

SERVICE.
The Red Arruw (alt over the Wast) renders sudden service on Kodak finishing
to people who demand quality.
Work
In before 11 a. m. mailed same
day.
Work In befora 6 p. m. mailed noon next
day. Address work to
- THIS RED ARROW,
B. Lai Tense
Alhuquerque
(We want a representative In TO'JH
territory.)

K
"Cow hair on his coat," BUT
he has MONEY In his pocket
and la his own BOSS. We are
busy as bees but, If you will
drop In, we will take 30 minutes and prove It and show
you the best close In ranch
proposition in the valley.
SHELLEY REALTY CO.
Realtors.
2 1A West ftnM
Phone 458-J.

SOFTH

NOTICE

EDITH STREET
PROPERTY.
Five-roohouse, near Central
avenue;
lot, outbuildings. Can be had on easy terms.

We are moving to 214 West
Oold avenue, and will be open
for business in our new location after January 4th.

Good business, (rood lease, $500
will buy It, Just the place for

ot

Pries

MoDOXAI.D & WORSHAM.
Real Estate Insurance.

$3,000.
SMALL, CENTRAL AVENUE

RESTURANT

two people to handle.
once.

See us at

DIECKMANN REALTY CO.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
309 W. Gold.
Phonn A 70.

priced right, with easy terms. FOR SALE
Miscenaneous
Floors aro hardwood; light and FOR SALE
Phone
"jSargura"
nay.
bath fixtures, better than the
FOR REN1 DwellingtP
average. Larse lot, garage, side- FOIl SALE Tood violin, Call
,
RE.NT
Foil
modern house.
walks. Fourth ward.
after 5 p. m.
.
8:4 East Silver, phone
IIOM.IV 15. GVTITllinGE,
TRY BUDDY'S MILK. BEST IN TOW.V FOIt RENT
modern
house.
VV.
Gold.
314
Phone 1028.
Phone 2413-Dr. Hurton. room
Darnctt building.
FOIt SALE
l
ur whole. FOR RENT Five room
hnKs.
halt
house; bath!
LOST AND FOUND
2183-R-

START RIGHT

"HAT SEED IX HIS HAIR"

Four-roo-

K.J2-R-

Start the New Year right with a
home of your own. How's this?
Seven-roobrick stucco, steam
heat, hardwood
floors, built-i- n
features, lot 150x300 feet. Located In the heart of the best
residence section of the Fourth
ward, Priced at
bed-roc-

INVESTMENT

m

.1. L.
110 S.

PHILLIPS, Real Estate.
Third.
Phono 854--

FOR RENT
Full

RENT

Room.

Phone 657.

SAVE YOl'Il RENT
Five nice room and porches,
hardwood finish, many built-i- n
features, basement, fine lot, splendid location. $600 cash; balance as
rent.
.1. P.
GILL, Rpnl Estate.
Phone 723-M5 8. Second.
J.

Rooma
Walter.
garage.

120 South

FOR ' RTiN'fItoom-Nort- h and

FRUIT

TREES

SHADE TREES AND ORNAMENTALS
ALBUQUERQUE NUHWERIES .
Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOUNG & CO.
AlbuqucrquH, N. M.

FROM

FOR SALE

fiiSSALE

'

Albuquerque?
Let us show you a good, largo
house, where a few roomers
will carry your investment and
also give you a home. Ea.y
payments. Sickness compels tho
owner to sacrifice. This Is your
opportunity, grasp it.
D, Keleher, Realtor,
211 W. Gold.
Phono 410.

THE FIRE ALARM
Won't sound so bad if you are

protected with good insurance. Let
us call and tell you about our
company which has been writing
KIRK INSURANCE
70
nearly
years.
J. A. HAMMOND,
824 Kast Silver.
Phone 1522-R- .

Eentson Ranch, Old Town boulestucco house, garvard;
age; all kinds of fruit, alfalfa,
etc. Sell all or part of same, also
nine acre tract, cultivated. Address P. O. Box 13(i, Old Town.
Phones 2417 R-- l or 348.

FOR SALE
If sold this week, will take
$3,760 for a dandy
five-roo-

in tho
modern house.. Close-IHlKhlands. Small cash payment.
Ralanco $50. 00 per month.
WM. SHAVER CO.
.100 South Edith.
Phone. 100,",.

HELP WANTED
Mule.
Ex per If need uroom maker.
Employment office, 110 South Third,

WANTED

phone 3G4-FIREMEN, IHIaKEMEN. beginners $150,
Write Railway,
later $250 monthly.
care Morning Journal.
rl
I
K
W
TEA Cl
g ht .
you
Special rates.
Yuung Men's Christian Association Auto

tion be sure to see me first. 1
also have a new Studebaker
tnurins car equipped with wire
wheels and Oootlycar cords;
if sold: norore Saturday,
January 7. This car is new,
and every one knows what the
new Stuileluixer Is. No trades.
Cash only. Call 1426-R- .
R. E. HATIICOX,
415 West Lend.

For

NO. 4.

That we are using this means

of

to

extending

our

many

friends end customers

If you want to buy a good
Fotd Sedan in perfect condi-

Happy and Presoerous
NEW YEAR'
Salesmen at Tour Service:

JHE0, FANNING
BERT SPANN

J. F, VANLANDINQHAM
WILLIAM

J, LEVERETT

CHARLES

ZAPF

G

with Board

Rent-Roo-

FOli HUNT RoomwTtTTa7dTTflTsou?ll
Itroadwaf.
MEALS with private family. No sick. S21
North Fourth.
R'iuM ANU HOARD, all conveniences.
611 South nromlway.
NICKLY
furnished n,or. with board;
private family; no elck. 1027 Forrester.
ROOM AND HOARD with slcplng porch,
fl'ljolnlnj; hath. lf,.1ti Enst Central.
Ft,K KEN T Canvas sleeping porch, with
hoard, 810 a week. 1207 East Central.
one
CAN ACCOMMODATE
gentleman
convuiosoent. Apply Casa de Oro, bl3
West Oold.
GOOD HOME cooked meals, single meal,
210 South Walter.
60c; per week, $9.
Mis. Knorr.
CAN AO'ijMMijDATE one or two ludy
convalescents, In private home. Phone

Large
table board; rates for two people. 217
South Fourth.
room,
FOR KENT Nicely furnished
with hoard; lady preferred. 618 West
Fruit, phone 1472-JAMESON'S RANCH ideal location for
few reservations now
healthseckers;
Phono 223S-- J
available.
convalescents
to room
WANTED Two
and board, in highlands. Phone 1758-or cn II at lni'7 South HU-h- .
Koom ane sleeping porch.
F K K1;:NT
Silver.
convalcsccnti; gentleA cook In a
WANTED
family of four; men1th board for home.
Phone2148-W- ,
only; private
Mrs. 1).
good wages to right party.
108
West Copper.
Weinman,
(OR RENT Nice rooms with sleeping
porches, with board, for convalescents.
WANTED
Reliable American woman for
Mi a. Rt ed, 612 South Uroadwsy, phone
Apcooking and general housework.
626.
10
11.
716
and
between
ply mornings,
West Copper.
EXCELLENT board and sleeping porches,
southern exposure; alt modern convenhouse worker
and
WANTED
General
iences, $10 per month, or $2 per day.
p. m.; ref
cook, dally, 10 a. m. to
E. Wennlps.
enres required. Apply Penfleld, 317 I'hone 240J-ltNorth Sixth.
MIRAMON'I
for tubercular
month A SANATORIUM-HOTE- L
EARN FOARD Room and $10
convalescents; graduate nurse in atwhile attending school, catalogue fre.
South tendance; rates by the week or month.
Business College, $06
Mackay
Laundry.
CJIrl for general housework
Roma.
West
ion
WANTED
Experienced salesladies. Apply 1 he Economist.
WANTED Womnn for general nous
work, half days. Call 2I66-M- .
WANTED
Maid for gum-rahousework.
Cult mornings.
West Copper.
do general
Girl
WANTED
In the morn In; only. Apply 1516 East
K

wisn

A

NOTICE

1 422-Pchool, Los Angeles.
Kurnace-T.eateKENT
FOR
front
WANTED
City and county sales repre
room with gorage If desired. 1207 East
sen tut Ives. New Mexico.
Call morn
Central.
311
O.
E.
West
ings, or write
(Jrimes,
Oold.
FOR K10NT NTcely furnTshert room wltti
first class table board. 110 South Arno.
fr
einn le
1.127-809 West Copper.
WAN T E D -- Cook.
Koom and sleeping porch
KENT
FOH
WANTED Experienced saleslady." 201
216 Stanfurd, Unlve.-iltwith hoard.
i hi in r u m.
Heights.
WANTED
collar
Experienced
girl,
"OR KENT
furnished room with

WANT

protecting your homes with
our strong Fire insurance companies.

0,

FOR SALE

Houses

Fourth.
FOR BALE liy owner, four-roohoufrfc.
FOR RENT Furnished
toom, I urnacs
Inquire 1015 West Fruit.
heat. 307 South Walter.
SALE
on
Foil
brick
house,
FOR HENT
Nice furnished ruums. 216b
North Edith. Fhone 2401-KStnuli Second, phone 820-nine
Foil SALE brlik! fsToooT"
larjo
FOR RENT Five-rooModern
furnished
house, furnished. FOR RENT
rooms,
rooms,
Income, unfurnished; owner
steam heat. 608
West Central
Inquire at 122 South Arno, or phone
lives In two.
124 South Edith.
1340-FOR RENT Three furnlsned housekeep"
FOK SALE On easy terms,
rour-rooFOR RENT
ing rooms 918 North Fourth street.
modern bungalow; will take ood lots
house, at 328 North Fourth. Dr.
Full KENT Nice furnished room. In or real estate
paper. Phone E0t)-W- .
20.
modern home,
616 West Lead.
FOIl
SALE By owner, new modern
FOR RENT Nicely furnished house at FURNISHED rooms, hot water
house, near Itobinaon park, fiiuO
heat; no
loos South Arno.
Call at 1702 East
414 West Silver. eash. 160 per munth.
sick; no children.
Phone 1825-Grand.
RENT
Five-rooTwo furnished light houseFull
SALE
Foil
frame, modern,
FOH RENT Three-roofurnished house.
keeping rooms. Inquire 617 West
convenient for two families: larre lot;
sleeping porch, 25; key at 704 East
east front; highlands. Phone 1S6D-Santa Fe.
Walter;
FOR KENT
Furnished room with privi- FOIl SALE Two room house with sleepiJUST RECEIVED n, large consignment FOR RENT Four-roomodern house,
lege of parlor: garage available. Fhone
LOST On road between Dalles and Albung; porch; also screened porcn, furtwo screened
of plnons. 15c the pound. Robert
and garage. I714-J- .
porches
nished; wired, for lights; lot (1x117. 1618
querque, or In Belen, brown leather
Phone 1238-1114 West Central.
South Elm.
two-roout, Good
FOR
pocketbook with about forty dollars In
furnished
mod"urnlshed four-roocurrency. Santa Fe pay check for $44. FOR SALE One nearly new cream sepa- FOR HEN"
on first floor,
(12 North FOH SALE
By owner, one rooirl
two small gold pieces, bank book and
rator,
v
capacity, cheap J. M. 913ern bungalow; adults; no sick. Inquire Second.
wilh screened porch; lot 35 ft. coluge
ly 12
North Second.
bill of sale for auto, card passes and O. Easter. Roulevard road. Old Town.
1300 cash.
FOR RENT
ft.;
Inuulra 1U02
water;
cancity
Furnished
also
rooms;
rebe
R. T. cards; finder will
liberally
FOR SA I.E Fn'ShliuVrtTrnTiiT
and cot-ta- FOR RENT Furnished
cottage
ary birds fur sale. 218 South Waller, South High.
warded. Address Box 75, Lob Lunas, N.
2185-1with
1
or
cheeee; also fresh milk In gallon
sleeping porch. Plrons
phone 1'167-FOH KALE A modern six room brick
M.
lots.
call 1203 East Copper.
Swnyne's Dairy, phone 1915-house, hot water heat and built for a
FOR KENT
Furnished light housekeep"
houseTfurnlshed
FOIt SALE Iarklrown, all wool coat FOR RENT
AUTOMOBILE
room for lady,
Fourth ward and miced reason
10 per month.
405 home.
ing
or unfurnished, 1006 Forrester. Inquire SoutrEilith
,. Two pair of black
suit, size 42.
able. Phone 2148-R- .
912
EXPERT
Kudiator rirpalrinK. O. K. high shoes II r,0 enrh pair.
North Eighth, phone 1389-625 North
FOR
SALE
FOR RENT
West Coal,
Two nice large clean well
By owner, 71
.Sheet Metal Wurki, 2U North Third. Sixth. Phone 130S-FOR RENT Four-rooframe stucco, 4 ruoms and bath, 2
house, bath and
ventilated bed rooms; furnace heat.
FORFAl"eK-4- 5
PuicR TMirlns; car- SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions
with
823
sleeping
North
porch,
10S
garage.
.south Arno.
large porches, newly decorated, vacant.
flrat-clnCo.,
condition. Bnnd-DliloTerms If
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot Eighth. Inquire 125 North Six t h.
Phone 1J03-W- .
FOR HEN
Nicely furnished room, In
city.
troubles, 11. Plantar Arch Supports. Thus. FOIl RENT A
furnished house,
modern home. Mrs. Fred Hamm, 623 Foil SALE
Ily owner, two room cot
Fori! rar, 1020 F. Keleher Leather Co.. 408 West Central.
FOIl SALE Oil THADE
and one acre of land under irrigation. North Second.
with
tage
sleeping norch and varane:
model, in A-- l condition. S!3 North FOR SALE Fresh, cornfcd pork; "whole with fruit trees. SOS South Fourth.
water at ;u0;
f 20U cash, balance
FOR RENT
Fifteenth.
Sleeping room, for lady, city
ov half hor; half will average abTit FOR RENT Two room
ike
rent.
n
Inquire 1902 South High st.
cottage, glassed-i606
furnace
112.
West Fruit.
FOR. SALE Some extra good used cars: seventy pounds: 18o a pound.
W. B.
eos East phone 1472-R- .heat,
furnished,
SALE
FuR
sleeping
new
porch,
owner,
By
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co.. 608 Htcks. phone 2'i0, j. c. Penney Store.
Pacific. InqulreJUEast Santa Fe.
house with basement; large lot, fruit
FOH
furnished room, trees,
Nicely
Wpt Central.
AiiliESTOS ROOF PAINT
shade
FOR RENT Small cottage with sfeepin.-porch-,
and
trees,
berry bunhes, also
close in, two blocks from postofflce; no
FOH BALE Will eell Chevrolet tmirlnsj GOOD for all kinds of roofs. II per gsl-Iochicken pen.
part teTms. 110 North
garage and city water. 115. InLead.
The Maznnn
car rensonnhle, or will trade for Ford
MO
South quire 1902 South Hlfrh or 211 West Hold. sickJ 417West
Eleventh street.
Co.,
FOH RENT
302 South nrnrvl xilt.
Tiinohout.
Walnut, phono 18:14 J. Try a built up
Nicely furnished room, outSALE OR RENT Fix brana new
Foil RENT Furnished cottaga and exside entrance; also garage; no sick. FOR
four-rooFOIt SALE A Rood Undue Brothers lined roof, will last as long as the building.
corner Ninth and
houses,
cellent
rooms
three
and
porch,
sleeping
North
Second.
lllti
car. also Mnxwell tourlnff. ,T. Korber
will eel) one or all on reasonable
Coal;
bath. In highlands.
218
South
Apply
STATE HOTEL
Co., Aiito Dept., Uodge Brothers Dealers,
Light houstkeeplng terms. See F. H. Strong, or 1 C. Bennigh.
-rooms for rent.
FOR SALE Five hundred shares nf
Under new manage nett Phones 75 or 146.
phone 7S3.
FOR RENT Three, four and five-rooE ectrlc Railway, below par. Dr. ly
ment,
fourth and Central.
R.
Nine-rooWANTED USED CARS
FOR SALE
house, six lots,
apartments and houses; some furnish
L. Hust. K. T. Armljo bulldlns;.
room
"WE PAT rASTT for used cars of any
DESIRABLE
for gentleman, ad
w. It. McMilllon, 206
corner, close in, garage, shade trees;
ed; steam neat.
210
joining bath, outside entrance.
make, regardless of condition. Viaduct
to sell; Fourth ward. Five-rooGold.
West
priced
roo South Second.
North Walter.
cottiige, furnished, one block from street
FOR KENT Modern houses, three, four
$4,250. W. H. Mc Million, 20 West
KotfPA I.E Knrd lirht truok. $ir,l)one- - UfiK EFFErTO AUTp TOP
seat
and
and five-rooand houses FOIt RENT Room and glassed-i- n sleep- car,
apartments
rt
5
tzrfeotn
Ant,,
dressing
ton Ford truk. 2nt). worm drive:
ing porch, gentleman only. 224 South Gold.
some furnished, W. 21. McMIlllon, 208
r.90:
Walter. Phone 2272-Ford tourlne, 1125: pnr, Valspar Enamels on automobiles. west uolfl.
lleht riiilrk.
FOR SALE House,
fouh
rooms
$250.
lis Plymouth Cott.iRe .Paint, Homestead WANTED Women or man and wife to FOR RENT Two furnished rooms f'r glassed-i- n sleeping porch, front and
piudeboker,
and
Floor Paint. Roof PatS and Cement. SatTVost Onld.
sack
1727
No
children.
porch; big basement; furnace; comlight housekeeping.
share furnished cottage with owner; West
isfaction assured Thoa. P. Keleher LeathIs a
1749-this
Ccntrul.
furnished;
Phone
lot;
pletely
large
.
A.
located
care
Address
Z.,
conveniently
MATTRESS RENOVATING er Co.. 408 West Central, ohone 10S7-- Journal.
good buy; easy terms. Address box C.
FOR RENT Furnished front room, five care
Journal,
$3 !".fl and Hp
blocks from
tMATTIllCPS RENOVATINO.
postofflce;
Modern three-rooprivate en
RENT
FOR
cottage
g
Poultry-Egrur
7:30 mornings or 5;30
PHONE 1502-Hu it rlAnnlm:. fiirnmire rppfllrintr,
furnished with screened porohes; large trance. 401 South Seventh.
A modern unfinished, unfurnftur parklnaT Phune 471. Ervln Bed FOH S A LEfm!lirWWn1teffica
evenings.
yard; on car line. Apply at 1218 Bouth FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms and nished five room
house and garage. AM
dine Cnmn
fnilnea roosters. Phone 2402-JEdith.
no
two
for
persona;
sleeping porch,
done except painting Inside and outside
FOR BALE Eleven
turnlshed cot- children. 110 South Walnut. .
White
Leghorn FOR KENT Three-rooBetter to live In right now
plastering.
WANTED Ranches
hens. Inquire 305 North Twelfth,
tage; bath, sleeping porch, 714 East FOIt RENTf-Furnish- ed
room, opposite than many completed houses.
Call at 702 South High,
WANTED To lense for one tn flvn years, WE BUY POULTRY AND It A BRITS of Hazeldlne.
postofflce; phone, bath; adults; well BY OWNER,
modern House in
1310-R- .
email ranch, with or1 houo. close in.
allklnds. Phone 852-people ,416 West Gold.
802 Bouth phono
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fireor If conM feet naUffiirtory terms would Proadway.
FOR HENT Two nice modern four-roo- IMPERIAL ROOMS rice, clean rooms; place, large scened
porches, three
huv.
Arlflrpsm hot O. 7, h.. rnrn Journal
houses at 1415 and 1421 South
FOIl SALE Young laying Leghorns and
rates by
or week. Over Pastime light, airy bed roor s with extra large
In sleep- Theater, 211day West Central.
also one
Hed hens. 11.25 each. C. B.
Arno;
glassed
on
closets,
fronts
tost
222
large lot with
Bynum,
FOR RFNT Office Rooms South Second.
ing porch unfurnished.
tn excellent
FOR
RENT Steam-heatesleeping lawn, trees, etc.; everything
terms If desired. Phone
house, front and
rooms, hot and cold water.
FOli HE N'T Three very dpMranle nfflep au l SET RANCH S. C. Rhode Island FOR RENT Four-rooAlbuquer-qu- o condition;
1J77-furnished:
back
rooms nnr. near nnn water: win rem
porches, completely
Hotel, 216 H North Second.
Iteds, C. P. Hayes strain; breeding
n. n, miinrr pros ana singles; also bronze turkeys, modern; two blocks from postofflce; no FOR
iTnrflTr iv nr nv n wnmp,
RENT Two nice housekeeping
sick.
FOR RENT Apartment
Key at 703 West Silver.
Phone 24I6-Jrooms, with sleeping porch, bath, light
RED POULTRY YARDS Thoroughbred FOR KENT OR SALE Four room house and water. $25. Phone 1611-FOR RENT Small apartment and room
'
W. C. R. I.
WANTED Salesmen
and two porches, In highlands, price FOR RENT Olassed-l- n
Reds, Ringlet Barred Rocks,
furnished. 121 '4 North Third.
porch and two
K.
for brjeJIng. fresh ground green 1,00; will rent for 830; furnished.
WANTKn-P;'lr.- mnn
with ca".
pply cockerels
442-furnished apart
airy rooms; board across street. 114 FOR RENT Two-rooRealtor,
413 Weat Atlantic,
hone.
phone
McClughan,
14S3-1
"Jou'h
1886-Second.
phone
North Maple, phone
Fred
ment, modern. 823 South Third.
"MOUNTAIN
VIEW" 8. C. R. I. Redi! FOR RENT Four room modern fur- FOR RENT Nice, sunny front room, ex- FOH
RENT Furnished
apartments.
nished house with sleeping porch.
a superb lot of cocks and cockerels for
WANTED
ousei
cellent ventilation, private entrance;
AverlU Apartments, 2084 North See- features, coal and gas ranges,
Hie.
hook orders now. for BABY Built-i- n
ond.
etc. 845 a month. 814 South Arno. employed party. 204 North Walter.
WANTED Pmnll Tmnift on cany terms, CHICKS; by so de4ng. you Insure
dishes,
I42S-R- .
C. Tt. nymim, ??C South Second.
and FOR RENT Completely furnished two- ELiilN HOTEL Slttpinu
ruuin
exact date desired, c P. Hay, 23 delivery
North Phone
room apartment, with porch. Call 1213
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
FOR RUNT Neatly Mrnnmed four-rooFOR RFNT Ranches
60HiA
or
week
East Central.
month.
West Central.
at 916 North
"modern brick
DAY OLD CHICKS
From free range Eleventh street; dwelling
nice
and
FOR RENT Two large rooms for light FOR RENT Completely furnished
sleeping porch
mocK rnai are strong, vigorous and a
11
big yard; rent $45 per month; now vaWest rvntra1.
furnished,
housekeeping,
light and
apartment; steam heat; no sick.
full of pep. Years of exnerlenca
have
City Realty Co., 207 West Gold, water, $23 per month. 408 North Arno. 1004 South Arno.
tnnctht us how to hatch chicks that are cant. 607.
phone
l.EGAL NOTICE
FOR
Two
FOR RENT
RENT Two furnished rooms, for
nice unfurnished
sausrnetory to our customers. We have
rooms with bath and large sleeping
light housekeeping; adults; no lck.
continence In our stock and know It will
NOTICE OP PROBATE.
724
BUSINESS
CHANCES
815
South
Second.
West Mountain Road. Phone
please you with results. If you want
porch.
302-No.
the best we have them: all mire-breFOR RENT Three-rooBALK
apartment and
Garage, beat location In
In trie ProTintp Cotirt, State nf New The two most profltahle varieties: S. C. FOR
Koom. private entrance, ad'
FOIl RENT
town. Phrme 879.
bath, partly furnished. Apply 806 North
White Leghorns, 100. 820; 500, 195; 1,000,
6J7-two
Moxlro, f!ountv nf Tiprnninio.
bath:
Eighth,
joiningphone
gentleman
only;
FOR SALE Small rooming house; long
squares from postofflce: no sick. S18 FOR RENT Nice furnished apartment,
In thn Mnttor nf the Tt.t Will and 1190. R. I. Reds, 100, 822; 600, $106; via
lease. Address Cora, care Journal.
parcel post prepaid. Orders bonked upon
West Lead.
two rooms, sleeping porch and bath.
Tpstamnnt nf Nicholas M. Cuda- - receipt
five-rooof 23 per cent.
FOR
SALE
and
Small
grocery
Hatching eggs
WOODWOKXH
Newly
furnished, nice, Apply 810 Sout h Walter.
halt price of chicks. We are the largest
dwelling. Call at 116 South' Seventh,
clean rooms and housekeeping apart FOR RENT Two larg. sunny rooms,
To Cora K Cudnhao Alfred Curia
and oldest successftfl hntcherv In the FOR SALE A meat market;
or
everything
month. 812
week
ments,
by
furnished for light tiuaeekeeplng. 417
circular sent upon request.
c mpiete.
Cudabnc, and To southwest,
hae, Hiram
call at HU& East Central, Bouth Third.day,
South Walter. Phone 1803-M- .
mnsma vaney
Mutcnerv, Mrs. II, V. phone 765-AW Whom It May concern:
FOH
KENT
front room, In heart FOR RENT 3 room modern apartment;
Large
You aro hereby notified that a Bundy. Laa Cruces. N. M.
FOR SALE One of the Vest business
of business district; suitable for one or
close tn; fully furnished; hot and cold
properties In Albuquerque. 215 South two gentlemen; outside entrance, in- water paid.
paner rurporflnp to he the last
FOR SALE Ranches
Apply 600 South Walter.
First street. Inauire at Savoy Hatel of quire phone
122.
will and testament of Nicholas M.
FOH RENT- - Two and three-roofurSALli For'ty'-aci- e
alfalfa ""ranch", fice.
room
FOH RENT
Ctidahae, derenRod, has this day FOIt
furnished
front
Nicely
nished
apartments; steam heat.
four mil from cltr. Tnnnlrn inn War, FOR SALE At a bargain, five secondwith or without sleeping porch; suithaen filed in the Rernalillo Probate Gold.
216 H North Second.
Hotel,
one
hand
billiard
and
table. able for one or two gentlemcni .close In.
pool tables
Court, and that said cotirt has set FOR BALE Nine-acr- e
FOR RENT Furnished apartment faccondition; also one twelve- - 418 Bouth Third.
ranch one and fn firsf-clathe some for henrlnsr at the court one-haWoodlawn apartments.
In FOH
ing Central,
miles west of Barelas bridge, root soda fountain. A- -l eondiuon.
RENT Two rooms with sleeping Call 1881 East Central or phone
1575-uci Ainunuernue,
rew on main ditch; new adobe house and quire at 120 West Silver.
house in
furnished
for
housekeep1 0
porch,
light
fl
n
nt
the
nf
school-Phonhnur
Mat!,
oc1npk
garage;
mife from
RENT Two
FOR SALE At Belen, one block city ing; bath adjoining.
light housekeeping
Private entrance. FOK
2404-Jy
rooms
.
one
and
with
on
clean
Main
tn. on the 19th day of January,
street,
sleeping
porch,
J04D-property
Phone
Inquire 21 South
,
801
. .10.99
entrance.
North
sunny, private
whlph time end nlnpe nnv FOR SALE Country home, stucco house, brick building, store, rooming house, gar- FOR RENT Two High.
nicely
rooms,
omd
and
warehouse
several
Eighth.
large
age
even
rooms,
large
steam
heated. AlnntHc
...
person interested mny apnfar Hon
with gas, hot and cold wa- FOR
e
RENT Three-rooranch; in alfalfa and other business buildings. Mrs. Hortense terfurnished,
apartment;
show pause whv tho said will lights; on
In kitchen; hot water heat; ground
orchard. Adree Postofflce box 277, or Dldler. P. O Box, 170. Belen. N. M.
light, water, heat and cooking gas, furne
to
not
close
floor;
nriiume. phone 2407-Ri snnmci
In; no sick, no children. 308 nished complete,
atirnittpn
A good, going general merNorth
FOR
SALE
Seventh,
tie
i
Witness my hand and tho seal of
chandise business, well located on main West Iron.
phone 814.
SALE Five-acr- e
ranch, one mile: business street
J; the said court on this 15th day of FOR
N.
of
Fe,
Santa
the
M.,
FOK
Two
RENT
rooms
and
west of Barelas bridge, on main ditch-kitchenette,
DRESSMAKING
In the state.
Owner comPecpmber, 3921.
woll furnished;
. r from
modern; two blocks
alfalfa, fruit, grapes and berries; no tet- llvest town
!
T.OTT
VTtVTt
fSoon
pelled to sell account of death of part- EXPERT dressmaking. Phone 1825-ter land in the valley." Phone 2411-postofflce; no sick. Inquire 708
Dor-ma- n,
ner.
H.
tb
H.
For
particulars apply
West Sliver.
or write A. H. Sherer, general delivery,
Clerk.
WANTED
Plain sewing. . Phone 1.151-.P. O. Box 223, Santa Fe, N. M.
city.
KENT Two small steam-heate- d
WILL HEW by day or take home. Best FOR
furnished apartments, apartment 8 at
SEEK FIJIEXTS IX HOUR OF FOR BALE Four-acr- e
references. Phone 871-ranch, two miles
MONEY TO LOAN
1211 and apartment
( at 1218 .West
NEED.
rrora postofflce, on main ditch; double
HEMSTITCH INO, pleating. WilliamsRoma, phone 490-milk
hntiA. nhlnkun MONK Y TO LOAN On watches, dia"In the hour of need we aulckly house. Karae-A200 Bouth Broadway, ph. 777-three-rooFOR
turRENT
Two
houses,
turchickens
and
and
heBt
and
thoroughbred
seek
our
Chas.
valuaole.
monds, guns
f
everything
friends," writes
EXPERIENCED WOMAN will assist with
nlshed apartments, hot and , ild walrr
tools and furniture; term. Phjne Mr. B. Marcus, DID South First.
fi Schridd
Ward da Wet, 957 73rd keys,
2416-Jhome sewing. 11.50 per afternoon. 812 and steam heat; light and telephone paid.
MONET TO LOAN n diamonds, watches South High, south side.
Ave., Oakland, Cal., "our little boy
izi noutn uroanway.
and void Jewelry; liberal reliable,
and Blrl had a severe dry, raspimr
CARPENTERING
accordion, side and box; FOR RENT Nicely furnished apartment
Oottllfb Jewelry Co.. 105 N. 1st PLEATING,
a
cough without phleem,
cough PETTIFORD
mall orders. N. Crana, 216 North
for housekeeping; modern, except heat,
MAN. CONFIDENTIAL loans on jewelry, dia- leventh; Crana Apartments, phone 314.
ODD JOB
that chokes and flushes the face of A . kind of THE
located at 824 West Coal avenue. Inmonds watches. Liberty bonds, planoa,
the sufferers like nto convulsions. WANTED Odd work fhone 1873-at 518 Bouth Sixth.
quire
Lowest
rates. Rothman's
PAINTING PAPERING
jobs carpentering, palut- - automobiles.
Foley's Honey and Tar was a
117 South First.
Three-rooBonded to to state.
FOH
n
RENT
1458-roof
and
apartment,
phone
repairing,
Cases
emergency remedy."
w!lE3f'1?n7isTde7rn'"paln?l
modern, completely furnished, close In;
alterations, repairing; l.vge
like this give Foley's Honey and BTTILD1NG,
or
at
call
water
or
call
ing
234,
FOR
SALE
kalsnmlnlng,
Estate?
Real
paid, phone furnished; no children
hw innlfn n am hv
or
loha
amnllurnfif
207
East Central, for Hanson
Powers, Phone 1640-'Tar Its reputation as the best rem-;l- y the day; careful mechanics and reason- t'Oll SALU Kins 60 (not lot. on
before 10 a. m., or after
Rasi first-clas- s
and paperhangers; P. m.
for coughs and colds. Sold able prices; work guaranteed; estimates
Sliver at reduced price. J, A, Ham- we guaranteepainters
our
all
Job too
1
do
E r rxr
work;
frmm
Call
everywhere,
mond, 824 East silver,
Journal Want Ada bring result.
big oi too small.

,,.

WHAT PAYS BETTER
Than a good rooming; house In

J,

PROPERTY

Five small cottages brinping $125
per month on an investment of
$8,600.
Figure tho pcrcentige
yourself. Terms, too.

,

LUST
iiriiidle Host mi hull dog, male;
lpft ear split; reward. Phone 210-LOST Black coin purse; Alvarado lunch
room, or East Central. If found, call
7R5 ; rpwBrd.
LOST String of graduated yellow beads,
In south highlands; finder return 611 2402-Jfiouth H.uh. or call 1524-R- .
FOR SA f.EsTxty yiirdT"orgoodi!ra(J,
LOST
Sunburst brooch with one dla-r- .
old, well
pulverised manure. Fhone
mond In renter. Liberal reward If re- 19S-Titurned to Mrs. Chns. White, 104 North Full SALE
Fresh eggs, 70o per dozen!
eighth.
Ely's Poultry Yard, 623 South Eighth,
LOST
with pair glasses phone 11(18.
Ribbon hand-ba- g
and tickets with owner's name; leave
SALE
Used tractors,
and 6
t Preyfusa Mandell Dry Goo da Store; FOR
with gang plows.
Hardware Departreward.
ment J. Korbet & Co.
He t ween 21 S Bouth Broadway and
LOST
"B" Theater, rhlld'a brown fur neck- FOR HALE Muster Eoonomy heater, cost
145; will sell for $20; In good condi-tlofinder
piece;
please return to 310 South
Iil7 West Silver.
reward.

nOME

J.

Five-roo-

220 North
sleeping porch, garage.
High.
FOR SALE OR HENT Furnished or unfurnished house. Apply
East Cen
tra i.
FOR RENT Two-roofurnished house,
with sleeping porch. 1300 North

Third and Gold.

e,

Corn-fue-

W. A. (ioff, phone 24U4-JFOIt SALE Royal typewriter, good as
now. Unrftoln. 04 South Ninth.
blS.WKK 1'OST ilullvir,-- at your duor,
ti.'c pit month.
Phone 1949-FOR SALE Light eprin
wagon and
harness; also Bood stock saddle. Fhone

Realtors.

That will appeal to you. new
brick, white finish, furnace,
oak floors, built-i- n
features, gar-asin Luna district. Price only
terms.
Rood
$5,250;
It. McCLtGHAN,
Realtor.
Real E.state, Loans, Insurance.
XT.
204
Gold.
Phone 442-five-roo-

Buy a lot In one of the Anderson Additions. Addition No. 1,
on North Fourth street. Addition No. 2, on North Eighth
street. Room for garden and
chickens; $20 down and, $10
per, month.

Franklin & Co,

A, L, MARTIN CO,
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance.
Phone ISO.
223 W. Gold.
A

Start the New Year Right

That we may have the pleasure
of

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

AltliU.Nk.ts.
JOHN W. WILSON,
Attorney.
IT "d 1
Ko.ma
Cromwell Building.
Phone 11B3-PHYWlUANh ANU HlKOeON.
lilt, H. L. UI'KTON,
Diseases of Lie Bfomarn.
Suite. II. Harriott Bonding.
DIt. S. C. CI.AKKK,
JCyo, Kur, Nose and Throat.
Barnett llnlldlng.
Fhone I3.
Office Hours
to II a. m.. and 2 to B p. m.
I)H. MAIiC.AItKT
CAHTWKKiHT,
Residence 1133 East Central. Phone 571.
I'hone 671.

W. M. SHERIDAN,

M. D.
Praetlco Limited to

OKNITO - 1" KIN All V DISEASES
AND DISEASES, OF THE SKIN

Wnnsernian

Citizens

i.nlonitnry

nank Illdg.

In

Connection.
886.

riiono

CHIROPRACTORS

ETrtAHSi,Nrsv
Chiropractor.

19 and 2U Armljo Hull ding.

I)

Main, Los Angeles.
Good middle
WANTED
aged colored
woman for cook, six hours a day. Good
proposition for right party. Apply 0imme- 32 W.
P h on
diante y S?4 Wetft
WANT El -- Ladles all over Nrw Mmuo
to take orders for my medallloni; good
Harry
pay. Write m for particulars,
Alb iqu
He a, 505 Worth
Second,
New Mexico,

Cull

P400-J-

NEWLY FURNISHED ROOMS, with
steam heat, hot and cold water, two
first-clas- s
dining rooms, with best of
Mrs. Hlcglns, 222
East
homo cooking.
el
Central. Occidental Hulldlng.
RESERVATIONS may now be had at St.
John's Sanatorium (Episcopal): rates.
to 825 per week; Includes private
rut, M7.50
room with sleeping porch, connected to
bath and toilet; medical care, medicines,
Mnln nrifl Femnto.
general nursing; excellent meals, tray
no extras. All roums have steam
WANTED
Lady or man. Muke from $5 service:
to $20 a day, representing something hent. hot and cold running water. Rev.
Phone
Superintendent.
new In art.
For Information address W. 11. Zlegler,
Mi nature Doretype Company,
P. O, boi 401.
Arizona.
IMS, Winslow.

W A N TED

M i&ce I la neous

WANTED

BAIE Buclti, due
and trying
rabbfra. 710
Lead.
Rabbits and hutcheft, cheap.
South? Walter.
inquire
FOR SALE Four Jersey cnwi cheap.
Northeast on the way to Mlramontet.
FOH

FOH SA LE

Wt

FOIl !SJ.K Five head mllcb. cows, two
calves, one young row fresh with flrac
cnlf 311 North liroartwny.
FOH (SAKE
Small rabbitry, two bucks.
ten dot's, youngsters; priced reasonably.
311 Princeton, rhone
FOR SALE Oentle driving: horse, city
broken, or will trade for anything;
wortlr the money. Phone ?4n2-JFOR BA LRVery reasonable, fine Po- land China bnar and sow. M. E. Hnrdi-mainoi Hmjth Edith, phone 2123-FOH KALE
Best grade young Duroc Jersey hogs for breeding purposes or the
market.
Address Charles it. Raff, Los
LunRS. N. M.

FOR BALE Or trade fur hogs, ko1
work horse, welurht about 1100; an be
seen at C. W. Hunter ranch, north
nd
Rio Grande blvd. I'hone 2409-R--

FOR SALE

Furniture

FuK SALK Edison
machine. In A-- l
condition. 310 North Thirteenth.
FURNITURE REPAIRING and upholstcr- rnone s71. Ervln 3eddln Co.
insJ
FOR SALE Wardrobe, dressers, child's
chair, pedestal tables, roll-to- p
desk,
chiffonier, and larire amount of used
S25 South First.
furniture.
FOR SALE Furniture at factory prices
which makes It cost less than cecond
Position
hand Roods. Come and see for yourself.
ironing, or day American Furniture Co., 2U South Sec

washing and
work. Phone 1698-no.
Phone 1741-WANTED
Nursing; two years hospital
WANTED
to teed. Phone
Cattle
777-experience. Phone
2t09-KWashing and Ironing to take FOR BALE Beautiful solid mihogarljr
SUNSHINE Rough dry and wet wash; WANTED
1308 South Walter.
bed. with hair
home.
mattress
and h'.x
all hnnd work. Phone 2H-also hase burner, at a bargain.
Position as salesman; experi- springs;
AND GENERAL HAUL- WANTED
SCAVENGER
61J
North
Fifth.
enced.
care
Journal.
B.
N.(
Address
ING. Reasonable rates. E. A. Griffith.
WANTED-Flrst-clasbarber work, at
722 Enst Iron, phone DSSD-moderate
phone
prices.' Will cail.
of metals,
AND CUTTING
WELDING
r.ONli ST1K AITO LINK
alsu welders' supplies and carbide for lnss.J.
The orange colored cars. Engle. Ele
AMERICAN
1947-man
YOUNG
wants
M.
work;
N.
Steel Co., Inc.. phone
sale.
some
Phone
Butte Dam and Hot Springs. N.
had
phant
clerking.
experience
anil
WANTED
KecondhanG
furnitunf
i4::,-v- .
M.
Meet all trains at Engle, leaving
trunks. W. buy everything In household goods.
Max's Bargain Store, 316 PRACTICAL NURSE wants position; Hot Sprlnga at 11:30 a, m and 2:30 p. m.
Oldest Dam drivers, best Dam cars on
wages reasonable. Mrs. Oatman, 1023
South First
Phone 868.
the Dam line. We drive our own cars.
MAX BARGAIN
STOKE, at 215 South North Fifth.
Write for reservatlona at eur expense.
First, will pay the highest prices for EXPERIENCED tree pruner wants work,
HEFFF.R.VAN
BROS., Props.
will go out of city. Slkes. 1301 Marble.
your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and
Hot Springs. N. M.
phono 14 23 J.
furniture. Phone 808.
WANTED Position as cook or house
HMO
CI. KA NICKS
mun: write F. Turner. 12(1 Manhat'an.
TIME CARDS
8x12 Rugs Cleaned, 12.00.
Santa
Fe, N. M.
no.
13.50
MATTRESSES
and
renovated.
furniture repaired and packed. Krvin WkfAUlin'. CHEi'K. Ol'EM. U.OSE and
keeD nooks.
WILLIAMS A ZANO,
Bedding Co., phone 471.
Mellnl bulldlns;. Phone 701-BETTER DOKAK FINISHING It is ro..m
better. Return postage paid on mall WANTED Position as blacksmith. general steam shovel preferred. Address
orders. The Barnum Studio, 219 a West
PlackFmlth, Albuquerque, N. M., New
Central, Albuquerque, N. M-Stnte
H'Uel, cure Wm. Lee.
CLEANING PAPER and"ka!s"mlne, waxWESTUOUN: Dally.
Position aa cook or house-koep- Train.
Arrive.
ing floors, house and window cleaning, WAXTKD
Depart.
or huuse No. 1 The Scout.... 1:30 pro 1:80 pm
for convalescent
and all kinds of repair work; work guarmother for number of young men or No. I Calif. Limited H:30 am 11:00 am
anteed. John Goodson, phone filU-kVVANTLD
Careful Koda- finishing. girls. Address Middle Age, care Journal. No. T Fargo Fast. .10:60 am 11:20 am
Twice dally service. Remember, satisWANTED Position as housekeeper, by No. t The Navajo. .11:35 am 1:00 am
SOUTHBOUND.
Send your finishing
middle-age- d
faction guaranteed.
woman of good moral
10:14 pm
to a reliable, established firm. Uanna character. No objection to going out of No. 29 El Paso Exp
37
11:39 am
El
No,
Paso
A Hanna, Master Photographers.
to
Exp
city
right party. Address Box 14, care
EASTBOUND.
Journnt.
CLEANING
Al DUQUERQUE
WINDOW
1 The Navajo..
No.
1:40 pm
1:10
pm
CO.
Windows cleaned
and floors WANTED Position, by married inun, 22 No. 4 Calif.
Limited. 6.00 pm t:40 Pm
offices and houses
scrubbed; stores,
yearn old, good bookkeeper, can op- No. I B. F. Elcht.. 7:25 pm 3:10 pm
cleaned! reasonable
rates and honest erate llnrroughs posting mach'n.1. vr'te
work.
A. drnnone;
leave your calls mercantile show cards, use typswrltor, No. 10 The Scout.... 7:20 am 7:50 am
FROM SOUTH.
American Grocery, phone 252,
good salesman.
Willing to
II From El Paso :3S pm
and help clerk when not busy with books. No.
FURNITURE REPAIRED and upholster30
No.
From El Paso 7:00 am
ed; cushions made: cars upholstered; Mvtng Hnlary, Address P. O. Box 26,
No. 30 connects at Telen with No. It
bedsteads and picture frames bronzed Southland, Texas.
for Clovls. Pecos Valley. Kans- - City And
and enameled: chairs wired. Also agency
G
Osat.
for "bpeedollne."
J. H. Austin. 814
TYPEWRITERS
No. 29 connect, at Helen with No. 11
North Twelfth; residence phone 2368-TYPEWRITERS All makes overhauled from Clovls and points east and south
and repaired. Ribbons for every maPERSONAL
chine.
ExAlbuquerque Typewriter
change, phone vvS'J. 123 South Fnunh,
BARDERForprlvateJloiiies. Ph. 1451-WANTED
Private pupils! teacher experienced and specially trained for primary grades. 219 North HIrIi.
COMPLETE! course In Marcell Waving.
$10; class begins ,lan-- j
$'.'5; manicuring;,
Address "M. E. M.," cue
uary 10.
Journal.
'
from
FfT6u ARE SICK or tired out masover work, do you realise what a
sage would do to your tired body? You
Seven-roodwelling on East Silver Avenue Modern In
can have - that service In your own home
The Masseuses.
every respect. Sleeping Torches. Steam Heat; 150 Feet
by culling- (41-Bo Sold at a Sacrifice. Easy Terms.
Will
Frontage
W ANT E D

WANT

Doll trunk.

ko

FOR SMJ5

WANTED

Board & Room

a(asfAsMeNs.skSNeV

WANTED Room and board with sleep
State price. AdIng porch, by lady.
dress Box 75, care Journal.

FOR RENT

Miscellaneous

FOH RENT Large garage,
month, 309 North Eleventh.

ii.uo per
..

P. F. afflcCAHNA;
Ground

Floor Cromwell

Building.

'
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wmwaasigga

TODAY

r

CAVEMAN ACTS
FAIL TO MAKE
FOR VETS' WIDOWS
WOMAN MARRY

GIVFS 1500 ACRES

TOiCRROW

AHD

We Are Going to Sell a

c

Fannie

315 Marble Avenue.

LET'SGOPICT

Manhattan Cafe
North Fourth

WANTED

TODAY

haroldT Lloyd
In Ills

Three-Ree-

l

Thrilllue Triumph

Mrs. Katherine

ON

THE SAME

records.

BILL

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
"REMORSELESS LOVE"
A

Tlalith loco Troduotlcm

Regular Admission Prices

Coal Supply Co. Fhcr. 4 and B.
"
association
The
at Los Griegos will meet at the
school house, this afternoon.
Mrs. James Gladding who h.n
been at a local hospital for several
days, returned to her home yesterday.
Dairy inspectors will start checking up delinquent license payers
today.
Byrdie Rohrmosor filed suit for
divorce today in the district court
against Oeorire .1. Jiohrmoser.
Praper Miller, of Roswell. let;
Wednesday for Washington, F. ('.,
to attend the tariff hearinii planted the Southern Tariff assoelation
by conferees. The hearing will s'nvt
will he the
January fl. Mr. Miller
only representative of the New
Mexico Cattle and Wool associations at the henrinc.
Factory wood, full truck load,
four dollars. Halm Coal Company.
Phone 91.
The Royal Neighbors of America
have chanced their meetings from
the second and fourth Wednesday evenings to the first and third
Election of
Saturday eveninss.
officers will be held Saturday evening, January 7. All Royal Neighbors. Modern Woodmen and their
families are Invited. There will he
refreshments served.
There will be a regular meetim;
of Adah chapter No. 5. Order of tne
Kastern Star, In the Masonic temple, tonight at 8 o'clock.
There are undelivered telegrams
at the Western Union for Mrs. .1.
B. Alexander, J. C. Kicks and Edward Clements.
Mrs. H. F. Robinson and daughter Grace will return this evening
from a two months' visit with relatives In Wisconsin and at St.
Louis.
M. W. Thompson, 102 Vale avenue, has a new house just completed for $.1,650, on easy terms.
Miss Gladys Harris, Red Cross
public health nurse, has returned
from a month's leave spent hi
Texas. She will go back on duty
here today.
Charles Grossman, holler inspector for the United States department of commerce, has returned
to the city from a field trip.
Joseph Porterfield has won his
second checker tournament at the
T. M. C. A. He defeated James
Stewart, J. F. Grubbs and J. M.
Sylvester In the finals.
Dr. Murray, osteopathic
physician, Woolworth
building, phone
rarent-tcachcrs-

644--

preparatory to

(II? Thj AiKncinlcd PrMK.)
Mexia, Tex., Jan. 5. The

--

Hot i! IRAN'S

,

I

Ottawa, Jan. 5 (by the Associated Press). From
out of the
frozen north beyond the farthest
outpost of civilization came tonight
details supplying the background
for the recently reported murder
of five Kskimors, including a
girl because of the desire
of one man for another mnn's wife.
This desire, It was explained by
mounted police.
royal Canadian
who unearthed the crime, was due
to a shortage of women in the barren Ice lands. And this shortage,
they added, was the outcome of an
Eskimo custom, but recently abandoned, whereby female children
were put to death because of the
shortage of food and the unwritten
Eskimo law that only tho most
useful members of a community
should be permitted to live. Therefore, young girls, requiring more
use thnn
care and being of les
bovs, were condemned to death.
Details of the quintuple murder
have just been received here fro"
Pollen Corporal
Doak, who Is
combing the territory alonsj 75 de
grees north latitude in an attempt
to bring the culprits to justice. The
crime took place August 1 last,
about thl-t- v miles northeast of the
Hudson Pay company's port in
Walker bay, Kent peninsula.
.

SHOPCRAFTS TO

CONSIDER RULES
OF LABOR BOARD
Axm-hilc-

e

Gil-ch- ri

.

ir(er-conr-

four-fifth-

r,

Black Diamond Shelled Walnuts, in
Cactus Butter, per lb
Log Cabin Syrup, large size

z.

tin. . .65c

47c
$1.18
60c
Log Cabin Syrup, medium size
30c
Log Cabin Syrup, small size
Monarch Pure Maple Sap Syrup, quart tin... $1.23
We are now able to supply you with all White
Eggs from a well known poultry yard. Every
55c
Egg guaranted, per dozen
Red Cross Milk, tall cans, each
11 Vac
Red Cross Milk, tall cans, 6 for
67c

The four bnvs who ran away
from St. Anthony's orphanage were
caught at Hnta Fe by Sheriff Shoemaker yesterday and brought back
to the city. The boys left the orphanage while the other children
were enjoying the Christmas tree
which carried gifts for all of the
No
statement was
youngsters.
made by the lads as to why they
ran away.
.7ESVIT TIE AN DIES.
Worcester. Mass.. Jan. 5. Rev.
Albert R. Peters. S. J., 86, dean
of the Jesuit order, died tonight
at Holy Cross College. He had
been associated with Holy Cross
College for more than fifty years.

The Central school basketball
team lost to the St. Mary team to
the tune of 22 to 4, in a game
played on the St. Mary court yes
terday afternoon. They will nlav
a return game at the Central school
this afternoon at 4 o'clock. The St.
Mary team will play the freshman
high school team at the high school
gymnasium on next Friday evening
at 7 o'clock.

DEATHS

"YOU SHALL NOT KILL HER
ROMANCE AS YOU KILLED MINE-"-

COAL CO.

Expert Watch Making, Engraving, Jewelry' Repairing

CASTILLO
The funeral of
Manuel Castillo, who died last
Wednesday evening, will be held
this morning from the family residence nt fi o'clock. The burial will
Crol-lo- tt
be at San Carlos cemetery.
will be in charge.
LUOKRO

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

The Jeweler

FOGG,

FUNERALS riione

AND

TODAY AND TOMORRQW

Coal and Wood.
Gallup Lump $11.00 a Ton
1900 NORTH FIRST STREET
Phono 388--

Opposite POBtoffiee.

123 S.

003-- J.

COAL $11.00 PER TON
Gallu p Lump

GUYS TRANSFER

F.mlliano B. Lucero,
aged 67 years, died yesterday afternoon at his ranch a few miles west
of Lagunn. He is survived by one
son, Kmeterio Lucero. who is at
San P.ernardinn. Calif. Funeral arrangements will be announced
later. Crollott went to prepare the
body for burial.
--

Phone 371

.An Allan Dwan Production

Fourth

324 S. Second

ELMS HOTEL

Finest rooms in the state
steam
heat, hot and cold
TONCR The body of Mrs. Alice
water all outside rooms. .
Yonce, who died at her home on
rates, with or withSmith Edith Wednesday night, was outWeekly
private bath, $4 to $10 week
shipped yesterday on train No, 8j
Transient rate $1.50 single;
to Oeala, Fla., for burial. Her
husband, who was with her at the! $2.00 double.
With bath $2.50 single anu
time of her death, accompanied the
C. T. French
was In double $3.00.
remains.
charge.

Miss Marlon R. Wark has purchased a lot fronting on Yale avenue, south of Highland, and will
start the foundation work today for
a cozy
nnd bath California type bungalow.
J. H. Llchkemann has Just
another lot on the corner of
Central and Stanford with a view of
building a very attractive Spanish
type home.
Mrs. Dykes, a recent arrival from
Missouri, has purchased the California type bungalow Just completed by the Superior Mill vand
Lumber company, located at 112
Columbia avenue, end will hereafter make her home there.
four-roo-

m

pur"-chas-

293 TAXI

J.

W.

want ads get results
Malone Tax! & Transfer 158

THE SIN OF

Martha qvjeed
Jffth an all' siar cast

the innocent girl from a stern,
unreasonable father who, in condemning his daughter
The mother shielded

condemned his own blood.
ADDED ATTRACTION

IN

II. COXNFU,
Osteopiithlo
llldg. Tel.

I.

M. T.
Specialist.

701-.-

I,

At the North Fourth St. School

Phone

600

Singer
Wert

Ontnl

210

1000 S. Third St. Phone 14.10W
Split Ked Cedar for Kindling
140 lbs. delivered
$1.00
2,000 lbs. delivered
$12.00
Split Wood for Stove
100 lbs delivered for
$1.00
2.000 lbs. delivered for. $10.00
Blocks, One Foot Long
175 lbs. delivered for... $1.00
2,000 lbs. delivered for.. $9.00
Blocks, 1
Ft. Lons
180 lbs. delivered
$1.00
2,000 lbs. delivered
$8.50
We handle Red Cedar, Pinon

Delivered $11.00 per ton.
IIAGAX COAL MINES
Phono 620

Brown's Transfer
and Storage

7-- J

O.

2033--

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co
Phone 939,

"I HAVE

FOUND THE MAN!"

But tho wife who had wed with a He on her Hps denied him.
Anil she told a story that brings a climax na yet unparalleled
in pnoiouramatio denouement.

SEE FOR YOURSELF!

1-

678

116 West Silver
C. A. HODGES, Prop.

Juniper.

.Sot l

cars
Large
ready to take passengers to
Santa Fe, will leave any time
that is convenient to parties.
seven-passeng-

WANTED
A good cook; also

RATES 3 Persons, $8 each,
round trip; 4 persons, $0 each;
5 or 6 persons $5 each.

nurse maid.

MRS. R. E. PUTNEY

CALL 879 TAXI

1105 West Central

For

Further

Information

Price, $11.25 Per Ton
Least Expensive.
Burns Longer
Produces More Heat
Nicest Cedar Kindling, Stove and Fireplace Wood,
Real Gallup Lump Coal

that broken window

HAHN COAL CO.

Lumber Co.

glass. Albuquerque
Phone 421. 423 North First.

Ifcf Thou

Child V

V3f
FIRST

Ml

JNATIONAL
ATTRACTION.

Coal! Coal! Coal!
Good, Clean Gallup Lump Coal
$11.00 Per Ton

ALBrQrERQL'E TRANSFER
Phono 842, 401 North First St.

WANTED
Experienced
girl for general
house work; must, have reference. Good pay. Apply at
808 West Gold.

MILK!
are now
We

To all parts of

the city. Satisfaction guaranteed.

BEZEMEK'S
Phone 1046

go-

-

t oti

COAL

Swastika Lump
Gallup Stove

NEW STATE COAL CO.
Phono 35

DAISY

II

1-

I

.

ADDED

A

TORCHY Comedy
REGULAR PRICES

Two-Pa-

rt

Give Ton Service

FOR

RENT

modern apartment,
Immediate possession. Best rental proposition in city. Apply
828 N.

Fifth or l'hono

1D44--

-

t3

STARS 21.

ATTRACTION

'

Trucks

H

F O U R

"TORCHY'S BIG LEAD"

5

III!

LJK

i

PRODUCTION

Four Stars: Lewis Stone, William Desmond
Barbara (nstleton ami Dick Ilrndrlek the
i
nuiiuu-- i Him
woman in ills House"
Directed iw
by John M. Stahl

OOD

4 Phone

T

JOHN M. STAHL

1902 North Fourth St.

COAL SUPPLY and LUMBER CO.
Let Our

.

Me"

j?

Call

$11.50

irrlt1JJ!T-

THE

For Service In
COAL-LUMBER-W-

.

j

MILK!

prepared to deliver

Fresh Pure Milk and Cream

Guaranteed
m oi

j

1 TO il P. M,
CONTTXTJOrS
TODAY AND TOMORROW

I G. S. G. Wood & Coal Co.

CERRILLOS EGG COAL

Let Us Send a Man

REGULAR

'tore,

automobile
Thursday
night, package containing curtains, etc. Liberal reward. Return 309 West Gold. Phone 670

To replace

f

Comedy
PRICES

rt

SINGER
TAXI
Office
Clear

IIAGAX COATj

I'HOXE

Two-Pa-

loaves Santa Fe

Pie, Ice Cream, Coffee
Candy and Pop Corn

On account of not having our
retail yard in readiness, it will
be necessary to sell our coal direct from mines to consumer,
temporarily.
Three Ton Lots Lump Coal,

A

OUT"

Leaves Albuquerque. . 7:45 am
Arrives In Santa Fe. , .10:45 am
4:00 pm
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:!0pm

Friday, Jan. 6, 8 p. m.

AT LAST

A8D

"IE1

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

SOCIAL

OAliKS

,'CiiTV

STAGE

LOST OK STOLEN.

BRASFIELD

Watch, clock and jewelry repaired.
Swiss
American.
and English
makes.

Phone 91

PIE

From

PHONE 293

117 S. First

CITT El.rCTKIC? SHOE BflOP
213 Soulh Second.
Phone 5(17-Free C'nll anit Delivery.

PHONE 91.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

Stern

205 S. First St.

BACK HERE Journal

BROUGHT

C.

WILLY-NILL- Y

JOHNSON

E
ATE
THE
R

Re.-mn-

Alhu-querq-

J. A. SKINNER

com--

PrM.)

pany to result from the merger of
the Humphreys Mexia and the
'Humphreys Texas companies and
Moccasins & Souvenirs
'sale of $2,nnn,0on worth of their
Navajo Rugs
treasury stock to the Pure Oil
company will he known as the
Hnmphrevs Pure Oil rornpany, according to the office of Col. A. E.
lumphrrys today.
The merger will be perfected In
folonel
Mnr.h.
Humphreys will
Music end Jewelry Store retain the
management of the
The treasury stock of DISTRICT ATTORNEY
propcrlles.
Phone !t7-.- l
117 S. First et.
the two Humphrey companies, it is
AT BOSTON INVOLVED
understood, will go to '.)te Pur; Oil
company and itr! stork jmlders.
IN NEW TRANSACTION
Colonel Humphreys,! Gen. John
Ha we?, pres,T.
Pershing.
(By The Asuoelnted Frer.)
ident, and other ?too!:!:oiders of the
Rostnn. Jan. fi. Testimony that
pure Oil company came today for
District
Attorney Pclletler dropoil
Mexia
nn inspirlion of the
ped threatened criminal prosecufinldstion against the Kmerson Motors
of New York aftr
company
SELLERS BUYS FURTHER counsel for that company had
fees to Daniel II.
Hi$20,r,00
Pri'tw.)
paid
d'.v
INTERESTJN HEIGHTS Coaliley,
a P.oston
lawyer In an
Chi' .mo, Jan. 5. The rommlt-teeffort to avert prosecution, was
nf lua of !h" f'dorited shop
T). K. P.. Sellers purchased
Col.
rr.if's will meet in Chicago on further inteiett in the University offered today nt the trial of Pclletler on charges of misconduct.
January fl to consider railroad Heights I)evel.iiment
company
shop rules recently laid down by yestcrdav. noipiirm:; the shares This is the twelfth instance prethe United States railroad labor 'held bv A. V: MeMillen and Judge sented to the court of the sixty
filed
cited in the Information
board. On tluir deliberations will H. F.
At a meeting of.
liayt'ob's.
by
depend wit (hr the shnp crofts (lie stockholders of the company against the district attorney
In
tho
Al'en
General
a
in
striUo
prnunions will call
Colnnc! Sellers was Attorney
rePelletler's
test over the rules and the 12 per Wednesday.
seeking
proceedings
president and Nora
cent watre reduction of last July. olocte.l
Other directors moval.
t, secretary.
Carroll, attorney,
, AT.
concern
nre If. R. Sellers). andFrances
of the
two nollce officers were the
DOCTORS DOUBT USE
(1. F. Albright and Katherine F.
witnesses
heard
today.
Sell-rsOF BEER, WINE AND
"
ie
oci, ia on- - n n fitsr sc
tion of the water systeni ex- - DELEGATES
HAVE POME
WHISKEY IN HEALING;--!- ;:;
replannig or tne noruon
SHARE TOWARD PEACE:
of
the
built
e.int
on
the
bills
up
(liv The AaKiicIalcd Presn.)
district and the extensive
UP TO BUSINESS MEN
Chicago, Jan. fi. A majority of ment of the built up s"ctiondevelop
during
physicians in 111 states, replying ;1022 will he the main
to an alcoholic questionnaire sent!
(Tlr The Amnrlnted rre.)
out by the Journal of the Ameri-- j
New York, Jan. 5. Governments
can Medical association asserted
represented at. the arms conference
have done their part to bring
they did not regard beer and wine j WAGE REDUCTIONS OF
universal peace, and It is
ns necessary therapeutic agents in
FIFTEEN PER CENT TO about
now up to business men to proceed
the practice of medicine, A maSTEAMSHIP EMPLOYES with the development ' of comjority made a similar assertion In
along the lines of
regard to whiskey.
merce.
s
of these phyAbout
(H The A..ncln(etl Pres.)
was the theme of an adinThis
no
were
reduc5.
sicians declared there
New York. Jan.
Wage
stances In their practices where tions of l.'i per cent and upward dress delivered hero today by
suffering or death had resulted will be put into effect immediate- Prince Tokugawa of the Japanese
from enforcement of the prohibiSteamship arms delegation.
ly by the American
"I believe trade and commerce
L.
Owners' association. Winthrop
tion laws and about three-fifth- s
of
have been the prime means
anfavored restrictions in prescribing Marvin, general
manager,
spreading civilbntlon and promotnounced after a. meeting today.
whiskey, beer and wine.
In the 10 states. 0,797 physiWages of officers. Mr. Marvin ing peace," he declared, "but trade
cians replied they did not con- said, would be cut IT, per cent with rivalry has also brought on wars
which have destroyed much, if not
therasider whiskey a necessary
higher reductions for some other
These cuts all, of the benefits, that the trafpeutic agent in the practice of classes of employes.
medicine ami (1,510 asserted they were necessary, he added, to meet fic and Intercourse of men have
achieved."
had found it of value.
competition with foreign vessels.
It was pointed out that there is
Peer as a therapeutic agent
DFTCTf BONDS SOLD.
was supported by 2,608
physi- no wago agreement now. existing
New York, Jan. 5. The Guaranbetween the ocean boat men's
cians and opposed by 9.9S2.
On wine, 3.HS4 doctors declared unions and the steamship owners' ty company announced today subscription books for the Dutch East
they believed it had a medicinal association.
Indies 6 per cent external bonds
value, while 8,298 physicians ashad been closed.
serted a contrary belief.
RUNAWAY BOYS ARE

Holv
to bo administered
Communion
next Sunday morning will be held
at St. Paul's English Lutheran
church this evening at 7:45 o'clock
The pastor will give a communion
on
"The Furnished
meditation
Guest Chamber."
C. P. Chandler, representative
ef
the Western Grocer Mills.
la., is in the city from
Colorado Springs, Colo., and has
arranged to give demonstrations of PROBE INTO DEMISE
the "Chocolate Cream Coffee" nt
the various local grocery stores.
OF TAMMANY LEADER
Mr. Chandler represents Montana.
POSTPONED TO TODAY
Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico
and Arizona.
Newark, N. J., Jan. B. Authorities tonisrht postponed until toTALK ON CONVENTION
morrow their investigation to deOF SOUTHWEST LEAGUE termine what had caused the death
Louis M. Kollsh, former New
MADE BY HERMAN M0HR nt
York liquor dealer and Tammany
leader, whose body was found yesA report of the proceedings and terday in the
Meadows
Kearny
results of the convention of the after he had wandered away from
League of the Southwest nt River- home three years ago suffering
side, Calif., was read to the Ro- from dementia.
A superficial examination of the
tary club yesterday at its weekly
skeleton while the block of ice In
meeting by Herman Mohr,
delegate to the convention. which it had been taken to the
The report included nn Indica- morgue was thawing,
indicated
tion of an agreement between the that bis skull might have been
five northern states of the Colora- fractured.
James Desmond, a
do river watershed whereby the brother-in-laexpressed tho bestates would stand together in all lief that Kolish might have been
matters relating to the distribu- killed in a gang fight.
tion of the water and power production of the river. Tills agreeKILLINGFR TO YANKEES.
ment was reached,
Mr. Mohr
New York, Jan. 5. Glenn
showed, largely by the activity of
Ponn State baseball and
the New Mexico delegates. The re- football player, signed a 1 922 conport further outlined the Colorado tract today with the New York
river reclamation projects.
club of the American league.
A service

(By The AftMclnted

HUMPHREYS PURE OIL
COMPANY RESULT OF
MERGER AT MEXIA

Pianos, Player Pianos,
Grafonolas and Records
Musical Instruments
Jewelry and Diamonds
Watches and Silverware
Indian Beaded Bags

LOCAL ITEMS

C Gould.

Official announcement is to be
made in Cincinnati, 0., Jan. 4, of
the gift of 1500 acres of land by
furs. Katherine C. Gould of Wast
inprton and New York to the Army
and Navy Union as a site for a na
tional home for widows and orphans
ef soldiers. A vocational training
school will be included in the home.
The land is located in the foothills
ef the Blue Kidfre mountains within 150 miles of Washington.

IIIalSIlaEt
Lloyd doesn't

LOSES TO
ST. MARY'S 22 TO 4

FOR ANOTHER'S WIFE CENTRAL

VKEuin
break Ms neck but breaks nil luufrh

K02, 323 N.

)

HOMER H. WARD
I'lioncs

STORE.

Tct

S. Knltz.

Tenth St. Send for mail order list

(Br Thd AMMX'liitM
San Francisco, Calif., Jan. 6.
V.
Philip Whitney, 30 years old, of
THY THE
Kansas City, was arrested today
after the police had received information that he had held Mrs
FOR YOirt MFALS
Maud Huxhorn, 20 years old. also
of Kansas City, a prisoner at vari124
j
ous hotels and other places in the
city for three days, much of the
time at the point of a pistol, in an
attempt to force her to marry him.
A chargo of threats
against life
was placed against Whitney and
he was released on $1,000 bail.
Five women to demonstrate
Relatives of Mrs. Huxhorn here
Coffee
See Mr.
notified the police that Whitney
Saturday.
Chandler at Alvarado after 7
had followed her from Kansas
when she fled to escape
p. m. Friday.
City,
him, and was holding her a prisoner here. The police
said they
learned that even when riding on
street cars, Whitney held a pistol
to the girl's side, hidden under the
FOB QUICK SALTS
FRANKIE DEAN
folds of her coat, so that she would
Oldsmobllo 8: fine condition; leavnot attempt to escape.
$7a0, cash or terms.
Pueblo boy, who will meet Jim ing city, 1804
South Fdllh
local boxer. In the semiFlynn,
FIVE ESKIM0ES DIE
final bout at the Armory tonight.
IN BATTLE
OF MAN

We have quite a
Composed of figs and sugar.
stock, but cannot guaranted it to last for two days.
MILK LUNCH BISCUITS are once more in stock
and good crisp soda crackers.

WARD'S

Machlno

Shelled Pinon Nuts

V--

an

'

rV,

-

i

LOST

Sunburnt Brooch with ons diamond In center. Liberal reward
rJ.cturned t0 Mrs- Charles
White.
10 North ElKhlh.
-

Iurn.:i!

W

